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Yu X. * Horst S. M. He C.
Mcguiggan P. Zhang X.

Sediment Flux IN-situ eXperiment (SFINX) [#3003]
Sediment flux is usually measured by using sediment
catchers (SC). SCs are unreliable for extended studies in
remote/extreme environments. We investigated the use of
commercially available off-the-shelf piezo-electric devices to
measure sediment flux.
Venus Antidunes: Lessons from Unconfined Terrestrial
Density Currents [#3015]
Previous efforts have considered the possibility that some
dunes in the Venusian Al-Uzza Undae dunefield could be
antidunes. Given some assumptions regarding geologic
setting, we show that flow characteristics may
be calculated.
Titan’s Sediment-Moving Winds [#3014]
We computed the wind threshold intermittency for 25 sites
across Titan and found that sand should be mobile 15 ±5%
of the time.
Material Properties of Tholin: Implications for Aeolian
Processes on Titan [#3016]
We used novel techniques to characterize the cohesive,
electrostatic, and mechanical properties of organic sand
analogs on Titan. We found the Titan sand is stickier, softer
and more brittle than terrestrial sands, and is not likely to
carry charges.
DISCUSSION: Dynamics
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Nowinski G. Sobucki M.
Frodyma N.

Aeolian Sediments and Forms Along the Opportunity
Rover Traverse [#3026]
We present results of detail investigation on aeolian
sediments and forms observed by the Opportunity rover
along its traverse from Eagle Crater to Perseverance Valley
using semi-automatic techniques.
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Aeolian Bedforms in the ESA/ROSCOSMOS ExoMars 2020
Landing Site of Oxia Planum (Mars) [#3009]
TARs/PBRs in the ExoMars landing site. Evidence of
climatic changes?
Mega-Ripple and Candidate Transverse Aeolian Ridge
Migration on Mars — A Continuum of
Martian Bedforms [#3028]
This abstract provides an update on Martian mega-ripple
and TAR activity and implications for planetary
aeolian science.
Rediscovery of the Fluid Drag Ripples in Wind
Tunnel Experiments [#3005]
We studied the formation of fluid drag ripples in a series of
wind tunnel experiments with 40–70 μm glass beads. We
observed the transition between small impact ripples to
larger and wavy fluid drag ripples by increasing the
wind speed.
DISCUSSION: Bedforms
The Mineralogy and Thermophysical Properties of Dunes on
Mars: Implications for the Age and Origin of
Martian Sand [#3051]
Some key questions on martian sands are: (1) What is the
composition of the sand? (2) Is the sand sourced locally, or
globally? (3) What is the particle size of the sand? Here we
analyze TES and THEMIS data to address these questions.
Ancient Paleo-Erg Deposits in Apollinaris Sulci — A Record of
Aeolian System Change and Preservation [#3020]
A partially preserved paleo-dune field in Apollinaris Sulci is
explored, revealing new clues about the region’s past paleoflow regime and geologic history.
DISCUSSION: Record and Erosion
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The Importance and Feasibility of In Situ Martian Aeolian
and Meteorological Investigations [#3007]
Sand, dust, heat, and wind / Should be measured together /
Via new mission.
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Facilities for Planetary Aeolian Experimental Research: A
Draft White Paper [#3029]
As Aeolian processes are common in the Solar System,
experimental facilities for simulating them are increasingly
vital. Aeolian experimental facilities are available. However,
facilities for simulating extra-terrestrial processes
require support.
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Abstract Title and Summary
Small Ventifacts at Great Sand Dunes, Colorado, A New Source for
Mars Analogues [#3001]
A variety of small ventifacts have recently been discovered at
Great Sand Dunes National Park, Colorado, USA. Many of the
geological features of the ventifacts and nearby areas at Great
Sand Dunes are similar to those seen on sandy areas of Mars.
The Balance of Aeolian and Hydrologic Processes at Great Sand
Dunes, Colorado, USA [#3002]
An overview of fluvial/aeolian processes at Great Sand Dunes.
Would work well as a precursor to the field trip.
Physical Properties of Sand Grains in the Bagnold Dunes at Gale
Crater, Mars [#3004]
We measured the size and shape of sand grains at nine targets on
the Bagnold dune field within Gale Crater. The median size range
of active sand at the Bagnold Dunes is narrow and the majority of
sizes are very fine (50–150 μm).
Protodunes on Mars [#3006]
Baby dunes forming / Wind, cohesion, turbulence / Why here and
not there?
Wind Streaks Fieldwork as a Tool for Planetary Research [#3008]
Fieldwork of Earth wind streaks were carried out to examine
surficial properties variations affecting their appearance in
remote sensing images. Better understanding wind streaks can be
useful for assessing planetary surface-atmosphere interactions.
Investigating the Source(s) of Dark Sand in the Western Medusae
Fossae Formation, Mars [#3010]
That Martian sand is moving -- and so likely breaking down -highlights a long-standing question as to its source(s). We use
mapping, atmospheric modeling, and spectral analysis to test
hypotheses for sand source(s) in the Medusae Fossae Formation.
Mars, Wind and Ice: Seasonal Processes and the Effects on Polar
Dune Migration at Scandia Cavi [#3011]
In this study, we have investigated the migration of linear dunes
and the effects of CO2 ice at Scandia Cavi (-150° E, 78° N) over the
time period 2008-2018 using HiRISE images and change detection
software, COSI-Corr.
An Encroaching Dune Through the Eye of Time-Lapse Photography
at Grand Falls Dune Field [#3012]
The Grand Falls Dune Field (GFDF), located on the Navajo Nation,
is used as a Mars analog study site. In the spring of 2019, we
captured the slip face of a small encroaching dune in timelapse photography.
Adding New, Smaller Dune Fields to the Mars Global Digital Dune
Database Inventory [#3013]
There once was a dune database whose dune fields Rose Hayward
did trace. More dunes have been found on the ground, craterbound, and you can find them now at:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/0vhnkhmhw8qzix5/AAC5meToxgS
GImYHYxhaid4Na?dl=0.
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Using Self-Organizing Maps to Explore Potential Methods for
Automatically Extracting Transverse Aeolian Ridges from
HiRISE Imagery [#3017]
Six textural bands derived from HiRISE imagery are used to make
pseudo-multiband images which are explored via self-organizing
maps to measure the potential for the automated detection of
transverse aeolian ridges (TARs) on Mars.
Planetary Geoscience Map Gateway: Implementation of the Mars
Global Digital Dune Database [#3018]
We are developing a new data portal, the Planetary Geoscience
Map Gateway (PGMG), which will be a standardized, semanticbased geospatial on-line catalog. Here we present on the
structure and implementation of the Mars Dune Database into
the PGMG.
Dust Devils on Titan [#3019]
Titan Dust Devils / No problem for Dragonfly / Very gentle winds.
Investigating the Influence of Dust Storm Directions on Surface
Winds via Sand Dune Morphologies in the Northern Mid-Latitudes
of Mars [#3021]
Dunes tell a story / Of present-day winds, but do / Dust
storms interfere?
Two Dune Growth Mechanisms in a Landscape
Scale Experiment [#3023]
By comparing the destabilisation of a flat sand bed to the
development of conical sand piles on a non-erodible bed, a
landscape-scale experiment provides a unique set of data to
analyse the coexistence of different dune growth mechanisms.
Spatial and Temporal Development of the Dune Instability at
White Sands Dune Field, New Mexico, USA [#3024]
The spatial increase in height of incipient dunes at White Sands
Dune Field is field evidence for the spatial development of the flat
bed instability, and confirm the validity of the linear theory in
describing dune emergence in non-homogeneous zones of
loose sand.
Elongation and Stability of a Linear Dune [#3025]
Elongating linear dunes are individual sand ridges aligned near the
resultant transport direction. Using a cellular automaton model,
we show that the sand loss increases with the length of the dune
which eventually converges to a steady state.
Pattern Evolution in Transverse Aeolian Ridges (TARs) in Scandia
Cavi, Mars [#3027]
Dunes crawl over TARs / Shedding ripples and chaos. / Is this how
TARs move?
Namib Analogs to Titan Dunes: High Resolution
Satellite Topography [#3030]
Satellite Data / Shows Namib dunes in detail / Dragonfly is go!
Three-Dimensional Documentation of the Transition from Sand
Ripples to Megaripples [#3031]
Stereo photographs are used to produce high-resolution digital
terrain models of the transition from sand ripples to megaripples,
as documented at Great Sand Dunes National Park.
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A Wind Tunnel Study of the Effect of Intermediate Density Ratio on
Saltation Threshold [#3032]
Previous data suggested the importance of a density ratio term in
calculating threshold. Using the Titan Wind Tunnel, we derive a
new (second) dataset in the intermediate density ratio region.
Our data give higher values for the threshold parameter.
Wind, Dunes, and Data: PDS is Expanding, Important
New Tools [#3033]
Changes in program elements are forcing changes with data
management. PDS is in the process of expanding what is accepted
data (field and lab data) and adding tools for archiving it.
Megaripples at Great Sand Dunes National Park and the Puna
Plateau as Terrestrial Analogs for Aeolian Bedforms in Gale
Crater, Mars [#3034]
We combine data collected from two Mars analog sites with
available orbital and ground truth data from Gale crater on Mars
to interpret megaripple-like bedforms seen along the Curiosity
rover’s traverse.
Developing an Arduino Package to Probe Active Dust Devils with
a Drone [#3035]
We are developing a drone-mounted instrument package to
probe the relationships between a dust devil’s internal structure
(pressures, wind field, etc.) and its dust-lifting capacity.
Sand, Wind, and Ices on Mars: How Sandy Environments Facilitate
Erosion by CO2 Jets [#3036]
We hypothesize that during the process of araneiform creation on
Mars sand suspended in the pressurized CO2 gas leads to more
efficient erosion. This might explain why new dendritic troughs
are observed to exclusively appear near sand dunes.
Dunes to Yardangs: Deposition and Erosion in Syria and Daedalia
Plana, Mars [#3037]
We interpret bright lineaments and delta-shaped landforms to be
indurated dunes currently undergoing abrasion that may be been
deposited by pyroclastic density currents.
Intracrater Sediment Trapping and Transport in
Arabia Terra [#3038]
On Mars, dune fields often form in basins such as craters. We
observed 121 craters in Arabia Terra with terminal dune fields.
Using these craters, we determine the maximum slope of a crater
wall that sediment can migrate up.
The Origin of Aeolian Dunes — The Fluid Dynamics of Early-Stage
Protodune Development Measured in a Refractive-Index-Matching
Flume Environment [#3039]
The work presented herein involves a combination of field
measurements, documenting the initiation and morphological
development of sand patches and protodunes, in concert with
measurements of the flow-form interactions in a
laboratory flume.
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Experimental Hypothesis Testing of the Origins of Periodic
Bedrock Ridges [#3040]
Periodic Bedrock Ridges are erosional features found on the
modern wind-dominated surface of Mars with poorly constrained
formation mechanisms. We discuss experimental procedures
which test multiple hypotheses for their origin.
Prospects for Abrasion on Titan [#3041]
We investigate how abrasion would/could work on Titan.
A Unified Model of Ripples and Dunes in Water and
Planetary Environments [#3042]
Process-based simulations of subaqueous and aeolian bedform
show two basic planetary types consistent with subaqueous
ripples and dunes. This provides a new unifying framework to
compare planetary ripples and dunes to their
terrestrial counterparts.
Grain-Scale Field Documentation of Aeolian Terrestrial Analogs
Using Stereophotogrammetery of Megaripples at Great
Sand Dunes [#3043]
Terrestrial analogs of megaripples are documented at the grain
scale using stereophotogrammetry methods. Various scales of
bedforms, including the coarse grain fraction, are quantitatively
extracted from the data for analysis.
The Basal Unit at the North Pole of Mars: An Amazonian Record
of Mars’ Polar Aeolian and Glacial History [#3044]
The basal unit / A thick book of sand and ice / Read Mars’ history.
Slopes of Dune Slip Faces on the Earth and Mars [#3045]
Slip faces of terrestrial dunes changes at month time scale. There
are minor systematic differences in slip face slopes between
terrestrial dune fields. There is no systematic difference in the slip
face slopes between martian and terrestrial dunes.
Hura: An Instrument for Atmospheric and Aeolian Science [#3046]
We have been developing Hura, a compact, laser-based
instrument capable of measuring wind velocity and atmospheric
particle concentration, size and shape, all of which are important
to understanding the atmospheric contribution to
aeolian processes.
Sand Distribution and Possible Surface Albedo Influences in the
Shangri-La Sand Sea of Titan [#3047]
Using Cassini data, we argue that colliding air currents above the
SE margin of Shangri-La may account for the geomorphology of
the sand sea, our mapped interpretation of relative sand
abundances, and the topography of the region compared
to Xanadu.
Formation of Yardangs out of Wind-Sculpted Bedrock:
Implications for Planetary Surfaces [#3048]
Yardangs can form spontaneously out of a uniform bedrock
surface by the action of wind.

McDougall D. Radebaugh J. Kerber L.
Sevy J. Rabinovitch J. Christiansen E. H.

Dinwiddie C. L. Titus T. N.

Wagoner C. M. * Runyon K. D.

Yardang Shapes Reveal Substrate Lithology and Material
Properties in the Argentinian Puna [#3049]
The quantitative relationship between yardang size, shape, and
substrate material properties is explored for yardangs in and
around the Campos de Piedras Pomez, Argentina. We consider
implications for yardangs in the Medusae Fossae
Formation, Mars.
Seasonal Dark Dune Spots and Dark Dune Spot Flows in the
Southern Latitudes of Mars [#3050]
We constrain the origins of DDS flows by analyzing mission data
for spectral evolution, geomorphic signatures, and thermal
attributes, and modeling near-surface ground temperatures.
A Survey of Uncommon Yardang Morphologies Around Mars’
Medusae Fossae Formation [#3022]
An overview of eight uncommon yardang morphologies found
while mapping yardang distribution across Mars.
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MEGARIPPLES AT GREAT SAND DUNES NATIONAL PARK AND THE PUNA PLATEAU AS
TERRESTRIAL ANALOGS FOR AEOLIAN BEDFORMS IN GALE CRATER, MARS. M. M. Baker1, J.
Zimbelman1, S. P. Scheidt2, C. M. Weitz2, R. Sullivan3, S. L. deSilva4, M. E. Banks5, 1Smithsonian Institution National
Air and Space Museum Center for Earth and Planetary Studies, Washington DC (bakerm@si.edu); 2Planetary Science
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Introduction: Large aeolian ripples with crests
coated in very coarse sand, granules, or pebbles (often
termed “megaripples”) are ubiquitous on both Earth and
Mars [1-3]. Megaripples are characterized by a bimodal
grain-size distribution hypothesized to be a result of
grain sorting caused by differing transport modes (i.e.,
finer-grained sand undergoes saltation, while coarser
material moves by surface creep). On Mars, different
environmental conditions (e.g., ~30% Earth’s gravity
and ~1% Earth’s atmospheric density) affect
megaripple development and migration in ways that are
not well understood. Here we describe data collected at
two Mars analog field sites, which we hope will help
identify the various factors controlling the morphologic
evolution of terrestrial megaripples. Moving forward,
we plan to extrapolate these findings to the diverse set
of coarse-grained ripples that have been observed in
Gale crater on Mars in an attempt to evaluate the
formation mechanisms and stability of these bedforms,
as well as characterize the dynamics of surface creep
under modern martian surface conditions.
Methodology: Terrestrial Field Work. The field
work component of this project involved studying
megaripples at two Mars analog sites: Great Sand Dunes
National Park (GSDNP) in Colorado, USA and the Puna
Plateau (PP) in Argentina. Data collected on these
bedforms included grain size, topographic relief,
wavelength, and migration rate. In many respects, the
megaripples studied at these sites are morphologically
dissimilar (e.g., with respect to grain size and overall
shape) and may be representative of two terrestrial
A.

extremes; together they can provide a more
comprehensive view of the processes involved in
megaripple formation on Earth. Slow motion and time
lapse videos were also taken at GSDNP to document
grain transport and bedform migration. Anemometer
data acquired during periods of enhanced wind activity
will also be used to constrain the relationship between
wind speed and migration rates.
Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) Observations.
Images acquired from the Mastcam and MAHLI
cameras will be used to characterize coarse-grained
ripples encountered along the MSL rover’s traverse,
including grain sizes, dust cover, and overall
morphology. When available, stereo images will be
used to obtain topographic profiles through ripple
crests. Repeat “change detection” images showing
migration of megaripple-like bedforms can also be
directly compared to videos taken at GSDNP in order to
understand how these processes differ between Earth
and Mars.
Orbital Reconnaissance. Images acquired from the
Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) will be used to
provide additional information on bedforms
encountered along the traverse. Gale crater is one
location on Mars where overlapping orbital and ground
truth data exist and the comparison between these
datasets can provide insights into the nature of bedforms
that have been seen from orbit but for which we have no
in situ information. Orbital images taken in different
Mars years will provide a means to estimate ripple
migration rates through long-baseline change detection.
B.

Figure 1: Megaripples studied at PP (left) and GSDNP (right). Rulers are 12” (30cm) in length.
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Preliminary results: GSDNP megaripples were
found to be significantly more active than PP
counterparts. During strong wind conditions at GSDNP,
saltation of fine sand was able to produce observable
(albeit sporadic) impact-driven creep of surface
granules, resulting in megaripple migration of several
cm over the course of one day; PP ripple crests were
immobile over a period of 6 years and migrated only
~20 cm over the subsequent 2.5 years (Figure 1).
Although thorough comparison between terrestrial and
martian bedforms is not yet complete, preliminary
results suggest that under current climatic conditions
within Gale crater, impact-driven creep is likely a slow
process, particularly for grains > 1 mm; megaripples
coated with these granule populations are often
significantly dust covered and frequently lack
secondary ripples, suggesting that they either migrate
very slowly or not at all under current conditions. In this
sense, the processes controlling evolution of these
bedforms may be more analogous to those observed at
PP. Other bedforms observed more recently along the
MSL traverse were coated with 2-3 mm grains and may
be more similar in morphology to some PP megaripples
or terrestrial “zibars,” which typically have lower relief
and less well-defined ripple crests [4]. On the other
hand, there is evidence that bedforms containing 0.4 – 1
mm grains at their crests may be currently undergoing
transport more similar to that seen at GSDNP, although
scaled accordingly to account for potentially lower
saltation fluxes compared to Earth [5].
Conclusions: Integrative studies combining
available orbital and ground truth data from Mars with
field work at terrestrial analog sites can inform
interpretations of martian aeolian bedforms. Here we
utilize this approach to identify the processes
controlling the formation and evolution of megaripplelike bedforms within Gale crater, which have been
found to be generally stable over the duration of the
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MSL mission. These findings may have broader
implications for our understanding of aeolian features
observed across Mars, including ubiquitous Transverse
Aeolian Ridges (TARs) [7], which appear similar from
orbit to Gale bedforms containing > 1 mm surface
grains. Only one instance of potential TAR migration
has been recorded thus far on Mars ([8]), suggesting that
these features are relatively stable in the modern
climate. Although local conditions (e.g., wind speeds,
topography, and sediment availability) in Gale crater
may not be representative of all locations on Mars, our
observations underscore the potential importance of
grain size in overall stability of bedforms. If the presentday stability of TARs (and analogous bedforms in Gale
crater) are an effect of grain size, it may suggest that
these features were formed in a paleoenvironment that
was significantly more effective at mobilizing granules
into surface creep (e.g., higher wind speeds or
atmospheric density [9]). Alternatively, it may be that
the gradual trapping of fines within the interior of these
bedforms decreases the availability of saltators needed
to continue driving surface creep, thus further
promoting stability.
References: [1] Bagnold, R. A. (1941). London:
Methuen. [2] Jerolmack, D. J. et al. (2006). Journal of
Geophysical Research: Planets, 111(E12).
[3]
Arvidson, R. E. et al. (2017). Journal of Field
Robotics, 34(3), 495-518. [4] Holm, D. A. (1953).
Comptes Rendus, 7, 107-112. [5] Sullivan, R., & Kok,
J. F. (2017). Journal of Geophysical Research:
Planets, 122(10), 2111-2143. [6] Lapotre, M. G. et al.
(2018). Geophysical Research Letters, 45(19), 10-229.
[7] Zimbelman, J. R. (2010). Geomorphology, 121(1-2),
22-29. [8] Silvestro, S. et al. (2019). Lunar and
Planetary Science Conference (Vol. 50). [9] Fenton, L.
K. et al. (2018). Journal of Geophysical Research:
Planets, 123(4), 849-863.

Figure 2: Examples of megaripple-like bedforms encountered along MSL’s traverse. Left: Dingo gap megaripple
is coated in mm-sized granules and dust [3] (mcam02105, sol 530). Right: large ripples that contain ~400 m
grains at their crests, are relatively dust free, and exhibit secondary ripples (mcam09139, sol 1752). These have
been interpreted by some as megaripples [6], but grains are finer than typical for terrestrial megaripples.
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MARS, WIND AND ICE: SEASONAL PROCESSES AND THE EFFECTS ON POLAR DUNE
MIGRATION AT SCANDIA CAVI.
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Introduction: The action of the wind is one of the
dominant processes shaping the surface of Mars today.
At the poles sand transport occurs inversely with seasonal CO2 ice processes. The north pole of Mars is
home to many active dune fields including Olympia
Planitia and Olympia Undae. Understanding how the
migration of dunes are effected by seasonal CO2 ice
can further our knowledge of the relationships between
seasonal polar processes and the martian atmosphere
and climate. In this study, we have investigated the
dune migration at Scandia Cavi (-150° E, 78° N) and
the effects of seasonal CO2 ice on the dune activity
during the time periods 2008-2018.
Study Region: The dune field present at Scandia
Cavi (Fig. 1) dominantly contains linear dunes elongating from barchan and transverse dunes. Our study region, where dune migration was measured, is ~3 km in
width and ~8 km in length and is an extension of the
Olympia Undae. The study site is of interest as it has
previously been studied for active megaripples [1] and
provides the opportunity to investigate the relationship
between seasonal processes and dune changes.
Data and Methods: Datasets. We have used HiRISE
(High resolution Imaging Science Experiment) [2] images (0.25 m/pixel) from 2008-2018 to quantify dune
migration in units of m/Earth year. We used a HiRISE
Digital Terrain Model (DTM) combined with orthoimages, available from the HiRISE node of the
Planetary Data System (PDS) for dune migration
measurements. Both HiRISE and CTX (Context Camera) [3] images (5-6 m/pixel) have been used to investigate CO2 ice coverage on the dunes (Fig.1) across the
varying time periods, giving context to the study site.
COSI-Corr. Dune migration was measured using
the DTM and ortho-images combined with COSI-Corr
[4] (change detection software) over multiple time periods from 2008-2018 (Table 1). Stacked profiles have
been analysed and averaged to give the dune lee-face
displacement and subsequently the migration rate.
Dune Migration and sand fluxes: There was some
variation in the dune migration rates for each of the
time periods (Fig. 2), with average migration rates of
1.8, 2.0, 2.2, 1.3, 2.0 myr-1 for ∆T1,

Figure 1. (a) Context image showing the location of
the study site in relation to the north pole ice cap
(MOLA topographic image). The orange box shows the
extent of b. (b) CTX mosaic showing the dune field and
changes in ice coverage over time. Blue box shows the
location of c. (c) HiRISE image PSP_009739_2580
showing the region where dune migration was measured.
∆T2, ∆ T3, ∆ T4, ∆ T5 respectively and these measurements are higher than previously calculated average
migration rates on Mars [5]. These mean migration
rates are similar for each of the time periods, although
slightly less for ∆ T4, suggesting that the migration is
fairly constant. Average sand fluxes for each of the
time periods are 35, 37, 42, 25, 39 m3m-1yr-1, respectively for ∆T1, ∆ T2, ∆ T3, ∆ T4, ∆ T5. Interestingly, for
∆T2 and ∆T3, the direction of the migration reverses.
During T1, T4 and T5 the dunes are migrating east to
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east north east and during T2 and T3 the dunes are migrating west, west south west. This suggests there has
been a change in the dominant wind direction.
HiRISE Images

∆T1PSP_009739ESP_027461
∆T2ESP_027369ESP_036217
∆T3ESP_027461ESP_036217
∆T4ESP_027461ESP_053755
∆T5ESP_03617ESP_053755

Time between images (days)
1381
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image

Ls Second
image

116.9

120.2

689.5

116.9

117.8

651

120.2

117.8

2048.5

120.2

114.8

1366

117.8

114.8
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some of the slip faces during the early summer. It is
likely these ice patches have not yet sublimated due to
being sheltered from solar insolation by the steep crest
of the dunes. The size of the ice patches changes in
each of the images (Fig.3). Collectively, the autumnwinter ice is likely limiting sand mobility and therefore
most of the dune activity is likely to be during the
spring and summer when the ice has sublimated, which
is consistent with other observations for this region [5].

Table 1: The time periods for which dune migration was
measured.

Figure 3. (a) CO2 ice patches on the dunes, HiRISE
image ESP_036217_2580. (b) Small ice patch showing
sublimation
has
occurred,
HiRISE
image
PSP_009739_2580. (c) Ice patch visible in
ESP_027369_2580. (d) Larger ice patch visible
ESP_036217_2580. White boxes outline the areas with
ice or frost patches.
Conclusions: We have shown the dune field to be
migrating ~2 myr-1 in a bimodal direction due to a
dominant reversing wind regime. We have observed
seasonal CO2 ice covering the dunes in CTX images
and ice patches visible in HiRISE images, likely reducing dune migration to the spring and summer [5]. Our
observations and measurements suggest that there is a
range of processes simultaneously acting on this polar
dune field influencing dune activity on seasonal, annual and interannual timescales.

Figure 2: Dune migration rates for each time period the
migration was measured. Sand fluxes are shown by the grey
lines.

Seasonal CO2 Ice Coverage: Figure 3 shows the
variation in the ice coverage on the dunes over summer
when sand is largely frost-free, however during the
winter the dunes become covered by ice, visible in
some of the CTX images; (P13_006232_2581). In the
HiRISE images, small ice patches are still visible on

Acknowledegments: We would like to thank the
HiRISE node of the NASA PDS for the DTM and ortho images. (Credit: NASA/JPL/University of Arizona).
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Leprince, S. et al. (2007) IEEE J. Geosci. Rem. Sens., 45(6),
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THE ORIGIN OF AEOLIAN DUNES – THE FLUID DYNAMICS OF EARLY-STAGE PROTODUNE
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Introduction: Understanding the initiation of
aeolian dunes poses significant challenges due to the
strong couplings between turbulent fluid flow,
sediment transport, and bedform morphology [1].
While much is known concerning the dynamics of
more mature bedforms [2], open questions remain as to
how protodunes are formed, as well as the mechanisms
by which they continue to evolve. The structure of the
turbulent flow field influences the transport or
deposition of sediment, thus controlling the initial
formation of sand patches, yet is also strongly
influenced itself by local conditions such as surface
roughness and moisture. Furthermore, an additional
feedback on the flow and transport is exerted by the
sand patches themselves once they begin to form.
As protodunes begin to develop from this initial
deposition, their morphologies possess unique
characteristics involving a reverse asymmetry of the
stoss and lee sides, wherein the crest begins upstream,
close to the toe, and gradually shifts downstream
toward the "regular" asymmetric profile exhibited by
more mature dunes [3]. However, these early stages of
development also involve very gentle slopes and low
profiles which make field measurements of the
associated flow particularly challenging.
The current research effort involves a combination
of field measurements, documenting the initiation and
morphological development of sand patches and
protodunes, in concert with detailed measurements of
the flow-form interactions in a laboratory flume. The
work presented herein focuses primarily on
experiments conducted in a unique flow facility
wherein high-resolution measurements of the turbulent
flow field associated with the early stages of protodune
development are obtained utilizing particle-image
velocimetry (PIV) in a refractive-index-matched (RIM)
environment.
Methods: Laboratory experiments were conducted
in a uniquely designed RIM flume at the University of
Notre Dame in the Turbulence Laboratory for Energy
and the Environment. The RIM approach involves
using an aqueous solution of Sodium Iodide (NaI) as
the working fluid in place of water, as well as the use
of solid (i.e., fixed-bed) protodune models. The solid

and liquid phases have the same refractive index,
rendering the model effectively invisible. Thus, the
RIM technique facilitates flow measurements
extremely close to model surfaces and enables
unimpeded optical access, both of which are critical to
obtaining high-fidelity measurements near the model
surface. Such measurements are key to understanding
the flow-form feedback processes. It should be noted
that there is no mobile sediment in the flume, and thus
its effects on the flow-form feedback cannot be
accounted for in the laboratory.
The morphologies of the protodune models used in
the flume were idealized versions of natural
protodunes measured in the field. Natural protodunes
exhibit a wide array of specific shapes, but a general
characteristic of their development is that as they
mature and grow, their crest position shifts from being
found upwind near the toe to downwind with a steeper
lee side. Thus, in order to capture this key
morphological characteristic, four different protodune
models were fabricated mimicking this transition of the
crest position. This fabrication began with a baseline
model whose morphology was sourced from a natural
protodune measured in the field. This morphology was
altered to be idealized and symmetric about the
centerline, and then using computer-aided design
(CAD) software its crest was shifted.

Figure 1: Four idealized protodune model
morphologies, showing gradual transition of crest
from upstream (a) to downstream (d).
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Figure 2: Flow fields measured in x-z centerline plane over protodune model from Fig. 1b, showing (a) rms of
streamwise velocity fluctuations, (b) mean swirling strength, and (c) rms of swirling strength.
The protodune models are immersed within the
logarithmic region of a turbulent boundary layer in the
flume (crest height at approximately H/δ = 0.1) in an
effort to match the dynamic flow conditions the natural
protodunes are exposed to in the field. The flow field
around the models is measured using planar PIV in all
three planes (x-z, x-y, y-z) separately. Each planar
measurement yields the velocity components within
the plane.
Results: Initial results showing statistics of the
turbulent flow over the protodune model
corresponding to Fig. 1b are shown in Fig. 2. While the
protodune model has an extremely high aspect ratio
and gentle stoss and lee side slopes (approximately 9
degrees maximum slope on stoss side, and 4 degrees
maximum slope on lee side), the presence of the model
induces a noticeable perturbation to the turbulent
boundary layer.
In terms of the velocity fluctuations, urms, shown in
Fig. 2a, a clear amplification is visible in the toe
region. This is followed by a decrease over the stoss
side as the flow adjusts to the influence of the
topography. These results are in keeping with what has
been shown for flow over more mature dunes.
The characteristics of the spanwise vortex
structures in the flow are described by the mean and
rms swirling strength values shown in Figs. 2b-c.
Swirling strength is a measure of local rotation in the
flow, indicating the presence of a vortex core, and
relies on measures of instantaneous velocity gradients.
Mean swirling strength thus indicates a predominant

orientation or bias in the swirling motion, while rms
values reflect a characteristic intensity at each point in
the flow field. What these results show is that the
presence of the protodune perturbs not only the
velocity fluctuations, but also has an influence on the
organization of vortices in the incoming flow as they
encounter the protodune. Positive mean swirling near
the bed in the incoming flow shows the characteristic
distribution in the incoming boundary layer, while the
decrease over the toe region suggests a change in the
structure of the vortices. Likewise, there is a drop off
in the intensity of the swirling motions measured in
this x-z plane as the flow passes over the crest.
Conclusions: The initial results presented herein
demonstrate the utility of PIV measurements made in a
flume environment to capture the flow field over
protodunes and reveal the flow-form interaction
occurring during early-stage protodune development.
Such detailed measurements of the flow are extremely
challenging, if not impossible, in the field. Therefore,
the results shown here can be used to inform
measurements of morphology changes, transport, and
point-wise measurements of flow in the field, and thus
build a more complete picture of the feedback
mechanisms driving protodune development.
References:
[1] Leeder M. (1983) Spec. Publs int. Ass.
Sediment., 6, 5-18. [2] Livingstone I. et al. (2007)
Earth-Sci. Rev., 80, 239-257. [3] Kocurek G. (1992) J.
Sediment. Petrol., 62, 622-635.
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The importance of experimental facilities in aeolian
research: Aeolian geomorphology is pervasive in the Solar
System and likely on the growing number of newly identified
Earth-like exoplanets with atmospheres. Understanding aeolian landforms is vital to improving interpretations of planetary surfaces and to understanding the coupling of the surface
and atmospheres. Once described only with regard to larger
planetary bodies with atmospheres (e.g., [1]), aeolian landforms are now interpreted in spacecraft images of smaller
bodies with transient atmospheres or jets [2 and references
therein]. Interpretation of the resulting landforms informs our
understanding of planetary systems through, e.g.,:
•
constraining models of surficial and atmospheric dynamics and effects of surface-atmosphere interaction,
•
identifying local, regional, and global source-to-sink
sediment pathways;
•
revealing spatial differences in transported grain mineralogies,
•
quantifying landscape evolution through abrasion;
•
characterizing the effects of paleoclimates;
•
constraining locations of likely organic material preservation and its accessibility by spacecraft; and
•
indicating the potential forward contamination of terrestrial biota in a human mission.
Boundary layer wind tunnels simulate aeolian processes
that include both suspended dust and saltating sand and produce aeolian landforms. The boundary layer is that portion of
an atmosphere where airflow is dominantly controlled by
interactions with the surface. Such wind tunnels have a wellestablished history of use in the terrestrial and planetary science communities [3]. Terrestrial boundary layer wind tunnels have been in use since the groundbreaking work of Bagnold [4], which laid the foundation for understanding such
fundamental parameters as the threshold (minimum) wind
speed required to entrain sediment. Building on this foundation has continued in other ambient wind tunnels around the
world, such as at the Trent University in Canada [5], the
Aarhus University in Denmark [6], and the Arizona State
University in the United States [7], and will begin at a new
20’-long wind tunnel at the University of California, Los
Angeles [M. Day, pers. comm.
Planetary boundary layer wind tunnels: Simulating
planetary aeolian processes requires achieving both lowerand higher-than-terrestrial pressures. Low and high-pressure
wind tunnels were developed at the NASA Ames Research
Center in Mountain View, CA [see 2,3,7]. A silo for testing

structural issues and fuel tank sloshing problems of Atlas and
Titan boosters under low pressure [8] was converted into the
Planetary Aeolian Laboratory (PAL), which hosted the Mars
Surface Wind Tunnel (MARSWIT) [9]. A suction wind tunnel, the MARSWIT (Fig. 1) was designed to simulate aeolian
flow at pressures down to those on the Martian surface. For
this purpose, the silo is pumped down to Mars surface pressures, during which time researchers monitor their experiments from the control room.
Following evidence of aeolian processes on Venus, the
Venus Wind Tunnel (VWT) was also established in the PAL
[10]. This high-pressure wind tunnel was a closed structure
with a fan that pushed pressurized air through the test section. The test section was 1.22 m long with an interior diameter of 20.3 cm, a test bed 18 cm wide, and viewing ports
a few centimeters in diameter were located near the upwind
and downwind ends through which observations were made.
This facility was later refurbished as the Titan Wind Tunnel
(TWT; Fig. 2) to simulate aeolian sediment entrainment on
Titan [2].
Other planetary aeolian experimental facilities:
Among other planetary aeolian experimental facilities, a
Vortex Generator was built [11]. Originally housed at the
NASA Ames PAL, this equipment (Fig. 3) enabled the creation of laboratory-scale dust devils under terrestrial and
Mars-like pressures, for simulating dust devil processes on
both planets [11,12].
Another planetary aeolian experiment device, the Venus
simulator was a 6-cm wide and 80-cm-long tubular furnace
equipped with heaters also originally housed at the PAL
[13]. It was developed to evaluate the effects of grain impact
under Venus analog conditions.
Results of planetary aeolian experiments: The results
from these facilities have significantly informed our understanding of aeolian processes across the Solar System. The
Venus simulator showed that particles can be abraded even
with the very low impact velocities expected under Venus
conditions [13, 14]. Vortex data, combined with field observations and modeling, have quantified the processes of dust
lifting on Earth and Mars [15]. Results from the low-pressure
facility [MARSWIT] were used to quantify aspects of sediment transport processes, such as threshold wind speeds
required to move sediments on Mars [16-18] and to model
aeolian-type transport resulting from jetting on comets [19].
The high-pressure wind-tunnel provided data for modeling
aeolian thresholds on Venus [18] and Titan [19].
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NASA Review of PAL: A review of SMD planetary facilities in 2015 included assessment of the PAL facilities
[20]. The findings included the significant strengths of PAL,
including: its unique capability to simulate various planetary
conditions; the relevance of the results to broad scientific and
mission objectives; and efforts to solicit wider utilization and
archive prior work. Weaknesses included: a very small user
community, limited transparency at Ames, and limited capability to simulate all planetary conditions. Recommendations
included: steps to broaden the user community; instituting
improvements to the facility through committee; and mitigating risk of staff overturn.
On-going improvements: These findings have generally
been acted upon. A User’s manual is available
[https://rpif.asu.edu/documents/PAL_Proposers_Guidebook_
2019_v7.pdf] and workshops led by the limited community
of users were held (e.g., at LPSC). Encouragingly, the current user community now includes different researchers with
several projects using the MARSWIT. At the same time, the
means for making improvements to the facility remains similar to in the past.
Recommendations from this white paper: Communications initiated and led by the lead author, most intensively
between Sept 2018 and March 2019, resulted in a draft white
paper (available from the lead author). This draft white paper
discusses specifically the PAL facilities in their current state
and offers suggestions for improvements, including:
1. that NASA consider multi-year funding for the PAL;
2. that NASA consider additional funding additional funding
to bring the instrumentation and capabilities of the NASA
Planetary Aeolian Laboratory in line with instrumentation
and capabilities found at other wind tunnel facilities;
3. that, given the possible limitations of the current facility,
e.g., the structural limitations of the TWT, NASA conduct
a feasibility study, to include a cost-benefit analysis, on
building one or more new wind tunnels;
4. that NASA evaluate the prospects for locating and operating a NASA wind tunnel facility at an institution with
more transparency, managerial engagement, and/or proximity to aeolian researchers, including an evaluation of
whether the high- and low-pressure capabilities currently
housed together in PAL should more effectively remain
together or be housed in different facilities.
Archiving aeolian data: Beyond continued discussion
of the recommendations of the draft white paper, next steps
in addition to collecting these valuable data include compiling and archiving them [21, 22]. We encourage past, present,
and future experimentalists and field workers to contribute
their aeolian data to public archives and would be happy to
discuss means for making those contributions.

Acknowledgments: The compilation of the upcoming aeolian threshold archive was supported by the
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Planetary Data Archiving, Restoration, and Tools program and will be made available through the Planetary
Atmospheres Node.
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Fig. 1: The Mars Surface Wind Tunnel (MARSWIT),
Intake is on right, suction fan is at the left end of the
tunnel. The
test section
is lit up. Red
ladder provides scale..
Credit:
NASA.
Fig. 2: The Venus Wind Tunnel, refurbished into the
Titan Wind Tunnel. Flow is counter-clockwise within
the
structure.
Credit:
[2].
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Introduction: Sand is globally distributed and
moving on Mars [1-12]. Dune morphologies imply
saltation, during which grains move downwind in a
series of hops. With the high threshold wind velocities on Mars [13], the impact of these saltating grains
likely comminutes them to sub-sand sizes [14-16].
Thus, the discovery of pervasive sand movement
highlights the decades-old question [see summary in
17] as to source(s) of this globally-distributed sand.
Local sources – such as Valles Marineris wall
rock [18-20], the olivine bedrock at Nili Fossae [21,
22], and the basal unit of North Polar Layered Deposits [23, 24] -- obviate the need for long-distance sand
transport. However, these sources are confined to
tectonovolcanic or polar regions, whereas sand is
distributed throughout the intercrater plains and other
mid-latitude locales [1,2]. Although some craters
yield sand from low-albedo strata in their walls, the
evidence for sand leaving craters is questionable and
the origin of those dark layers is uncertain [25-27].
A longstanding hypothesis for an origin of Mars
sand is as volcaniclastic deposits [25-28], including
explosive (ignimbrite) sediments and comminuted
effusive (lava) materials. In this work, we test the
volcaniclastic hypothesis in the western region of the
Medusae Fossae Formation (MFF) (Fig. 1).
Background: The MFF is an extensive, lighttoned, layered and abraded deposit that stretches ~75
degrees along the highland-lowland boundary (HLB).
An ignimbrite origin for the formation is supported by
yarding morphology [29-33], low loss tangents from
radar [34, 35], and modeling of ash dispersal from
adjacent volcanic edifices [36-38]. Although the specific source for the MFF is still under investigation,
an ignimbrite interpretation is consistent with evidence for explosive volcanism on Mars [39,40].
Ignimbrites are comprised of a wide range of grain
sizes, including dust and sand [41]. The western MFF
(wMFF; Fig. 1) exhibits numerous dark sand dunes
(Fig. 1, inset) and a mantle of dust [42]. Based on
evidence for recent mobility [36], we hypothesize that
MFF abrasion liberates sediment and concentrates
sand to form the observed dark dunes. In addition to
testing the MFF itself, we test three other potential
sources for western MFF sand: 1) Cerberus plains
lavas, 2) explosive deposits on the Elysium Mons
edifice, and 3) the southern highlands.
Methodology: Our methodology is to map sand
deposits in the wMFF, to use deposit morphology to

infer emplacement wind directions, and to compare
the deposit locations and inferred wind directions
with mesoscale atmospheric modeling results to determine the most likely sand source(s). For an independent dataset, we compare spectra from the wMFF
sand and the four possible source regions.
1. Mapping. We mapped optically dark sand in
the blended mosaic of Context Camera [CTX] images
(res. 6 m/px; [43]). Because the western MFF sand
appears bright in both day and nighttime thermal imaging, we also used day and nighttime data from the
Thermal Emission Imaging System [THEMIS; 44] for
mapping. Dark sands were delineated as polygons on
the CTX mosaic at the mapping scale of 1:25,000.
2. Morphological analysis. Mapped deposits were
examined for wind direction indicators (e.g., slip face
orientations) in the CTX mosaic and available images
from the High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment [HiRISE; 45]. From the uni- and bidirectional
indicators, we calculated geospatial statistics (Fig. 2).
3. Modeling. To predict sand location and wind
direction, we will use the Mars Regional Atmospheric
Modeling System [MRAMS; 46] with boundary conditions from the Mars Global Climate model [47].
Inputs will include regional topography over the
wMFF and possible external sand source regions.
Initial runs will model present-day orbital/axial state,
consistent with low dust cover in some locations.
Based on lack of recent observable movement [9], we
will also model other orbital/axial states.
4. Compositional comparison. As an independent
assessment, we will use data from the Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars
(CRISM; [48]) to quantify compositional similarity
between wMFF sand and all potential sand sources.
Spectra will be analyzed using band depths and centers at 2- and 1-µm, respectively [see 49].
Results. Our mapping results show sand is clustered within Aeolis Chaos (a ~1-km-deep depression),
found on Zephyria Plana, and scattered in the interplanar trough (Fig. 2). Morphological wind direction
indicators suggest local topographic control. Preliminary spectral analysis shows an olivine/pyroxene
continuum with the wMFF at an extremum (Fig. 3).
Conclusions and future work: The clustering of
sand in Aeolis Chaos and evidence for local topographic control elsewhere both suggest that sand is
not traveling far within the wMFF, either due to topographic barriers or to comminution to sub-sand sizes.
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The extremum spectral position of wMFF bedrock
suggests the effectiveness of spectroscopy in determining wMFF sand source(s). In future work, we will
1) model predicted sand locations and wind directions, 2) compare those predictions to our mapping
and morphological analyses, and 3) complete our ongoing CRISM analysis of the study area and potential
source regions. We will then evaluate these multiple
datasets will to identify the most likely source region(s) for the observed dark sand in the wMFF.
Acknowledgments: This work is supported by
the Mars Data Analysis Program.
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Fig. 2. Mapped sand deposits with emplacement wind
directions inferred from six types of wind indicators.

Fig. 1. The wMFF (block box) and three possible
external sand source regions. Inset: dark sand (left) with
scours (circles) as one type of wind direction indicator.
Fig. 3.CRISM Band II (2-µm) depth vs. Band 1 (1-µm) center
for possible sand source regions, with wMFF at an extremum.
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Introduction: An expression for saltation threshold – the minimum wind speed required to initially
saltate particles – is necessary for modeling aeolian
processes on Earth and other bodies. Analysis of a
compilation of experimental data led to the conclusion
that this threshold is a function of the ratio of the density of the particle to the density of the entraining fluid
(ρp/ρ), and to a curve for the dimensionless threshold
parameter, A(ρp/ρ) [1]. Whereas data of low-density
ratio conditions from flumes and of high-density ratio
conditions from terrestrial and Martian wind tunnels
show constant A values, data in the transitional region
from the Venus Wind Tunnel (VWT) show a range of
values.
Methods: To support modeling of aeolian processes under thicker-than-terrestrial atmospheres, we revisit
this transitional portion of the curve using the Titan
Wind Tunnel [(TWT; Fig. 1), 2]. Using this unique
facility located the NASA Ames Research Center in
Mountain View, CA, we collect new freestream threshold wind speed data for a range of grain densities and
sizes and air pressures within the wind tunnel, yielding
a range of intermediate density ratios. Although for
previous TWT work, threshold was defined as ~50% of
the center region of the bed in motion [3], we defined
threshold in this work as the observation of patchy
movement of grains, to be more consistent with the
definition of threshold from the VWT work, namely,
“the speed at which groups of grains began to saltate
sporadically” [4]. The freestream threshold wind velocities were recorded by a stationary pitot tube within
the freestream (i.e., above the boundary layer) (Fig. 2).
To estimate roughness heights during each experiment,
we also collected a limited number of wind profiles
without sediment motion for fixed beds of different
grain sizes and extrapolated the wind profiles to wind
speeds of 0. With these roughness heights and the collected freestream wind threshold wind speed values, we
calculated friction threshold wind speed using the law
of the wall, namely,
(1)
where
is freestream velocity,
is the boundary layer
thickness, κ is the von Kármán constant (0.41), and z0 is the
roughness height. From these friction threshold wind speeds,

we calculated the dimensionless threshold wind speed, using
the equation
(2)
where A is the dimensionless threshold parameter, ρp is the
particle density, Dp is the mean particle diameter, and g is the
gravitational acceleration ([5, see also 6)]). As u = √(τ/ρ), A
is equivalent to the square root of the Shields criterion, θ=
τ/[(ρp-ρ)gDp], for the initiation of sediment motion in a fluid
flow.

Results: The results (Fig. 3) show that the TWTderived values do not coincide consistently with the
VWT values. With the aggregated threshold data from
both wind tunnels, we derive a new density ratio curve
with the same form as the previous expression but new
and different values for the parameters and including
uncertainties. This updated curve of A(ρp/ρ) confirms
the slope in the transitional region between low- and
high-density ratios, though giving slightly higher values
for A.
This work offers an improved prediction of threshold wind speeds under thicker-than-terrestrial atmospheres on other solar or extrasolar planetary bodies,
although the reason for the systematic offset between
the VWT data and our TWT data is not known to us.
As importantly, perhaps, is that this work provides a
quantification of the uncertainties of the combined
VWT and TWT results. The offset between these two
data sets suggests possible challenges to accurate experimental simulation of aeolian transport under such
transitional conditions with current facilities.
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Fig 1: (a) Photograph of the Titan Wind Tunnel. (b)
Sectioned layout of the Titan Wind Tunnel. For clarity, only
the downwind observational ports are labeled; the upwind
port is visible in the photograph. Modified from [2].

Fig 2: Experimental setup with the snake lights (rotated from their position in Fig. 2) used to illuminate the
grains at the downwind observation port and position
of high-speed video camera (showing zoom lens). Inset
(lower left) shows view inside of the tunnel as seen by
the camera.
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Fig. 3: a) Threshold parameter A, from various
sources [1] vs density ratio for Dp > 200 μm diameter
and Re*t >10. Derivation of uncertainties is described
in [6=Burr et al. in revision]. The colored points are
the new TWT data presented here. The grey dashed
line is the fit from [1]. The red dashed line is the new
fit including the TWT data. The red dotted lines mark
the uncertainty envelope represented by the 3-σ spread
in the Monte Carlo fits. b) TWT data for a limited
range of Reτ to further isolate density ratio dependence.
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Introduction and Motivation: Wind driven sand
dunes and smaller bedforms are scattered across the surface of Mars today. These aeolian landforms are also
found throughout the geologic record and attest to the
enduring presence of wind as one of the dominant geologic agents (1). Where identified, these geologic units
may preserve clues about past environmental and climate conditions. For example, rover investigations have
firmly established that some of the ~4 Ga rock record is
composed of sediment transported by flowing wind and
water, as evidenced by abundant cross-bedding and fine
layering (2, 3).
One of the initial reports documenting ancient aeolian dunes came from analysis of Mars Global Surveyor
MOC images of Apollinaris Sulci deposits (4). That
study described a field of moderate albedo, crescentshaped features with superposed craters that were proposed to be ancient duneforms. Here we revisit that location with new data, analysis, and revelations about
other “paleo-bedform” sites on Mars (5, 6).
Outstanding questions related to the nature of ancient bedform formation and modification history include: What are the circumstances by which these features are preserved? What geologic periods do paleobedforms appear to be associated with? What does local
and regional paleo-bedform morphology imply about
paleo-flow regimes?
Data Sets and Methods: We assessed aeolian deposits using five adjacent Digital Terrain Models
(DTMs) (at 1 m post spacing) and orthoimages (0.25–1
m/pix) (Fig. 1) acquired by the High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) (7). DTMs were controlled to a Context Camera (CTX) DTM and Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) data for absolute elevation. HiRISE slope maps at ~3-5 m baselines were derived from DTMs using a 3x3 low pass filter on the terrain. Additional insight of paleo-bedform thermophysical trends was obtained using THEMIS data (8).
Results: Context - The study site is found on the
southeast flank of Apollinaris Sulci (northeast of Gusev
crater) (178°E, 12°S). The area is bracketed by a highly
dissected Amazonian-Hesperian undivided unit (Ahtu)
to the north and a smoother Middle Noachian highland
unit (mNh) to the south (Fig. 1) (9). The 33-km-wide
deposit covers an area of 140 km2, which is comparable
to numerous moderate scale modern dune fields (10).
Morphology - Mapping reveals several distinct
clusters of broadly crescentic, positive-relief features
that resemble barchan and barchanoid dunes in the

center of the deposits, and barchan- and/or transverselike landforms on the margins of the deposit. Some units
display elongated limbs which appear to merge or bifurcate in areas - common characteristics for bedforms.
Meter-scale stratification is evident on the steeper (lee)
faces and is suggestive of cross-bedding.

Figure 1. (top) Context view of Apollinaris Sulci paleoerg (black polygon), yardang field (green line) and the
HiRISE DTM coverage. (middle) Color altimetry overlaid on an orthoimage showing paleo-dune topography.
(bottom) Relief (m) profiles of Apollinaris paleo (red)
vs. McLaughlin crater modern (black) dunes, revealing
similar height-to-wavelength relationships.
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Whereas most of these landforms are 8-35 m tall
(Fig. 2) some exceed 100 m in relief. As their height
increases so does their spacing (300-750 m). These parameters along with their length (200-900 m) and width
(300-2000 m) are similar to many modern martian and
terrestrial aeolian dunes (10) (Fig. 2). Given the spatial
distribution, consistent orientation, and geometric parameters, these landforms are interpreted to be lithified
aeolian sand dunes.
Preservation - The Apollinaris duneforms display
superposed craters, boulders, fractures, and abundance
of dust mantles or smaller bedforms. Impact crater size
ranges from 50-600 m in diameter (Fig. 1). This size
range and their distribution may indicate these are
mostly primary impacts rather than secondary, which
may allow relative ages to be extracted. Thermal inertia
of these deposits is very low (145+/-37 Jm-2K-1s-1/2),
likely indicating an unconsolidated dusty surface which
is not representative of the primary paleo-dune surfaces.
Slope analysis reveals a regular asymmetric trend to
the paleo-dunes. What are identified as stoss slopes are
consistently flatter (~5-12°) than the south-facing lee
slopes (~15-30° ) (Fig. 3). Remarkably, some of the best
preserved lee-sides exceed 30° and are at or above the
static angle of repose. This indicates a strong cementing
agent has lithified the sand component as these steep
slopes would be most susceptible to mass-wasting. This
level of preservation is uncommon on Earth where leedune faces may be fully eroded.
In comparison to contemporary McLaughlin dunes,
Apollinaris paleo-dunes are similar or taller at a given
spacing (Fig. 2). We also compared these with previously identified paleo-dunes in Melas Chasma (Fig.
2)(6) which are 2-3× smaller in relief and more eroded,

Figure 2. Log-log plot of height vs. wavelength for
Apollinaris paleo (magenta, orange, red) and modern
dune fields. Contemporary terrestrial (blue) (11) and
McLaughlin crater dunes are also plotted. Note the
tighter and steeper trends for Apollinaris paleo-dunes
compared with Melas paleo-dunes coverage.
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perhaps suggesting a greater sediment supply (when active) and/or greater preservation for Apollinaris paleodunes. In contrast, several of the eastern most paleo-barchans are eroded down to their bases, indicating a range
of preservation states across the erg.
Wind regime - The lee faces only deviate ~50° in
azimuth from due south indicating a northerly wind regime was responsible for most central paleo-dune morphologies, with northeasterly and northwesterly variations more apparent on the flanks. We also note the massive yardang field to the north (Fig. 1) was carved by
quasi-northerly (toward ~165°) winds (broadly perpendicular to lee-faces), indicating a formidable and relatively consistent wind regime perhaps spanning different geologic epochs.
Geologic history - The transitional undivided unit
(Ahtu) to the north comes into contact with paleo-erg in
central locations. As inferred earlier from lower resolution data (4), the yardang field appears to be stratigraphically above the erg as viewed in HiRISE suggesting the
unit is older and is being removed by erosion. Based on
various lines of evidence the yardang-forming unit (similar to the Medusae Fossae Formation) has been interpreted to be a pyroclastic deposit (9), perhaps sourced
by Apollinaris Mons and responsible for the paleo-erg
preservation. Future efforts will seek to better constrain
the geologic history of Apollinaris Sulci paleo-erg.
Conclusion: Results confirm that Apollinaris Sulci
records an ancient aeolian dune field. The dune field
contained both transverse and barchanoid dunes, with
comparable bedform properties to modern aeolian
dunes, that migrated broadly to the south with variations
on flanks (consistent with superimposed yardangs).
Comparison to previously reported paleo-dunes in Melas Chasma suggests that paleo-bedforms are a common
feature on Mars, spanning different geologic settings
and potentially different ages.
Acknowledgments: This research was supported by
NASA MDAP Grant NNH16ZDA001N and the
MRO/HiRISE mission. We would like to thank UArizona/HiRISE staff for assistance with targeting and
Christine Akers for DTM production.
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MEGA-RIPPLE AND CANDIDATE TRANSVERSE AEOLIAN RIDGE MIGRATION ON MARS – A
CONTINUUM OF MARTIAN BEDFORMS. M. Chojnacki1 S. Silvestro2,3, and D. A. Vaz4. 1Planetary Science
Institute, Tucson, AZ (mchojnacki@psi.edu); 2INAF Osservatorio di Capodimonte, Napoli, Italy; 3SETI Institute,
Mountain View, CA. 4Centre for Earth and Space Research of the University of Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal.
Introduction and Motivation: Many aeolian
derived using the method of (12). Dune migration
bedforms on Mars are enigmatic as compared to
vectors were converted to flux vectors by multiplying
classical terrestrial bedforms. For example, the origin of
the migration rates to the dune heights derived from
moderate-scale (10-100 m spacing and 1-14 m tall),
DTMs – see the method of (13) for details.
light-toned Transverse Aeolian Ridges (TARs) has been
Results: Prior HiRISE surveys of dunes have
long debated (1–3), as similar terrestrial features are rare
shown variable ripple and dune activity across Mars (14,
(4). Similarly, smaller (1-5 m spacing and ~40 cm tall)
15), but recently certain locations have been found with
dark-toned ripples (DTRs) generally do not form on
migrating ‘mega-ripples’, with spacing of ~8-18 m and
Earth, implying an unique martian process is involved
heights of 0.8-2 m (Fig. 1-2) (16). Initially presented at
(5, 6). Whereas the consensus view has been that TARs
the Fifth International Planetary Dunes Workshop (17),
are dormant or inactive under current the climatic
large, relatively bright mega-ripples were found
(based on superposed craters, lack of orbital detections,
migrating atop Nili Fossae dunes and in continuity with
etc.), orbital and surface observations show DTRs are
DTRs (Fig. 1; Animation DR1). Although dominantly
migrating on Mars today (e.g., 5, 7). The size range in
transverse in morphology and motion, crescentic,
between these commonly cited bedform populations (5oblique and star-like members can also occur that can
20 m spacing, ~1-5 m tall) have been largely unexplored
migrate obliquely and longitudinally.
and generally assumed to be inactive like TARs (Fig. 1)
Migrating mega-ripples exist in a variety of regions
(8). We term these intermediate-scale bedforms as
and latitudes (North Polar erg, Hellespontus, Syrtis
“mega-ripples“ based on their greater dimensions and
Major) but all detections to date are part of previously
brighter crests than DTRs, where we infer the latter is
identified high sand flux dune field systems (defined
due to a coarser grain size component (9).
here as 12 m3 m-1 yr-1) (16). For example, highly mobile
Here we describe the morphology and evolution of
dunes in Chasma Boreale show swiftly migrating megaaeolian bedforms bridging
these seemingly different two
groups. In particular, this
abstract intends to provide an
update
on
mega-ripple
activity
and
their
implications for planetary
aeolian science.
Data Sets and Methods:
We assessed aeolian activity
using images acquired by the
High Resolution Imaging
Science
Experiment
(HiRISE) camera (0.25–1
m/pix) (10). For image
orthorectification and dune
topography, Digital Terrain
Models (DTMs) (at 1 m post
spacing) were constructed
from HiRISE stereo pairs.
Dune front advancements
were recorded manually
whereas
mega-ripple
migrations was quantified
using COSI-Corr software
Fig. 1. Four bedform sites with or without detected migration, as viewed in HiRISE
(11) with megaripple fluxes at that same scale. Known or suspected wind directions (arrows) are shown. See [8,
15] for image details and context.
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ripple fields in upwind areas, where ripple heights are
1-2 m (Fig. 1-2; Animation DR8). This high level of
activity is despite the limited sediment state as these
areas are under meter-thick seasonal CO2 frost and ice
for over half the martian year (16, 18).
These prior mega-ripple examples, while larger than
previously documented active DTRs, were not
recognized by the authors as “typical” TARs. However,
new analysis of areas in McLaughlin crater showed
mega-ripple (~15-20 m spacings) changes in 5 Mars
year-baseline orthoimages (11). These bright-toned
bedforms located stratigraphically below the dunes or in
isolated patches are what would be normally referred to
as small TARs (Fig. 3). Similar to Nili Fossae, these
bedforms display fluxes that are two to three orders of
magnitudes lower than the overlaying dune fluxes on
average (18).
Discussion: Mega-ripples are found in continuity
with DTRs and with similar dynamics and orientations,
which implies both formed by similar aeolian processes
(saltation and creep). This may suggest that these
decameter-scale ripples exist on a continuum of Martian
bedforms with small DTRs, as inferred by morphology
(19). However, newly detected active bedforms cross
over into the lower end of parameters previously
described for TARs. TARs have been widely considered
to be remnant landforms from a prior climate and
obliquity, a scenario supported by the local
superposition of craters and fractures in several areas of
Mars (3, 8). Indeed, isolated TAR fields in low wind
areas may have become inactive following global
changes, but since then were stabilized by induration
and coarse grain armoring. New detections using
increasingly longer temporal baselines afforded by the
length of the HiRISE/MRO mission may support the
notion of TAR/mega-ripple mobility in higher sand flux

Fig. 2. Example of north polar erg active mega-ripples
where bedform heights of 1-2 m are measurable in
HiRISE DTMs (1 m/post).
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regions of Mars where bedform stabilization has yet to
take hold.
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Figure 3. (top) Locations of some of the known
migrating mega-ripples or small TARs in
McLaughlin crater. (bottom) Bedform crestlines
traced in the T1 and T2 images over 5 Mars years.
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WIND STREAKS FIELDWORK AS A TOOL FOR PLANETARY RESEARCH. A. L. Cohen-Zada1, 1Earth
and Planetary Image Facility, Department of Geography and Environmental Development, Ben-Gurion University of
the Negev, Beer-Sheva, Israel 8410501, avivlee@post.bgu.ac.il.
Introduction: Wind streaks have been widely
studied with respect to their spatial distribution, climatic
context, and appearance in remotely sensed data [1].
Because wind streaks were first identified and studied
on planets other than Earth, they were investigated
primarily using remote sensing observations, with the
ability to validate planetary results with field data being
extremely limited [2, 3]. Field studies of Earth wind
streaks are essential if we are to better understand the
various reasons for their albedo alterations and
formation mechanisms, not only on Earth but also on
other planets. However, wind streak field observations
are yet scarce compared with those conducted for other
aeolian bedforms, with merely six published field
investigations in the last forty years [e.g. 4, 5].
In this study, field data from five wind streak at the
Mojave Desert are presented: Amboy, Pisgah, Sleeping
Beauty, Cowhole and Afton. The objectives are to
validate satellite remote sensing data by comparison to
ground measurements, to study the surficial properties
and geomorphic expression of wind streaks, and to
extend the dataset of wind streaks in the scientific
literature for future research.
Methods: Field measurements and sampling were
taken along transects crossing the wind streaks. Every
20-80m the surface spectral signature was measured
using ASD FieldSpec 4 Hi-Res (350-2500 nm)
instrument. Samples for laboratory analyses were
collected from the surface to a depth of up to ~3 cm
using a gardening spade. X-ray powder diffraction
(XRD) was used for the identification of crystalline
materials. The bulk particle size distribution (PSD)
determined using the Mie scattering model and further
processed in GRADISTAT (8.0).
Results and discussion: Field spectroscopy values
were found to be smaller than the reflectance obtained
by satellite observations for all sites. However, the wind
streak tone interpretation remained the same, regardless
of the data source, meaning that both the streak and
surrounding reflectance change with a nearly constant
ratio. The wind streak visibility did not gradually
decrease with distance from the origin point, as the
contrast between a streak and its surroundings for field
and satellite data was, in some cases, strongest in the
middle or end sections of the streak.
XRD indicated little to no difference in the
mineralogical composition of the particulate material
collected from the streak and surrounding areas. At all
five sites, feldspar is the most common mineral,

followed by quartz and traces of clay minerals. The
mineral ratio was either maintained through the
different transect sections (edge, transition, and center),
or only small differences were found in at least one of
the edges compared to the streak area. In two sites,
Amboy and Pisgah, the lithology of the substrate is
responsible for the streaks’ visibility rather than the
mineralogy of the particulate cover.
PSD shows that wind streaks are comprised of fine
to medium sand grains (mode: 138-240 µm) with little
clay and silt fractions. Significant difference in grain
size between the streak and surrounding areas was
observed in four out of five sites, showing finer particles
inside the streak. Samples with a very coarse silt texture
were collected from either a basaltic surface or beneath
a desert pavement cover.
The particle size of bright and dark wind streaks on
Earth are comparable with dark wind streaks on Mars
[6], and equivalent of Earth’ sand dune particles [7]. The
lack of fine fractions imply that wind streaks are active
aeolian environment, as was also demonstrated by
climate models [8]. While the fine material is either
swept away or trapped in surface armoring, the coarser
fraction is mobilized by the wind in saltation.
Implication: Wind streak field investigations
contribute greatly to the understanding of the various
wind streak characteristics affecting their appearance in
imagery. As wind streaks are widely distributed features
on planetary surfaces, and aligned with the modern
prevailing winds, they can be valuable tool in assessing
planetary surfaces, atmospheres, and their interactions,
especially in the context of the future missions to Mars
and Titan.
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DEVELOPING AN ARDUINO PACKAGE TO PROBE ACTIVE DUST DEVILS WITH A DRONE. Justin
Crevier1 (justincrevier@u.boisestate.edu), Chelle Szurgot1, Brian Jackson1, and Ralph Lorenz2 1 Department of
Physics, Boise State University, 1910 University Drive, Boise ID 83725-1570 USA; 2 Applied Physics Laboratory,
Johns Hopkins University, Laurel MD 20723-6099 USA(Ralph.Lorenz@jhuapl.edu).

Introduction: Dust devils are dry, low-pressure
vortices that lift dust and have diameters of a few to
several hundred meters. They occur wherever
atmospheric conditions can support convection, and
the surface-atmosphere interaction allows aeolian
transport of dust grains. On Earth environments, dust
devils may contribute 30+% to the global dust budget
[1], and on Mars they may also contribute a significant
percentage of the planetary dust budget [2]. However,
the physical relationships between a dust devil’s
internal structure (pressures, wind field, etc.) and its
dust-lifting capacity are unclear. To probe these
relationships in active dust devils, we are developing
an instrument package small enough that it could
safely fly on a commercially-available drone, the DJI
Mavic 2.
We are currently upgrading our drone’s onboard
sensor package to collect data on dust particle number
density and size, using off-the-shelf commercial
sensors, and are refining our sensor package to
improve our temperature collection. Our initial data
collection runs on dust devils at a field site in rural
Oregon (The Alvord Desert) and a field site just
outside of Las Vegas (El Dorado Playa, Figure 1) have
shown modest success, and we are able to recover
reasonable dust densities and pressure/temperature
structures within dust devils.
Challenges: Our Mavic Pro 2 drone is built around
a high-quality gimbaled camera. The drone weighs 905
grams, and has a rated maximum takeoff weight of
1100 grams [3] - which leaves very little carrying
weight available for sensors and accessories. FAA
regulation of drones additionally requires that any
payload does not adversely affect the pilot’s ability to
control the aircraft.
To pursue a dust devil in the field, we must first
spot a dust devil near enough (within 500 meters) that
we can safely approach and encounter. The drone’s top
speed is about 20 m/s (40 mph), and it can safely
navigate winds of about 11 m/s (22 mph), allowing us
to safely encounter typical dust devils. Drone launch
and lift characteristics play critically important roles in
this process (Figure 2).
Balancing Sensor Mass, Capability, and
Performance: Our sensor payload is based on two
primary components, which we can program and
control through an onboard computer using the C

programming language via the Arduino IDE
(Integrated Development Environment). These primary
components include an Adafruit Data Logging shield
mounted on an Arduino Uno R3 microcontroller board
(Figure 3). The Adafruit Data Logging System holds
an SD card and can simultaneously log from a set of
lightweight, modular pressure, temperature, and dust
sensors for drone flights. We are using the GY-68
BMP180 sensor module series to measure temperature
and pressure--with a mass of only 5 grams, this sensor
can record pressure ranges of 300 ~ 1100hPa (+/- 0.06
hPa) and temperatures to within a 0.1 degree C range,
with a manufacturer’s listed reaction time of 7.5 ms.
The R3, Adafruit, SD card, and BMP180 sensors have
a combined mass of 157 grams, which gives us leeway
to experiment with several different sensor
combinations.
“Off-the-Shelf” Dust Sensors Limitations and
Selection: Given our increased focus on dust-particle
grain size, we have reviewed and tested several dust
sensors that are compatible with the Arduino IDE and
operating system. Although there is a broad range of
lightweight commercial dust sensors available, most of
these are optimized for industrial uses; either their
particle size detection range or their response time (or
both) fall outside of our operating parameters.
Response time is particularly important to us, given
the drone’s very short direct exposure time to a dust
devil – this can be as little as 5-10 seconds in a typical
intercept flight. We are currently working with the
Waveshare GP2Y1010AU0F, which has displayed
consistently rapid response times and baseline returns;
detects dust particles at sizes of 1 micrometer level and
greater; and adds 41 grams to overall payload weight.
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Figure 1: (a) El Dorado Playa. (b)-(d) Five-second launch sequence, generating dust cloud.

Figure 2: Drone altitude (orange) and dust
concentration (blue). The drone’s propellers
begin spinning up just before launch (when
the altitude increases), generating a cloud of
dust that registers in the dust sensor. Upon
landing, another cloud is generated, too.

Figure 3: The Mavic 2 drone with the sensor
package attached.
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The Need For In Situ Studies of Mars’ SurfaceAtmosphere Interactions: Aeolian (wind-driven) sand
and dust significantly influence landscape evolution
and climate across the solar system [1]. On Mars, atmospheric dust is a major climate driver and is lofted
through poorly understood mechanisms, including dust
devils and quasi-regular global-scale dust storms. As
on the Earth, wind-transported sand is a major force in
the dust emission process, as well as martian landform
development, abrasion of surfaces, and creation of
complex stratigraphies (Figure 1). On Saturn’s moon
Titan, sand produced from photochemical aerosols has
formed vast dune fields. Even on comets, aeolian processes within a transient, very thin atmosphere appear
to have formed sand ripples.
Despite recognition that these surface-atmosphere
interactions have profound effects on many planetary
bodies, no aeolian-focused mission has ever flown.
Experiments and models confined to Earth conditions
leave critical questions unanswered, such as: How do
micrometeorological processes drive diurnal, seasonal,
and annual dust, sand, and volatile cycles both locally
and globally? How does surface roughness influence
threshold wind speeds for sediment transport under
different atmospheric densities found throughout our

solar system?
A key challenge is that aeolian and meteorological
processes operate over a wide range of spatial and
temporal scales, the smallest of which we have only
observed on Earth. On Earth, numerical modeling integrates laboratory studies (grain-to-meter and <hours
scales) with field investigations (m-to-km and min-toseasons scales) to facilitate the extension of smaller
scale aeolian processes into a global context. For other
planets, we must rely on untested extrapolations from
Earth-based knowledge and laboratory measurements
to represent processes such as saltation, dust lifting,
turbulent boundary layer mixing, etc., which use highly
uncertain assumptions and scaling laws. Still missing
are in situ, high-resolution, and high-frequency observations of aeolian and meteorological processes
on another planetary body – analogous to terrestrial field studies.
Mars is a prime target for developing an understanding of surface-atmosphere interactions on planetary bodies with low-density atmospheres because of its
recognized wide-spread sediment transport and the
strong role of dust on climate variability. In addition,
decades of previous investment have yielded contextual information and relevant mission technologies.
Figure 1: Many hypotheses
addressing key Mars science
questions hinge on unverified
models
of
surfaceatmosphere interactions (center), which are controlled by
local meteorological and aeolian conditions/ processes (colored ovals). Studies in these
areas connect to crucial gaps in
our understanding of Mars’
geologic and climate history
[2,3], as well as to planetary
sediment transport physics (at
bottom are Titan, Venus,
Earth, (Mars), Pluto, and comet 67P) and key information for
engineering of future exploration efforts.
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However, previous missions have yielded poor in situ
datasets for these purposes as no dedicated sediment
transport sensors were included and meteorological
instruments were not well accommodated or designed
to be part of a comprehensive aeolian/meteorological
experiment.
New Opportunities for Mars In Situ Investigations:
New technology developments and lander concepts
may enable delivery of small, focused payloads more
cost-effectively to the martian surface (e.g., SHIELD
[4]); such technologies could enable a complete aeolian/meteorological investigation. Multiple landers
would enable simultaneous collection of distributed
measurements to, for example, decouple spatial and
temporal variability of meteorological conditions and
sediment transport during passage of a storm front.
Advances in miniaturization and data resolution of
field instrumentation, along with a new JPL-developed
concept for landing small payloads onto a planet’s surface open a new paradigm for designing planetary aeolian and meteorological studies.
Mission concepts could involve compact landers,
each with a deployable ~2 m-tall instrumented mast.
These would collect vertical profiles of wind,
dust/sand, heat, and water fluxes, along with meteorological measurements, providing concurrent in situ
observations of surface-atmosphere exchange and environmental drivers. If a small number of landers were
distributed within a large martian crater, their measurements could be connected via regional models of
wind and sediment transport – analogous to field studies on Earth. If a lander also had upward-looking instruments, it could be paired with an orbiter that would
allow for global and higher-altitude measurements of
wind, aerosols, and/or water (ideally with overlap in
altitude and time with lander-based measurements),
generating global and full-atmospheric profile context
that is directly matched with high-resolution in situ
surface data (Figure 2).
Next steps: To further develop
these types of mission concepts,
discussions among planetary and
terrestrial experts along with
spacecraft engineers are essential
to develop science investigations, instruments, and process
modeling that drives spacecraft
design, instrument accommodation, and mission operations.
This type of integrated discussion – from early in the mission
development process – is important to optimize instrument
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design and accommodation on the spacecraft. For example, critical open design questions that require many
areas of expertise to answer are “With what
height/vertical spacing within the turbulent boundary
layer should instrument packages be deployed to determine when and how sediment is lofted?” and “How
far from the lander body should sensors be placed to
ensure there is no flow disturbance or thermal contamination?” We are pursuing collaboration opportunities
that will bring both theory and practical expertise together to inform in-depth discussions of the state of
technology and science within planetary aeolian and
meteorological investigations.
This Presentation: At the 2020 Planetary Dunes
workshop, we will outline a specific mission concept
being developed with SHIELD engineers and instrument developers within the planetary and terrestrial
aeolian/metereological communities, including our
science objectives/traceability and identified key technical challenges. We also will outline a Planetary Decadal Survey white paper we are developing, that will
describe the need for Mars in situ aeolian and meteorological measurements and the feasibility for achieving
such measurements in the next decade (and will welcome comments and co-signatories).
References: [1] Diniega et al. (2017) Aeolian Res. 26,
5-27. [2] Diniega et al. (2019) 9th Mars Conf. Ab.
6152. [3] Newman et al. (2019) AGU Fall Meeting,
P33D-14. [4] Barba et al. (2019) 2019 IEEE Aerospace Conference, 1-10.
Figure 2: Schematic of a next-generation planetary
aeolian and meteorological investigation (PAMI) mission concept, with ~5 landers distributed through a
crater and a small orbiter, all with instruments aimed
towards measuring sand, dust, and volatile fluxes at the
surface and through the atmosphere, along with driving
meteorological conditions such as wind and heat.
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PROTODUNES ON MARS. Serina Diniega1,*, Jo Nield2, Giles Wiggs3, Matt Baddock4. 1Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology (*serina.diniega@jpl.nasa.gov), 2University of Southampton, Southampton,
UK, 3University of Oxford, Oxford, UK, 4Loughborough University, Loughborough, UK.

While studies of aeolian sand dunes on different planetary bodies have yielded much information on the evolution of these features [1], little is known about the
way in which dunes are first initiated. “Protodunes” are
the small sand patches that eventually become large
organized sand piles [2] (Figure 1), and it is not known
which environmental factors control the genesis and
evolution of these early stage aeolian bedforms. A UK
NERC-US NSF supported project to study The Origin
of Aeolian Dunes (TOAD) seeks to address this question via detailed field measurements on the Earth [3];
an additional focus of this work is to identify potential
protodunes on Mars and to compare their morphometrics and spacing to their terrestrial analogs, as well as
to characterize their local environment for a comparison with environmental controls identified via the terrestrial field studies.

Geophys. Res.: Planets, 112(E5). [5] Kocurek, G.,
Townsley, M., Yeh, E., Havholm, K.G., & Sweet,
M.L., 1992. J. Sedimentary Res., 62(4), 622-635. [6]
Claudin & Andreotti, 2006. Earth & Planet. Lett. 252,
30-44.

This presentation will focus on the martian investigation, describing our methodology for identifying protodunes and trends seen in the morphometrics, spacing,
and environments of such features. Potential protodunes have been identified within HiRISE images [4]
(e.g., Figure 2). Comparison between observations of
protodunes on Mars and the Earth will also be shared
(e.g., Figures 2, 3).
References: [1] Diniega et al., 2017. Aeolian Res. 26,
5-27. [2] Nield, J.M., Wiggs, G.F., & Squirrell, R.S.
2011. Earth Surf. Proc. & Landforms, 36(4), 513-522.
[3]
TOAD
website,
2020.
https://cmg.soton.ac.uk/research/projects/the-origin-ofaeolian-dunes-toad/. [4] McEwen, A.S., et al., 2007. J.

Figure 1. The stages of terrestrial dune development,
from [5].

Figure 2. Example of a protodune on Earth (left) and a potential protodune on Mars (right). Both have a steep and
narrow ridge of sand on the stoss side of the feature and a longer, ~flat, rippled patch on the lee side. This stage of
protodune is the transition from a symmetric sand patch (Stage 1) and a protodune where grainfall begins to generate
a steeper lee slope (Stage 3) [5].
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Figure 3. The length (in wind direction) of 29 martian
protodunes, from 8 fields. These are ~10x bigger than
Earth protodunes, which matches with the size difference seen between terrestrial and martian mature dunes
[6].
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SEASONAL DARK DUNE SPOTS AND DARK DUNE SPOT FLOWS IN THE SOUTHERN LATITUDES
OF MARS. C. L. Dinwiddie1 and T. N. Titus2, 1Space Science and Engineering Division, Southwest Research
Institute, San Antonio, Texas, cdinwiddie@swri.org, 2U.S. Geological Survey, Astrogeology Science Center,
Flagstaff, Arizona, ttitus@usgs.gov.

Introduction: Seasonally ephemeral, defrostingrelated Dark Dune Spots (DDS) and their downslope
flows on Martian sand dunes (Fig. 1) are enigmatic,
10-to-100-m-scale features unique to frost-covered
sand dunes that form at subfreezing temperatures.
Their origin has puzzled the planetary æolian and
cryospheric science communities for nearly two
decades [1–15]. Hypotheses for these features have
ranged from dry, basaltic sand avalanches to brineand-sand debris flows.
We have begun a study of these seasonal processes
on mid-to-high-latitude dune fields in the southern
hemisphere of Mars to resolve environmental controls
on formation of DDS and their downslope flows at
select locations where rich data sets of repeat imagery,
thermal and hyperspectral data, and HiRISE digital
terrain models (DTMs) are currently available for
comprehensive analyses.
Three unique DTMs in Kaiser crater (19.471°E,
46.981°S), a DTM in Russell crater (12.933°E,
54.303°S), and a DTM in an unnamed crater
(17.513°E, 54.592°S; located 159 km east of the
Russell crater DTM) delineate the current study areas.
With sufficient time and resources, we will extend this
study to the high-latitude footprint of a DTM covering
the edge of a dune field within an unnamed crater
(178.212°E, 70.331°S; provisionally referred to here as
Keystone crater), which is located 59 km north of
Richardson crater.
Overarching Science Goal: Determine if DDS
and DDS flows represent seasonal phenomena
involving a cold-trapped H2O frost/snow layer above
or below seasonally deposited CO2 frost/ice, or if other
processes, such as topographic heterogeneity and
destabilized dry sand flows, are at work.
Science Merit: Seasonally recurring, transient
melt of surface water ice, snow, or frost deposits, and
thaw of pore ice and ice lenses are potential triggers
for generating downslope flows on polar sand dunes on
Mars [e.g., 4, 10, 16] and on Earth [e.g., 17, 18]. Mass
wasting flows form on mid-to-high-latitude sand dunes
under defrosting conditions in mid-winter to early
spring in both Martian hemispheres. In the presence of
low-eutectic salt(s), localized melt of seasonal frost
deposits and pore ice may yield annual, briny debris
flows under the current Martian climate. Multitemporal
image and remote sensing data analyses are expected
to reveal interactions between seasonal insolation, sand

and dust, and condensed volatiles (H2O and CO2) that
produce phase transitions and trigger mass wasting on
sand dune slopes.
Objective: Resolve latitudinal effects and
environmental controls on seasonal formation of DDS
and DDS flows in the southern hemisphere of Mars to
determine if these features represent areas where brine
may be episodically metastable on/near the surface
(i.e., so long as the liquid is subjected to only small
disturbances in temperature/pressure), or if other
processes, such as destabilized dry sand flows, are at
work.
Methodology: We constrain the origins of DDS
flows by analyzing mission data for spectral evolution,
geomorphic signatures, and thermal attributes, and
modeling near-surface ground temperatures. This pilot
study demonstrates that the proposed methods and
tasks can lead to conclusions about the dry vs. wet
hypotheses.
Task 1. Site Environmental Context: We are
compiling and analyzing time series of Mars optical,
thermal infrared emission, and hyperspectral infrared
data collocated with HiRISE DTMs of dune fields
across a mid-to-high-latitude gradient to resolve
prevailing environmental conditions and their
multiyear variability (over a period for up to 10 Mars
years) and repeatability during seasonal DDS and DDS
flow formation and evolution, and the relationships of
solar longitude, insolation, and slope characteristics to
these seasonal processes.
Task 2. Analyses & Hypothesis Testing: We are
analyzing the geomorphologic, thermal infrared
emission, and hyperspectral context of DDS and DDS
flows, including mass-wasting signatures, spatiotemporal distribution and evolution of local albedo and
solid-state volatiles (H2O and or CO2) present in
winter, salts present in summer, and depth of H2O ice
in the sediment column, and interpreting the projectderived data in relationship to each dune field’s
topographic context to test “wet vs. dry” hypotheses
for the composition of materials mobilized during DDS
flow processes at each site along the latitudinal
gradient. We are evaluating two general hypotheses for
the origins of DDS flows: dry sand avalanche vs. briny
sand flows. We are analyzing the topographic,
geomorphologic, thermal infrared emission and
hyperspectral context of DDS and DDS flows and
conducting thermal modeling to estimate where H2O
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ice is located within the sediment column and whether
it lies inert on the surface or is available at depth to
actively form brine. We are examining multiple lines
of evidence to test the general alternative hypotheses
(i.e., dry vs. wet) for DDS flows, and to arrive at a set
of constrained, but more highly detailed hypotheses
that remain consistent with mission data.
Acknowledgments: This research is funded by
NASA’s Mars Data Analysis Program under Grant No.
80NSSC19K1595. NASA’s Mars Global Surveyor,
Mars Odyssey, and Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter
mission data used in this study are available from
NASA’s Planetary Data System’s (PDS) Cartography
and Imaging Sciences Node (THEMIS, HiRISE,
CTX), and from the Geosciences Node (TES,
THEMIS, CRISM).
References: [1] Gánti T. et al. (2002) LPS XXXIII,
Abstract #1221. [2] Kereszturi A. et al. (2007) LPS
XXXVIII, Abstract #1864. [3] Kereszturi A. et al.
(2008) LPS XXXIX, Abstract #1555. [4] Kereszturi A.
et al. (2009a) Icarus, 201, 492–503. [5] Kereszturi A.
et al. (2009b) LPS XL, Abstract #1111. [6] Kereszturi
A. et al. (2011) PSS, 59, 26–42. [7] Kereszturi A. et al.
(2012) LPS XLIII, Abstract #1787. [8] Horváth A. et
al. (2002) LPS XXXIII, Abstract #1108. [9] Horváth A.
et al. (2009) Astrobio., 9(1), 90–103. [10] Gardin E. et
al. (2010) JGR, 115, E06016. [11] Hansen C. J. et al.
(2011) Science, 331, 575–578. [12] Martínez G. M. et
al. (2012) Icarus, 221, 816–830. [13] Kereszturi A. and
Rivera-Valentin E. G. (2012) Icarus, 221, 289–295.
[14] Kereszturi A. and Rivera-Valentin E. G. (2016)
PSS, 125, 130–146. [15] Dundas C. M. et al. (2012)
Icarus, 220, 124–143. [16] Bourke M. C. (2005) LPS
XXXVI, Abstract #2373. [17] Hugenholtz C. H. et al.
(2007) J. Sed. Res., 77, 607–614. [18] Hooper D. M.
and Dinwiddie C. L. (2014) Icarus, 230, 15–28.

Fig. 1. Transverse dune in Richardson crater (179.7°E,
72.3°S) defrosts over a ~60 sol period in mid-to-late
southern spring. We examine multiyear spatiotemporal evolution (e.g., parts A–C) of flows
emanating from Dark Dune Spots on mid-to-highlatitude southern sand dunes. Note: 32 sols elapsed
between part A and B; 27 sols elapsed between part B
and C.
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INTRACRATER SEDIMENT TRAPPING AND TRANSPORT IN ARABIA TERRA T. C. Dorn and M. D.
Day, Department of Earth, Planetary, and Space Sciences, University of California Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA
90095, USA, (planetarytaylor@g.ucla.edu)
Introduction: Extensive volumes of sediment have
been generated throughout Mars’ history, as evidenced
by aeolian and fluvial depositional features on the surface (e.g. modern dunes, delta deposits, aeolian sandstones) [1,2]. Transport of sediment on the modern
martian surface is dominated by aeolian processes,
resulting in depositional features such as migrating
dunes [3,4,5] and wind streaks [6], the morphologies of
which capture the direction of their formative wind.
While these depositional features dominate the modern
martian landscape, preserved aeolian sandstones have
been observed by the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL)
rover Curiosity within Gale crater [7] and with the
Mars Exploration Rover (MER) rover Opportunity
within Endeavour crater [8], demonstrating that craters
have acted as depocenters for sediment accumulation
for a substantial portion of the planet’s history.
Dune fields on Mars often form in topographic
lows such as crater basins and valleys [9]. In topographically trapped dune fields, sediment accumulates
at the base of the topographic obstacle (e.g. crater
walls) creating a “terminal” dune field [10]. The position of terminal dune fields and their morphology provide observable indications of the local wind regime.
Furthermore, terminal dune fields provide surface evidence of the interactions between aeolian sediment
transport and topography on Mars.
Wind streaks similarly reflect interactions between
wind and topography and are identified by their albedo
contrast with the surrounding terrain [6]. Bright albedo
streaks have been previously interpreted as formed by
dust deposition whereas dark albedo streaks have been
previously interpreted to be erosional features created
by saltating grains [6]. In this work, we interpret surface-wind interactions from geomorphic evidence in
craters with interior terminal dune fields in Arabia Terra to understand how crater geometry determines
whether sediment is trapped or transported out of craters.
Methods: To understand the dynamics of sediment
transport into and out of craters, we identified craters
>10 km in Arabia Terra where terminal dune fields
were present (Fig. 1). Dune fields were considered
terminal if they were dominantly towards one side of
the crater, in close proximity to the crater wall, and of
sufficient size. Crater diameters, dune fields, and interpreted wind directions were mapped using ArcMap
10.6 on a mosaic of images from the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) Context Camera (CTX) [11] with
a resolution of ~6 m/px [12].

Fig. 1. Craters with terminal dune fields and their interpreted wind
directions in Arabia Terra, Mars. Black circles show studied crater
basins that have wind streaks. Red circles show studied craters that
do not have wind streaks. The red and black arrows associated with
the craters show the interpreted prevailing wind directions based on
dune morphology, position of terminal dune field within the craters,
and/or wind streak orientation.

Craters were categorized into two groups: those
with wind streaks emanating from the crater rim in the
interpreted downwind direction (Fig. 2a), indicating
that there is active sediment transport out of the crater,
and those with no downwind wind streaks (Fig. 2b),
indicating no sediment transport out of the crater. Prevailing wind directions were interpreted and mapped
using dune morphologies, their position within the
craters, and wind streak orientation. Crater wall slopes
on Mars were measured downwind of each terminal
dune field using elevation data from the Mars Orbiter
Laser Altimeter (MOLA) 128 ppd interpolated elevation map with a spatial resolution of ~463m/px
[12,13].
Results: We have identified 121 craters in Arabia
Terra, >10 km in diameter, with terminal dune fields
within their interior. From this total, 56 craters have
wind streaks emanating from the crater rim onto the
surrounding plains, 57 craters have no wind streaks
associated with the crater, while eight craters were
placed in an ‘intermediate’ category because low albedo features were observed along the crater walls. Within the 56 craters that have wind streaks associated with
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them, 40 had dark wind streaks, whereas the remaining
16 had a bright wind streaks.
Crater diameters and slopes were measured in all
121 craters. The range of diameters measured showed
that dark wind streaks, light wind streaks, streaks in the
‘intermediate’ category, and craters with no wind
streaks were not limited to a particular crater diameter.
Crater slopes showed significant difference between
craters with wind streaks and those without. Craters
where sediment was interpreted to be actively transported over the crater rim have a much lower average
slope (9.5° ±5.5°) compared to craters without an associated wind streak (17° ±5.6°; Fig. 3). A two-sample ttest was conducted to determine whether craters with
interpreted active and inactive transport sampled the
same or different distributions of crater wall slope
populations. At a 95% confidence, measured crater
wall slopes for craters with both light and dark wind
streaks were statistically distinct from the population
of crater wall slopes from craters with no wind streaks.
From this we interpret a threshold crater wall slope of
~15° at which craters transition from being sediment
sources to sediment sinks. The dominant prevailing
wind direction in the study area based on the morphology of the dunes, position of a dune field within a
crater, and the orientation of wind streaks was towards
the southwest, consistent with previous interpretations
[14] (Fig. 1).
Conclusion: From the 121 craters we studied in
Arabia Terra with terminal dune fields, our results
show that craters with wind streaks have lower crater
wall slopes (9.5° ±5.5°) compared to crater wall slopes
without wind streaks (17° ±5.6°). These results show
that crater wall slopes play a dominant role in sediment transport out of a crater basin. We interpret a
threshold value of downwind crater wall slope for
which a crater transitions from being a net sediment
sink to a net sediment source. The slope wall angle at
which this transition occurs is somewhere between 10°
and 20 ° in the region of overlap between the studied
distributions.
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Fig. 2. Types of craters in this study. (a) CTX image mosaic of a
crater with a terminal dune field (dark region in crater interior),
showing the crater rim, outlined in red, and interpreted downwind
sediment transport forming a wind streak. Centered on 2.83° E,
9.75° N. (b) CTX image of a crater with a terminal dune field (dark
region in crater interior) showing the crater rim, outlined in red,
without a wind streak emanating from the crater rim. Centered on
356.74° E, 0.78° N.

References: [1] Edwards C.S. et al., (2009) JGR, 114, 1-18. [2] Kocurek G.
and Ewing R. C. (2012) Sedimentary Geology of Mars, 151–168. [3] Fenton
L.K. (2006) GRL, 33, 1-5. [4] Silvestro et al., (2010) GRL, 37, 5-10.
[5] Chojnacki M. et al., (2017) Mars: Aeolian Research 26, 73-88. [6] Veverka
J. et al., (1981) Icarus, 45, 154-166. [7] Milliken R.E. et al., (2014) GRL, 41,
1149-1154. [8] Hayes A.G. et al., (2011) JGR, 116, 1-17. [9] Breed C.S. et al.,
(1979) JGR 84, 8183. [10] Hesse R. (2009) Quaternary Research , 71, 426436. [11] Malin M.C. et al., (2007) JGR, 112, 1-25. [12] Dickson J.L. et al.,
(2018) LPS 49, 10, 2480. [13] Albee A.L. et al., (2001) JGR, 106, 2329123316. [14] Smith D.E. et al., (2001) JGR, 106, 23689-23722.

Fig. 3. Histogram of crater wall slopes measured in craters with and
without downwind wind streaks. Craters with wind streaks, and
therefore interpreted to exhibit transport of sediment out of the
crater, are skewed towards lower crater wall slopes while craters
without streaks and interpreted to have no extra-crater transport are
skewed towards more steeply inclined crater wall slopes.
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A UNIFIED MODEL OF RIPPLES AND DUNES IN WATER AND PLANETARY ENVIRONMENTS. O.
Duran Vinent1,2 , B. Andreotti3 , P. Claudin3 and C. Winter1,4 , 1 MARUM Center for Marine Environmental Sciences,
Bremen University, Leobener Str., D-28359 Bremen, Germany, 2 Department of Ocean Engineering, Texas A&M
University, College Station, TX 77843-3136, USA (oduranvinent@tamu.edu), 3 Laboratoire de Physique et Mécanique
des Milieux Hétérogènes, PMMH UMR 7636 ESPCI – CNRS – Univ. Paris-Diderot – Univ. P.M. Curie, 10 rue
Vauquelin, 75005 Paris, France, 4 Institute of Geosciences, Christian-Albrechts University Kiel, Otto-Hahn Pl. 1,
D-24116 Kiel, Germany.
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The emergence of bedforms as result of the coupling between a fluid flow and sediment transport is a
remarkable example of self-organized natural patterns.
Subaqueous bedforms generated by unidirectional water
flows, like ripples, dunes or compound bedforms, have
been shown to depend on grain size, water depth and flow
velocity. However, this variety of morphologies, empirically classified according to their size, was not understood until recently in terms of mechanical and hydrodynamical mechanisms [1]. Here we present a processbased model [1] that simultaneously explain the scaling
of bedforms for Water, Air, Mars and Venus, and can be
potentially applied to other planetary bodies such as Titan or Pluto. The model couples hydrodynamics over a
modulated bed to sediment transport and relaxation laws,
and resolves pattern coarsening from initial to mature
bedforms (Fig. 1).
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Figure 1: Example of simulated subaqueous bedforms.
From top to bottom: stable mature ripples, dunes with
superimposed stable ripples and dunes without ripples,
corresponding to grain-based Reynolds numbers Rd =
3, 10 and 35, respectively.
We identify two types of bedforms created by a hydrodynamic instability in the limit of large flow thickness: those inducing an inertial hydrodynamic response
and those inducing a turbulent hydrodynamic response.
They are separated by a gap in wavelength explained in
terms of an hydrodynamic anomaly that leads to a shift of
the position of the maximum shear stress from upstream
to downstream of the crest. This anomaly gradually disappears when the bed becomes hydrodynamically rough.
These bedform types are consistent with subaqueous ripples and dunes, which then represent a suitable reference

Figure 2: Phase diagram of ripples and dunes. Presence
of ripples and/or dunes as function of the rescaled saturation length lsat u∗ /ν and grain-based Reynolds number
Rd . The two distinct regimes are defined by the presence
or absence of stable ripples. Symbols corresponds to water and water/glycerin mixture data and aeolian (Earth)
data, both for monodisperse sand. Shadow areas correspond to ranges for different planetary conditions.

to classify bedforms in other environments (Fig. 2).
For monodisperse sand and non-suspended transport
in the limit of large flow thickness, the parameter space
physically relevant to determine bedform morphology
is based on two strongly correlated dimensionless numbers, Rd and lsat u∗ /ν. The grain-based Reynolds number Rd encodes the hydrodynamic roughness and controls the appearance of the hydrodynamic anomaly. The
rescaled saturation length lsat u∗ /ν depends on the dominant mode of sediment transport and determines the initial wavelength. The occurrence of ripple-like and dunelike bedforms is controlled by two different thresholds:
the rough transition at Rd ≈ 20, and the stabilising effect of transport relaxation at lsat u∗ /ν ≈ 103 . When-
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ever ripples are present, the size of the viscous sublayer
ν/u∗ determines the scale of the maximum size of steady
state ripples and the minimum size of emerging dunes.
When only dunes are possible, their minimum size scale
with the transport saturation length. Our findings provide
a unifying framework to understand planetary bedforms
and suggests a correspondence between bedforms in different environments based on the formation mechanism.
References
[1] Orencio Duran Vinent, Bruno Andreotti, Philippe Claudin,
and Christian Winter. A unified model of ripples and dunes
in water and planetary environments. Nature Geoscience,
12(5):345–350, May 2019. ISSN 1752-0894, 1752-0908.
doi: 10.1038/s41561-019-0336-4.
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ADDING NEW, SMALLER DUNE FIELDS TO THE MARS GLOBAL DIGITITAL DUNE DATABASE
INVENTORY. L. K. Fenton, SETI Institute, Mountain View, CA, USA (lfenton@seti.org).

Introduction: The Mars Global Digital Dune
Database (MGD3) archives the location and several
morphological, mineralogical, and thermophysical
characteristics of large dark dunes (LDD) on Mars ([14]). Initial results [5-7] confirmed Viking-era studies
indicating that most of the dune fields are located in
circum-polar dune fields, Valles Marineris, and isolated
depressions (mainly craters) in the mid- to highsouthern latitudes. The studies further demonstrated that
the locations of intracrater dunes, when compared to
wind directions simulated by the NASA Ames general
circulation model [8], are generally found on the
downwind sides of craters. A recent installment of the
MGD3 demonstrates that most dunes are rich in
feldspar, pyroxene, and high-silica phases, with minor
amounts of olivine and possibly sulfate minerals [9].
Since the MGD3 was first compiled, Mars has been
imaged more completely and at higher resolution,
revealing that numerous (mostly small) dune fields were
not identified in the original survey. The work presented
here includes a global inspection of CTX images, first
using individual images and then, when it became
available, the CTX global mosaic [10]. Newly found
dune fields more than double the number found in the
MGD3, supplementing the original database’s utility as
a planetary science community resource. The shapefile
and list in CSV format can be found at:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/0vhnkhmhw8qzix5/AAC
5meToxgSGImYHYxhaid4Na?dl=0
Method: Images spanning the martian globe were
inspected, and dune fields were outlined in a shapefile,
using Java Mission-planning and Analysis for Remote
Sensing GIS (JMARS) [11]. For each polygonal dune
field shape, a Dune_ID was assigned following the
format of [1]. JMARS analysis was used to calculate
polygon areas, and, using a map lookup tool, the mean
elevations from a MOLA elevation map [12]. Much of
the work was conducted for stress relief, with full
employment of music playlists and favorite podcasts.
Results: This work identified 2052 new dune fields;
including the MGD3, the total number of identified dune
fields on Mars is now 3231. The area spanned by the
new dune fields is 52,032 km2; including the MGD3 the
total LDD coverage on Mars is 1.025x106 km2 (or
0.56x106 km2, accounting for low dune field density in
the north polar sand seas [2]). This work thus increases
the known dune field coverage of Mars by only 5-10%,
so that the total areal coverage of the martian surface by
LDDs remains low (~0.7%). Table 1 lists some of the
dune fields with more extreme characteristics.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of dune fields by
area and number. The dunes in this work substantially
increase the number of identified dune fields <~20 km2.

Figure 1. Histograms of dune fields on Mars by area (top) and
number (bottom). The new dune fields are numerous but
small.

Figure 2 shows a hypsogram of Mars elevations and
dune field locations; dunes are preferentially located in,
but do not fill, low-lying basins. Figure 3 shows the
global distribution of dune fields on Mars.
Summary: Many small, previously unmapped dune
fields on Mars have been identified, and their locations,
elevation, and area have been made available as a
resource to the Mars community.
References: [1] Hayward et al. (2007a) USGS OpenFile Rept. 2007-1158. [2] Hayward et al. (2010) USGS OpenFile Rept. 2010-1170. [3] Hayward et al. (2012) USGS OpenFile Rept. 2012-1259. [4] Gullikson et al. (2018) USGS OpenFile Rept. 2018-1164. [5] Hayward et al. (2007b) JGR 112,
E1107, doi:10.1029/2007JE002943. [6] Hayward et al. (2011)
Earth Surf. Process Landf. 36, doi:10.1002/esp.2219. [7]
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Hayward
et
al.
(2014)
Icarus
230,
doi:10.1016/j.icarus.2013.04.11. [8] Haberle et al. (1999) JGR
104, doi:10.1029/1998JE900040. [9] Fenton et al. (2019)
Icarus, 330, doi:10.1016/j.icarus.2019.04.025. [10] Dickson
Table 1. Some of the most extreme dune fields on Mars.
Characteristic
Dune_ID
Elevation
Highest elevation
1602-802
2726 m
Lowest elevation
0624-327
-7866 m
Smallest DF
3058+493
-4199 m
Largest DF
2100+805
-4566 m
Largest DF not in MGD3
2785-517
-1065 m
Farthest north
1792+855
-4310 m
Farthest south
2703-814
2127 m
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et al. (2018) LPSC XLIX, Abst. #2083. [11] Christensen et al.
(2009) AGU Fall Mtg., Abst. IN22A-06. [12] Smith et al.
(2003) NASA PDS MGS-M-MOLA-5-MEGDR-L3-V1.0.

Area
0.79 km2
0.79 km2
0.02 km2
125,969 km2
2669 km2
83.89 km2
2.16 km2

Region
Planum Australe
Hellas Planitia
Tempe Terra
Eastern Olympia Undae
Lowell crater
Olympia Cavi
Cavi Angusti

Figure 2. A hypsogram of Mars with areal coverage of dune fields. Note dune field concentrations at ~-5000 m (North Polar Sand
Seas and Valles Marineris) and at ~1000 m (Southern Highlands).

Figure 3. Global distribution of dune fields, including those in the original MGD3 (magenta) and those identified in this work
(yellow). Many small dune fields do not appear at this scale.
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PATTERN EVOLUTION IN TRANSVERSE AEOLIAN RIDGES (TARS) IN SCANDIA CAVI, MARS. L. K.
Fenton1, S. Silvestro1,2, and G. Kocurek3, 1SETI Institute, Mountain View, CA, USA (lfenton@seti.org), 2Istituto
Nazionale di Astrofisica, Osservatorio di Capodimonte, Napoli, Italy, 3Dept. Geological Sciences, U. Texas at Austin.

Introduction: TARs are a type of bedform nearly
unique to Mars, with morphological characteristics
similar to both dunes and ripples. Exhibiting a wide
range of wavelengths (6-140 m) and heights (0.36.4 m), they are larger than most coarse-grained ripples
on Earth [1-3]. However, TARs are also distinct from
the characteristically broad, rippled, large dark dunes
(LDDs) found on Mars. There is not yet a consensus on
what type of bedform TARs are, with some suggesting
they are similar to terrestrial coarse-grained ripples
[e.g., 3-5]. An understanding of their timescales of
formation may shed light on their relation to LDDs and
the large (2-4 m) ripples that superpose LDDs.
In Scandia Cavi on Mars (76.6°N, 227.7°E),
barchans (LDDs) actively migrate over an apparently
immobile TAR field. The barchans disrupt the TAR
pattern, leaving behind a “wake” of ripples that form
between (and, we hypothesize, may interact with) TARs
as they emerge from burial (Fig. 1). Where undisturbed
by a barchan’s passage, the TAR pattern is wellorganized, with widely spaced crests. Where burial by a
barchan has introduced new sediment to the system, the
TAR/ripple pattern behind the barchan is disordered,
growing more well-organized with distance upwind
(and therefore, with time) from the dune’s passage.
We present preliminary results on the progression of
TAR pattern evolution in a TAR-filled wake.
Method: As bedforms grow and migrate, they
interact and self-organize into fields with regular
spacing [e.g., 6]. A common interaction type is defect
repulsion, as bedform defects migrate downwind faster
than bedforms, allowing the bedform crest spacing to
grow [7]. The wakes show how the TAR pattern
responds to the disruption of a passing dune. By

measuring the progression of TAR spacing, length, and
defect density with distance upwind along the wake
(converted to time by measuring the disrupting dune’s
migration rate), we can reconstruct TAR pattern
evolution over time. We selected one dune in the
Scandia Cavi study area for a preliminary study.
Dune migration rates. To compute dune migration
rates, overlapping images must be aligned, and parallax
distortion must be removed. A DTM was produced
using a HiRISE stereo image pair covering the study
area (with HiRISE images ESP_044405_2570 and
ESP_044722_2570) using the NASA Ames Stereo
Pipeline [8]. Two non-stereo images (HiRISE images
ESP_017426_2570 and ESP_062023_2570) were
orthorectified to the DTM using the Co-registration of
Optically Sensed Images and Correlation (COSI-Corr)
tool [9], and aligned to the orthorectified stereo images
using tie points within COSI-Corr.
Measurement of Pattern Evolution. Using ArcGIS®
software by Esri, we mapped ten 50-m long segments of
TAR crests, as well as an adjacent area of TARs
relatively undisturbed by dunes (Fig. 2). For each
segment, we calculated the wake segment area (A), total
crestline length (L), number of defects (N), the defect
density (ρ = N/L), and mean bedform spacing (λ = A/L).
Results:
Dune migration rates. The three sets of
orthorectified images provide two time periods for
which migration rates can be measured. Change in both
the slip face brink and slip face toe of the study dune
have been measured (Table 1), with the toe advancing
more in the first period and the brink advancing more in
the second period. The net migration rate of the dune is
taken as the mean of the overall brink and toe migration

Figure 1. a) Dune field in Scandia Cavi, Mars in which b) barchans migrate over a TAR field, leaving wakes that disrupt
the TARs (arrows point to wake borders; the study dune shown in Fig. 2 is at the top right). c) Disrupted TARs are closely
spaced and disorganized (top/bottom); left alone they evolve into an organized, widely spaced pattern (middle).
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evidence for and implications of each of these
possibilities:
1. Ripples emerging from the dune into the wake
evolve into TARs.
2. Ripples and TARs interact, such that sediment is
transferred to TARs, thus providing a newly
recognized TAR growth mechanism.
3. The ripples simply migrate out of the wake, or
erode away, while the old TAR pattern is exhumed
without pattern modification.

Figure 2. Mapped crestlines of the study dune’s TAR
wake, as well as a background area with a seemingly more
mature pattern. The wake was divided into ten 50-m long
segments, each representing a different time period since
the dune’s passage.

rates (0.2 m/yr). This is within the range, but on the slow
side, of other measured Mars dune migration rates [10].
Pattern Evolution. The resulting trend in defect
density and bedform spacing is shown in Fig. 3. The
TARs exhibit a gradual loss in defects and a
corresponding increase in mean spacing with
distance/time from the dune’s passage. This compares
favorably with similar measurements made for different
Earth dunes [11], although this is the first timeprogression constructed for a single bedform field.
Table 1. Migration rate of study area barchan
Δt
HiRISE pair
Brink rate
Toe rate
Between each HiRISE pair:
5.82 yr
0.43 m/yr
0.06 m/yr
ESP_017425_2570
3.08 MY 0.82 m/MY 0.11 m/MY
ESP_044722_2570
3.69 yr
0.08 m/yr
0.21 m/yr
ESP_044722_2570
1.97 MY 0.16 m/MY 0.38 m/MY
ESP_062023_2570
Total change:
9.51 yr
0.28 m/yr
0.12 m/yr
ESP_017425_2570
5.05 MY 0.53 m/MY 0.22 m/MY
ESP_062023_2570
Net migration rate: 0.2 m/yr

Conclusions/Discussion: In Scandia Cavi, where
LDDs actively migrate (albeit slowly for Mars), TARs
require 3000-4000 years to readjust to the perturbation
of a passing dune. This timescale is 5-7x longer than the
600 yr turnover time of the 120 m long dune, consistent
the >0.5 km length of many TAR wakes.
This work raises the following hypotheses regarding
the TAR and ripple evolution. We will discuss the

Figure 3. Temporal change in TAR defect density and
bedform spacing in the TAR wake, showing that 30004000 years is needed to recover from the dune’s disruption.
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SMALL VENTIFACTS AT GREAT SAND DUNES, COLORADO, A NEW SOURCE FOR MARS
ANALOGUES. S.G. Fryberger1 and A.D. Valdez2, 1 Consultant, 4319 Cape Cod Circle, Fort Collins, CO 80525,
steve.fryberger@gmail.com, 2 National Park Service, Great Sand Dunes National Park & Preserve, 11500 Hwy 150,
Mosca, CO 81146, andrew_valdez@nps.gov

Introduction: A variety of ventifacts (wind abraded
rocks) have recently been discovered at Great Sand
Dunes National Park, Colorado, USA. These ventifacts
are scattered across sandy fluvial terraces that are now
dominated by aeolian processes. The terraces and
ventifacts lie along the northwest side of Medano Creek.
The ventifacts are formed from pebbles and cobbles that
were originally transported down the creek during
floods. The rocks were first buried, along with recycled
dune sands, on an active bed of the creek. Over time,
this active bed was abandoned, to become a fluvial
terrace as Medano Creek entrenched southward. On the
terraces, and in some abandoned channels, the small
rocks have been exposed by aeolian deflation, then

ventifacted.
Geology: The fluvial terraces on which the
ventifacts exist are overlain in part by a younger aeolian
sand sheet with barchanoid dunes up to 6 meters high.
Some ventifacts are more or less continuously exposed
on the terrace along Medano Creek; others occur within
interdune areas where they are repeatedly buried, then
re-exposed as the dunes migrate toward the northeast.
The ventifacts consist mainly of granite, gneiss, a
few carbonates, and a few volcanics. Most were
deposited by stream flows as sub-angular to subrounded pebbles and cobbles. They have subsequently
been exposed by aeolian scour to the wind and thermal
regime of the surface, as well as to moisture from
precipitation and (when buried) to moisture within the
migrating dunes. This process framework, including the
high variability of moisture, temperature and local wind
strength and direction, has created a wide range of
ventifaction: from simple polish to pits, fluting,
grooves, fretting and keels.

Many of the ventifacts have broken apart in-place; a
process we have proven by re-assembling groups of
related fragments in the field. Additionally, many
coarse sand grains have been released onto the ventifact
terraces as the more labile lithologies have broken down
under thermal and chemical weathering. This process
has supplied light-colored grains (commonly quartz and
feldspar) to the wind transport system. These mostly
light-colored, coarse sand grains are a formative
component of the granule ripples that are commonly
associated with the ventifact areas. The ventifaction and
weathering processes are ongoing at the present time. A
key question remains, however. For how long have the
ventifacts been forming? Our future work will hopefully
shed light on this question.
Distribution of ventifacts: The area with the most
intense ventifaction (based on our mapping to date)
appears to be immediately west of the remote automatic
weather station (RAWS) located on a hillside below
Mosca Pass. This station has recorded strong easterly
winds during sandstorms. Many of the highlyventifacted rocks we have observed in the field have
surfaces that face this east wind. Some rocks, however,
have several ventifacted surfaces, a phenomenon that
we attribute to multiple wind directions, and perhaps, to
rolling of the rocks due to wind scour of sand from
beneath the rock. Evenly-scattered small pebbles and
coarse sand grains commonly form a single-grain lag
over most of the surfaces where ventifacts are found.
Many of the geological features of the ventifact areas at
Great Sand Dunes appear similar to those seen on sandy
areas of Mars; including the lag surfaces, the in-place
weathering and fracturing of rocks, extensive
ventifaction, and repeated exposure and burial by
migrating eolian bedforms [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]
References: [1] Bridges, et al. (1999) JGR, 104,
8595-8615. [2] Bridges et al. (2014) JGR: Planets, 119,
1374-1389. [3] Bridges et al. (2004) Planetary and
Space Science, 52, 199-213. [4] Greeley et al. (2006)
JGR, 111, E02S09 29pp. [5] Greeley, et al. (1999) JGR,
104, 8573-8584. [6] Thomson et al (2008) JGR, 113,
E08010 13 pp. [7] Yingst et al. (2016) Icarus, 280, 7292.
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Introduction: In zones of loose sand, the
emergence of sand dunes results from a hydrodynamic
instability coupling the properties of turbulent wind
and sediment transport over an irregular sand bed.
Linear stability analyses have been developed as a
theoretical framework able to predict the wavelength,
celerity and growth rates of the incipient pattern from
wind and sediment grain properties [1, 2].
Nevertheless, very few field studies of the early stage
of dune growth exist [3, 4, 5] due the time and length
scales involved, making in-situ monitoring of the
topography and thus direct verification of the
predictions difficult.
So far, all above studies have focused on spatially
homogeneous conditions where dunes develop and
grow everywhere simultaneously. However, nonhomogeneous situations are also likely to occur, for
example when boundary conditions introduce spatial
discontinuities in sand availability. In this case, the
instability is triggered at a specific point from which it
grows and propagates downstream, resulting in a series
of dunes of increasing height. This configuration can
be found in the upwind border of large sand patches
where the sediment starts to accumulate, but has never
been investigated before.
Methods: Here we present the case of the upwind
margin of White Sands Dune Field, a gypsum dune
field exhibiting transverse, barchan and parabolic
dunes shaped by an almost unimodal wind regime. We
follow the development of incipient dunes over 4 years
using high-resolution lidar-derived topography data
and wind data from the KHMN weather station at the
Holloman air base.
In addition to the dune wavelength, growth rate and
celerity, we extract the characteristic length scale
associated with the spatial growth of dunes on 75
transects, at 50-m spacing and aligned with the
resultant flux direction.
We also compute these four quantities from a
spatial linear stability analysis of a sand bed,
corresponding to a non-homogeneous case. Parameters
related to the sediment are measured from grain

samples, and those related to the sand flux inferred
from wind data.

Figure 1. Bed elevation profile along a transect of the
dune field at four different dates, showing the dune
propagation in time and exponential growth in space.
Results: After removing the large scale
topography, the sediment bed exhibits a sinusoidal
elevation of constant wavelength. Its amplitude
increases exponentially, corresponding to the
predictions of the spatial linear stability analysis for
dune emergence (Fig. 1). Distributions of the measured
quantities exhibit clear dominant values, resulting in a
wavelength, growth length and celerity of about 120m,
160m and 5m/yr, respectively. Furthermore, the
growth rate of about 0.03yr-1 matches the ratio between
celerity and growth length, in agreement with the
theory.
Finally, these measurements also correspond
quantitatively to the predictions of the spatial linear
stability analysis, providing a small correction to
account for the presence of the few reversing winds.
Concluding remarks: The spatial increase in
height of incipient dunes is field evidence for the
spatial development of the flat bed instability. The
quantitative agreement between the predictions of the
spatial stability analysis and the field measurements
also confirm the validity of the linear theory in
describing dune emergence in zones of loose sand.
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Although applied to the boundary of a dune field,
the spatial development of the dune instability is also
ubiquitous on pre-existing dunes, exhibiting similar
upwind sand availability. In unidirectional wind
regimes, superimposed bedforms trigger the breaking
of barchan horns [4-6], while they are responsible for
the transition from elongating linear dunes to trains of
barchans in multidirectional wind regimes [7]. This
study therefore provides a relevant quantity to study
the stability of giant dunes..
References: [1] Andreotti et al. (2002) Eur. Phys.
J. B., 28, 341-352. [2] Gadal et al. (2019) J. Fuid
Mech., 862, 490–516. [3] Baddock et al. (2018). Earth
Surf. Process. 43, 339-346. [4] Elbelrhiti et al. (2005)
Nature 437, 720-723. [5] Ping et al. (2014) Nature
Geoscience, 7, 99-103. [6] Worman et al al. (2013)
Geology 41, 1059-1062. [7] Gao et al. (2015).
Scientific reports, 5, 1-12.
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PLANETARY GEOSCIENCE MAP GATEWAY: IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MARS
GLOBAL DIGITAL DUNE DATABASE. A.L. Gullikson1 , M.A. Hunter1, T.N. Titus1, and C. Okubo1, 1U.S. Geological Survey, Astrogeology Science Center, 2255 N. Gemini Drive, Flagstaff, AZ 86001
*agullikson@usgs.gov.

Introduction: The USGS Astrogeology Science Center is currently developing a new data
portal, the Planetary Geoscience Map Gateway
(PGMG). It was identified through a recent
MAPSIT Geoscience Mapping Survey [1] that a
semantic, geo-spatially aware method (i.e., a way
to search using a map or by search strings) for
locating geoscience maps and thematic data was
an important need for the planetary community.
Therefore, the creation and goal for PGMG is to
develop a standardized, interdisciplinary planetary geoscience on-line catalog for all solidsurface bodies in the solar system, with the exception of Earth.
Four datasets have been chosen as testbeds for
PGMG, including the Mars Global Digital Dune
Database (MGD3), the Mars Cave Catalog, International Astronomical Union-approved nomenclature, and two overlapping geologic maps of
Mars at different scales. The development of
standards, schemas, ontologies (i.e., a shared or
standardized vocabulary), and infrastructure necessary to stand up a first of its kind testbed server
capable of processing semantic queries are currently underway for each of these datasets independently. Once a baseline ontology and format
has been established, datasets will be merged to
produce an open solutions on-line catalog that
will be used to enhance data discovery [2,3].
We focus here on the MGD3 and the development of ontologies and semantic queries.
Background: Mars Global Digital Dune Database. MGD3 is a comprehensive database that
has been compiled and released as four separate
USGS Open-File Reports (OFR) [i.e., 4-7]. The
first three reports were divided latitudinally into
the North Polar (65°-90°N), the Equatorial (65°N65°S), and the South Polar (65°-90°S) regions,
and included a classification of dune morphology,
slipface measurements, and estimated volume of
sediment for medium to large-scale dune fields.
The fourth installment included a detailed compositional analysis for dune fields ≥300 km2 in area,
thermal inertia values, a dune stability assessment, and results from two-component heteroge-

neity thermal physical modeling [8]. The continued goal for the MGD3 is to provide a reliable and
multifaceted repository of data for martian dunes,
with the intention for such data to be easily accessible and used for future research.
Current Work: We are currently in the early
stages of the PGMG project, working through the
complexities of integrating different kinds of datasets into one functioning geospatial catalog.
Implementation of the MGD3. The MGD3
comprises a range of information, so it is crucial
to determine the most straightforward method to
merge and organize such large datasets (e.g., Figure 1). The dune field identification number, a
seven-digit number derived from [9] and based on
the dune field’s centroid latitude and longitude, is
a unique identifier assigned to each dune field.
For this reason, each individual dune field ID
number will be used as the primary key for deriving data.
At the present time, there are three main data
sets that are included under the Dune field ID
key: geometric (e.g., area, length, etc.), composition, and TES thermophysical data (i.e., the three
main datasets from the MGD3 OFRs). For each
individual dune field, tables of each dataset can
be accessed. We realize however, that accessing
individual sets of data for each dune field may
become cumbersome when the user wishes to
gather larger sets of data for comparison studies
or to identify geospatial trends across regions.
Therefore, we are normalizing table views to enable programmatic access to subsets of data pertaining directly to their specific data inquiry. For
example, a search can be carried out for dune
fields that have a high sulfate content (i.e., >10%
in abundance). This request is entered into the
query search and a populated list of dune fields is
then generated.
These semantic queries will include (but are
not limited to) area, location, composition, Stability Index, and thermal inertia. A key approach to
making the PGMG a reliable and easily accessible
catalog is to ensure that the terminology we use is
a standardized, shared vocabulary that spans
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across interdisciplinary fields, as well as fits within a planetary-specific metadata profile [10].
Therefore, the ontologies used for these databases
and its corresponding metadata are expected to
undergo iterations as new data are incorporated.
Future Work: Once the MGD3 has been
tested and we have a reached a consensus on ideal
query criteria, we plan to expand the database to
include dune field data from other peer-reviewed
published work. This next step will bring in new
complexities, such as merging datasets that have
similar labels but were collected using different
parameters, how to represent all data accurately,
and how to achieve interoperability.
Summary: The PGMG is intended to be a
useful open source solution within the planetary
spatial data infrastructure. Metadata will be serviced through an Open Geospatial Consortium
(OGC) Catalog Service for the Web (CSW). We
will implement a standardized vocabulary through
the use of ontologies authored by the World Wide
Web Consortium standard Ontology Language
(OWL2) [3,11]. The PGMG will be set up to allow the user to discover data using semanticbased queries in a GIS-based format that can then
be ingested into multiple GIS applications. We
intend to work with other institutions and researchers to develop open tools, schemas, and
policies with the goal to create an open data
community.
References: [1] Skinner, J.A. Jr. et al (2019)
U.S.G.S. Open-File Report 2019-1012. [2] Laura,
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2007-1158. [5] Hayward R.K. et al., (2010)
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Figure 1. A graphical view of the MGD3 database and subclasses.
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Introduction: Dust devils are dry, low-pressure vortices that lift dust and may occur whenever atmospheric
conditions support convection. On Earth, dust devils may
contribute to the global dust flux [9], while on Mars,
they may even dominate the dust budget [6]. Conditions near the surface of Saturn’s moon Titan also suggest dust devils may stalk Titan’s equatorial dune fields.
Indeed, Cassini data confirm an active aeolian cycle on
Titan [17], and dust devils may significantly contribute
to aeolian transport on that world. NASA’s Dragonfly
mission to Titan will document dust devil activity, and,
as we will discuss, dust devil likely pose no hazard to
the mission. Our field work with an instrumented drone
replicates, in some ways, the kinds of encounters Dragonfly may have, and we will present video footage and
measurements made during these encounters.
Titan’s Atmosphere and Dust Cycle: Saturn’s
moon Titan has a significant atmosphere, consisting primarily of nitrogen and with a surface pressure 50% larger
than Earth’s [7]. At Titan’s temperatures, water forms the
bedrock, while atmospheric methane and ethane act as
condensables. Titan’s atmosphere is also laden with organic aerosols, produced high into the thermosphere by
photolysis of N2 and CH4 and recombination into long
hydrocarbon chains. These aerosols slowly settle onto
the surface at a rate 10−7 kg m−2 s−1 [10].
Titan also exhibits active aeolian processes. Cassini’s
instruments observed fields of giant sand dunes girding Titan’s equator and covering about 13% of its surface [14], with expected grain diameters Dp ∼ 200 µm
[2]. Cassini’s Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer
(VIMS) also revealed three regional dust storms near the
equator [17] during Titan’s equinox season in 2009, and
radiative transfer models implicate grains about 5 µm in
radius and resembling the haze in composition [17].
The dust storms also suggest the possibility of dust
devils. While dust devils observations go back millenia
[13], our understanding of their physics remains poor. If
dust devils do exist on Titan, the unique aerodynamic environment may provide a novel window into dust devil
physics. We can assess the likelihood for dust devils
on Titan by analyzing the available meteorological data
from the Cassini and Huygens missions.
Dust Devils on Titan: Previous work suggests that
the deeper a planet’s atmospheric boundary layer (PBL),
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Figure 1: Titan’s potential temperature profile. The
blue curve shows the potential temperature profile Θ
(blue) in degrees Kelvin as a function of altitude z in
km, while the orange curve shows the derivative. The
dashed black lines indicate significant kinks in the Θ profile, possibly corresponding to boundary layer features.
the more active and vigorous may be convective vortices such as dust devils [15], so we considered the nearsurface meteorological measurements returned from Titan by the Huygens probe in 2005, including the potential
temperature profile Θ(z) [20, 5] – Figure 1. To estimate
the boundary layer depth h, we calculated the altitude
derivative of potential temperature dΘ/dz and applied
the Bayesian blocks algorithm [18] to search for statistically robust change points. Frequent convective overturn takes place in the PBL, which can produce a region
with a uniform potential temperature (i.e., an isentropic
region). Thus, a change in the potential temperature profile may correspond to the top of the PBL [20].
Below 3-km altitude, we found four change points
at 46 m, 288 m, 440 m, and 2.6 km altitude. The lowermost point may be the top of the surface layer [19], while
the next two points higher up coincide closely with the
top of a boundary layer previously identified at 300 m
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where f is the Coriolis parameter (1.6 × 10−6 s−1 ), κ
the von Kármán parameter (≈ 0.4), g the gravitational
acceleration (1.35 m s−2 ), and CH the surface heat coefficient, which is comparable to the surface drag coefficient ∼ 0.002 [1, 20]. Figure 1 shows ∆T /T for the
two h-values. Given a temperature profile and boundary
layer depth, we can estimate the tangential wind speed
corresponding to a given atmospheric temperature perturbation near Titan’s surface [16] – Figure 2 shows that,
even for small ∆T , dust devils could loft even small dust
grains. For a PBL 440 m deep, dust devils may have diameters of several tens of meters [8]. Based on these results, we estimate that dust devils might loft many orders
of magnitude times more dust than is deposited by photochemical haze production [10], significantly contributing
to Titan’s dust cycle.
Implications for Dragonfly: Given the recent selection by NASA of the octocopter Dragonfly to explore Titan’s equatorial dune fields in 2034, we may have the
opportunity to probe active dust devils on Titan. The frequency of dust devil encounters will depend, in part, on
the dust devil areal density. We can estimate this density using scalings for convective activity that have previously been applied to Titan [12], and we find that, while
they are active during Titan’s mid-day, dust devils may
have an areal density N ∼ 28 km−2 [8].
Assuming dust devils reach Dragonfly’s altitude (≈
500 m), an encounter while Dragonfly is in flight might
occur every 13 km of flight, with two to three encounters
during each flight. The dust devil winds, sufficient to loft
dust, are unlikely to pose a hazard to Dragonfly, though.
However, Dragonfly will spend most of its time on the
ground, meaning encountered dust devils will likely be
carried by the ambient wind. With Titan’s usually gentle winds of . 1 m/s, Dragonfly might encounter one
dust devil every 3.6 Earth hours. More modeling would
improve these estimates, but they suggest Dragonfly will
encounter dust devil regularly, if they exist on Titan.
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[20] and which may diurnally deepen to 800 m [4]. The
point at 2.6 km may correspond to the seasonally averaged boundary layer suggested in analyses of GCMs [4]
and the morphology of Titan’s equatorial dunes [11]. For
our analysis, we considered 440 m and 2.6 km for h.
For active convection, there must be sufficient convective energy in the boundary layer to overcome the
boundary layer shear, which we formulated into a criterion for the minimum temperature perturbation ∆T required to initiate a dust devil convective vortex [8]:
2
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Figure 2: Dust devil wind velocities υ (blue/solid
and orange/dashed) for a given temperature perturbation ∆T /T at the center of the convective vortex. The
solid/dashed lines assume h = 2.6 km/440 m. The
solid, horizontal black lines show threshold speeds to initiate particle movement [3] with diameters Dp = 5 µm
(dust) and 200 µm (sand). The black vertical lines show
the minimum ∆T /T from Inequality 1.
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Introduction: Sand dunes form on a variety of
planetary bodies, provided there is enough atmospheric
pressure and wind velocity for saltation and deposition
to occur, and there are source materials to erode, be
transported and get sorted into dunes. The observance,
location and properties of these landforms is hugely
informative, with implications on regional, and
planetary scale circulation, dust cycling and erosion.
Some key questions on Martian sands are: (1) What is
the composition of the sand? (2) Is the sand sourced
locally, or globally? (3) What is the particle size of the
sand? Answering these questions has important
implications for the age of sand on Mars in addition to
weathering rates and wind patterns. Here we use thermal
infrared data from the Thermal Emission Spectrometer
(TES) and the Thermal Emission Imaging System
(THEMIS) onboard Mars Global Surveyor and Mars
Odyssey, respectively, in an attempt to address these
questions.
Methods: Eleven dune fields were chosen from the
Mars Global Dune Database [1]: six dune fields are
intracrater, five are intercrater and three are near regions
of ‘known’ mineralogical diversity (e.g. areas where
olivine has been detected previously). To explore dune
field mineralogy, TES spectra over dune fields and
nearby regions were deconvolved using an endmember
library based on previous work ([2-4]. THEMIS
infrared data was used to calculate thermal inertia from
which particle sizes were obtained [5]. Additionally,
TES low-albedo Surface Type (ST) [6] and global
mineralogy [7] classification data was used to explore
patterns with potential source regions globally.
Results:
What is the composition of the sand?
Spectral results over the eleven dune fields are
shown in Fig. 1. The dune fields are rich in feldspar,
pyroxene and high silica materials, with minor amounts
of carbonates, sulfates and olivine. These results are
similar to those obtained by [2] over 79 dune fields.
When compared to global ST results, the dunes are: (1)
lower in feldspar than ST1 & ST2, (2) in between ST1
& ST2 in high silica materials and (3) enriched in
olivine.

Figure 1. TES results over eleven dune fields compared
with TES results from [2].
Is the sand sourced locally, or globally?
Globally, dune fields correspond to local Surface
Types (Fig. 2), suggesting that sand is sourced locally
from nearby regions. In general, dune Surface Types are
anti-correlated, i.e., areas of high ST1 abundance are
low in ST2 abundance.

Figure 2. Global dune field Surface Type [2]
abundance.
What is the particle size of the sand?
Grain sizes derived from nighttime THEMIS IR data
over the eleven sites are shown in comparison with
previous work ([9-11]). The Bagnold dune sand was
found to range between 50-500 µm [8], with
measurements from thermal inertia resulting in a mean
grain size of ~175 µm [9].
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While it is difficult to discern which hypothesis is
most valid, landing site deflation studies indicate an
erosional rate of 0.02 nm/yr beginning in the late
Hesperian [17]. Perhaps coincidentally, this erosional
rate matches the required average rate of sand
production (.07 𝑚/3.1 𝐺𝑎 ≈ .02 𝑛𝑚/𝑦𝑟) if sand
production began in the late Hesperian.

Figure 3. Dune sand particle sizes obtained from
THEMIS infrared data in comparison with previous
work [9-11].
These results are consistent with a grain size of ~150
µm obtained here, which is in between the minimum
range of particle sizes caused by aeolian breakdown
[12].
Discussion: Basaltic soils on Mars seem to be
compositionally similar globally, and unaltered by
hydration [13]. Martian dust seems to be globally
homogenous, and oxidized [14]. Martian sands also
seem to be largely mafic, and therefore unaltered by
oxidation and/or hydration. Note that the north polar
sand seas have been found to contain hydrated minerals
[15], however.
About 0.7% of Mars’ surface is covered in sand
dunes [16], equivalent to a global equivalent sand layer
of ~7 cm (assuming an average dune/sand sheet height
of 10 m). Assuming erosion has taken place since the
start of the Noachian (4.25 Ga), this ~7 cm layer would
require an average rate of sand production of ~0.016
nm/yr.
But when did the production of this sand begin?
Three possible timeline hypotheses exist: (A) Sand
formation primarily occurring in the Noachian, (B) sand
formation primarily occurring in the Hesperian and (C)
sand forming continuously throughout Martian history.
In cases A and B, the following stages might have
occurred: (1) Sand production from volcanically
derived materials. (2) Sands enriched with olivine from
local/regional bedrock. (3) Sulfates mixed in with sand.
(4) Surficial oxidation can occur; but oxidized layers are
removed by wind, and suspended as dust.
If the sands formed primarily in a wet Noachian
period, they may have been buried to evade aqueous
alteration and then later exhumed. If the sands formed
primarily in a dry Hesperian, then no burial/exhumation
may be necessary.
In case C, steps (1) and (2) could have been followed
by an aqueous weathering stage where some olivineenriched sand was weathered to clay and removed by
wind. Then, stages (3) and (4) could continue.
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Introduction: Studying aeolian sediments and
forms is crucial to understand aeolian transport on
Mars. Such studies require employing in situ data, as
orbital images are not sufficient to determine small
scale features and processes that happen at the
planetary surface. Although currently we have very
limited in situ data resources, we can establish some
methodology allowing classification of forms and
sediments, studying their spatial distribution and their
evolution in time.
Up till know, Martian aeolian sediments on
microscopic scale have been studied by three rovers:
Curiosity, Opportunity and Spirit. In this work, we will
focus on the Opportunity rover, as it travelled the
longest distance (more than 45 km) and which location
is unique. Meridiani Planum is a very flat region,
covered by coarse-grained ripples of various sizes and
densities. The only major landforms on the plains are
impact craters. Meridiani Planum bedrock is made of
sulfate-rich sandstones (the Burns Formation), from
which hematite concretions are eroded. These
concretions, called spherules, are a common
constituent of Meridiani Planum sediments [1].
Methodology: To study sediments, we need
granulometric and morphologic information. In order
to obtain it, we used the PADM algorithm [2], a semiautomated method which employs three segmentation
techniques, enabling determination of shape and size
of individual grains. In comparison to manual methods,
it is much faster, easier, and can very accurately define
the shape of grains. To determine the shape of grains,
we not only used aspect ratio and circularity, but also
roundness defined by Wadell [3]. To calculate this
parameter, we employed the computational geometry
algorithm created by Zheng and Hryciw [4]. An
example of grains’ detection is shown in Fig 1.
To study aeolian sediments we used the MI and
Pancam images taken by Opportunity. Bedform
investigations was performed using the Navcam,
Hazcam, and Pancam datasets, as well as the HiRISE
images, covering the Opportunity traverse area. We
also employed the HiRISE and MOLA HRSC DTMs
to study local and regional topography.
For detailed geomorphological mapping we used
objective classifiers, such as size, crestline length per
area, height.

Figure 1. Detection of spherules. The algorithm detects
automatically only particles that are not buried in sand or cut
by the image border. In this image only 7 objects meet these
criteria. One is not a spherule. The median diameter of 6
spherules is 4.97 mm. Their median roundness and
circularity are 0.83 and 0.90, respectively.

Results: The PADM algorithm was firstly
validated on 182 regolith images that were taken by the
MI instrument. The validation indicated that the
algorithm efficiency and accuracy within the dataset,
composed of images of various illumination and types
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of sediments, is not worse than 84%. The
implementation of the algorithm in Mathematica and
Matlab allowed fast deletion of unwanted objects;
therefore, it was easy to choose well-detected particles
for further analysis.
We analyzed almost 300 images of sediments
obtained along the traverse of the Opportunity rover.
The morphological analysis was possible only for
larger grains (diameter > 0.5 mm), as the resolution of
MI images is ca. 31 um/px [5]. The granulometric
analysis was done for grains larger than 5 px in
diameter (d). The smaller grains (down to 5 px in area)
were analyzed only when they were located on a plain
background, like on the magnet arrays or smooth rock
surfaces.
Sediments observed on Meridiani Planum are
similar to each other with exception of these in the
Endeavour Crater area, which is in a different
geological unit than the Meridiani plains.
Spherules are common on the plains and are of
great importance for aeolian transport as they made up
lag deposit, which influences the roughness and
hardness of the surface. The median spherules’
diameter varies between different samples, which is
probably related to changes in bedrock composition.
Sands composed of fine-grained particles (d < 300
µm), common on Meridiani Planum do not vary
significantly (to the limits of the image resolution).
They have a median diameter of 165 µm and a bimodal
distribution with the higher mode at 130 µm and the
lower at 170 µm.
As we are limited in this study to area of the
Opportunity traverse, we focus on aeolian forms that
were observed by the rover. These are mainly: normal
and coarse-grained ripples, ripples convergence and
divergence zones, wind streaks, sand shadows, lag
deposit zones, ventifacts, linear structures transverse to
the ripple field orientation. The orientation and/or
superpositions of these forms indicate that they were
shaped and reshaped by different winds, similarly to
the observations of other authors [see e.g. 6,7].
The geomorphological mapping indicated that we
have three main types of coarse-grained ripples. We
called those ripples: small, medium and large.
The small ripples are few centimeters high; they are
several centimeters wide, and their wavelength is of
order of tens of centimeters. They are especially
common in areas where aeolian deflation is dominant
(e.g. near large non-eroded craters). The medium and
large ripples’ wavelengths are of order of meters,
however large ripples are ca. 3 times higher (up to ca.
1 meter) than medium ripples and have different
morphology. They are common in areas with
alternating accumulation and deflation zones.
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The coarse-grained sands are composed mostly of
spherules’ fragments [6]. The granulometric and
morphological parameters of these sands taken from
different types of coarse-grained ripples show some
significant differences (Fig 2).

Figure 2. Granulometry curves for four samples: sol 73 –
small ripple crest/slope, sol 368 – medium ripple crest, sol
811 – large ripple slope, sol 2279 – large ripple crest.

Further work: Having this ground truth analysis,
we can move to approximated CTX/HiRISE mapping
of the whole Meridiani Planum, based on the
information acquired during this study and on the
assumption that this region is geologically uniform.
Meridian Planum is covered by CTX images almost
entirely, and many HiRISE images are also available.
Such mapping is, however, not possible without an
automatic method for landform recognition and
analysis, which is currently being developed. It is
based on available techniques [see e.g. 8], and can be
used to analyze large datasets, providing dedicated
geoinformatic infrastructure.
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Introduction: Slip faces on lee sides of dunes are
tilted at the dynamic angle of repose of sand. The angle
of repose of terrestrial sand is known to be rather well
constrained (30° – 35°) and slightly vary depending on
shape and friction coefficient of sand particles. Sand
avalanches developing on the slip faces are slow, therefore dynamic, inertial effects in their propagation are
minor, and the difference between the static and dynamic angles of repose is expected to be minor. At the
particle contact, the maximum tangential static friction
force is proportional to the normal pressure force,
which is proportional to gravity. Due of this, at the first
approach, the static angle of repose is expected to be
independent on gravity, and the dune slip faces on Mars
are expected to be as steep as on the Earth with all other
parameters being equal (e.g., [1]). On the other hand,
experiment on low-gravity airplane flights [2] showed
that at reduced gravity the static angle of repose is
steeper, dynamic angle of repose is gentler. Applicability of those experiments to natural dunes is questionable
because of significant difference in environments: dynamic nature of rotating drum experimental settings and
mobilization of granular medium due to airplane vibration might play some role. This makes it interesting to
compare actual slip faces of dunes on the Earth and
Mars. We have preliminary shown that the slip face
slopes on both planets are the same [3]. Here we report
on a more detailed study of this topic.
Earth: Lidar data provide precise topography measurements with better than 1-m spatial resolution. Repeating lidar surveys of White Sands dune field (WSD)
in New Mexico, USA was used to crack changes in active dunes [4]. We used lidar data available from
http://opentopography.org to calculate topographic gradients at 4 m baseline and local 2D slopes (absolute
value of topographic gradient). Fig. 1 shows slopefrequency distributions calculated for the same 6 km2
sample area in the dune field from the data [5-8] obtained on different dates. In the topographic data acquired on Jan 24, 2009 [5] (bold cyan line in Fig. 1) we
see a sharp distribution spike centered at 32.5° slope,
which corresponds to slip faces. All resolved slip faces
were facing NE (Fig. 2), consistent with persisting SW
winds in the region [4]. On Sep. 26, 2009 [6] such distribution spike was completely absent (red curve in
Fig. 1), and slopes steeper than 30 deg were infrequent.
This was related to winds of atypical direction in Aug.
and Sept. 2009, according to meteorological data [4].
We ensured that the striking difference in the slope distribution is not an observational artefact. The slip faces

were restored by the next survey on June 6, 2010 [7]
(thin black curve in Fig. 1); their orientation was very
similar (but not identical) to the original one (Fig. 2).
One more data set obtained on Aug. 8, 2015 [8] (green
curve in Fig. 1) shows less expressed slip faces compared to those in 2010. This example illustrates how
easily bulk statistics applied to the high-quality lidar data can reveal interesting information about dunes.

Fig. 1: Slope-frequency distribution for White Sands Dunes
on different dates

Fig. 2: Orientation-frequency distribution of slip faces (slope
>30°) for White Sands Dunes on different dates and for two
sites on Mars.

We compare in Fig. 3 slopes in WSD (2010 data set,
thin black curve, the same as in Fig. 1) with slopes calculated in the same way for a 6 km2 sample from Great
Sand Dunes (GSD) in Colorado, USA (lidar data from
[9]). GSD also show a sharp peak in the slopefrequency distribution, which corresponds to slip faces
of the dunes, however, this peak is at 29.5°. Due to high
lidar data precision and involvement of a huge number
of individual slope measurements, the typical slopes of
the slip faces are very well defined; the uncertainty in
the estimate of the typical slip-face steepness is less
than 0.3°, and the systematic difference of 3° between
WSD and GSD is reliably measured. Other sample areas within active parts of the WSD and GSD consistently
give slip face steepness within 0.5° of 32.5° and 29.5°
respectively. Thus, there is a systematic difference in
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slip face slopes between WSD and GSD. It is likely related to the difference in dune material: GSD sand is
dominated by quartz, while WSD contains much gypsum.

Fig. 3: Slope-frequency distribution for two terrestrial and
two martian dune fields.

Mars: Large topographic data sets suitable for analogous analysis of dune slip face slopes on Mars are digital terrain models (DTMs) obtained by photogrammetric processing of stereo pairs of images [10] obtained
by HiRISE camera onboard MRO orbital mission to
Mars. Although such DTMs have 1-m sampling, their
actual resolution is usually worse and highly inhomogeneous; vertical precision is also worse than for lidar.
Typically, the DTMs are unsuitable for systematic statistical studies of the dune slip faces. The steep slip faces often cast shadows, which makes stereo-derived
DTM quality very low locally. Even if illuminated, the
slip faces are usually featureless, therefore, there are no
explicit or implicit tie points for stereo processing in the
middle of slip faces. Sometimes, bad DTM quality is
obvious just from visual inspection of shaded relief
DTM rendition; sometimes DTM looks good, and special assessment of the source stereo images is needed to
understand that the DTM is unreliable. Reliable slip
face slope retrievals are never possible at high latitudes
and for east-faced slip faces because of shadows (all
low- and mid-latitude HiRISE images are taken under
afternoon illumination, that is from the west or northwest or southwest, and east-facing steep slopes are in
shadow.) Our analysis of HiRISE DTM quality showed
that actually only west-facing steep slopes at low and
mid-latitudes can be reliably analyzed. This excludes
the majority of martian dune fields from the analysis.
We found a few HiRISE DTMs of sufficient quality
with abundant west-facing slip faces. One of them
(7.2°N 67.8°E) [11] is located in Syrtis Major, in a barchanoid field traveling from Meroe Patera westward. A
slope-frequency distribution for a 6 km2 sample area is
shown in Fig. 3 (orange line). The distribution peak reflecting the slip faces is clearly seen and centered at
~31°. This peak is much wider than analogous peaks for
terrestrial dune fields WSD and GSD (Fig. 3). At least
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partly this is caused by worse precision of HiRISE
DTM in comparison to terrestrial lidar data. Azimuth
distribution of the slip face orientation (Fig. 2) is narrower than for terrestrial dunes. Data imperfections
would cause distribution widening rather than narrowing. For barchans, even if they are forming under stable
winds, the slip faces on the horns deflect significantly
from the downwind direction. It is probable that in the
case of Meroe Patera dunes slip faces associated with
barchanoid’s horns are too short and are not sufficiently
resolved in 4 m baseline slope data.
Another analyzed HiRISE DTM (16.3°S 128.3°E)
[12] covers a part of a dune field in an unnamed 60-km
crater superposed on SW rim of Herschel basin in Terra
Cimmeria. The slope-frequency distribution for a 6 km2
sample (red in Fig. 3) shows a peak at ~30° rather similar to the Meroe Patera dunes. Azimuth distribution
(Fig. 2, red curve) shows two sharp maxima. It is not
clear, whether this indeed reflects two slightly different
dominating wind directions, or it is just noise (which is
possible because the total area of slip faces here is
small), or it is some observational artefact.
Conclusions:
1. High precision, resolution, and quality of terrestrial
lidar data enable accurate informative statistical analysis of dune slip faces. Martian HiRISE DTM only occasionally can be used to study slip faces.
2. There is a minor but accurately measured systematic difference in the slip face slopes (and the dynamic
angle of repose) between WSD and GSD sands potentially caused by differences in sand material.
3. The presence of slip faces varies in time at a time
scale of months.
4. We did not observe systematic difference in the
slip face slopes (and the dynamic angle of repose) between martian and terrestrial dunes.
References: [1] Melosh, H. J. (2011). Planetary surface processes. Cambridge Univ. Press. [2] Kleinhans
M. et al. (2011) JGR 116, E11004. [3] Ermakov A. I. et
al. (2019) JGR 124, 14–30. [4] Pedersen et al. (2015)
Earth Surf. Process. Landforms 40, 925–941. [5] DOI:
10.5069/G9Q23X5P [6] DOI: 10.5069/G9ZK5DMD
[7] DOI: 10.5069/G97D2S2D [8] http://opentopo.sdsc.
edu/usgsDataset?dsid=USGS_LPC_NM_WhiteSands_
2015_LAS_2017 [9] http://opentopo.sdsc.edu/ usgsDataset?dsid=CO_San-Luis-Valley_2011 [10] Kirk R.
(2008) JGR 113, E00A24. [11] https://www.uahirise.
org/dtm/dtm.php?ID=ESP_051084_1875 [12] https://
www.uahirise.org/dtm/dtm.php?ID=PSP_004350_1635
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SAND DISTRIBUTION AND POSSIBLE SURFACE ALBEDO INFLUENCES IN THE SHANGRI-LA
SAND SEA OF TITAN. B. D. Lake1, J. Radebaugh1, E. H. Christiansen1, D. Rose1, J. W. Barnes2, E. P. Turtle3,
1
Department of Geological Sciences, Brigham Young University, Provo, UT, USA, lak12004@byui.edu,
2
Department of Physics, University of Idaho, Moscow, ID, USA, 3Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, Laurel, MD, USA.
Introduction: Equatorial regions of Titan are dominated by linear dune fields made of complex organic
particles [1]. These dunes have many similarities to
terrestrial dunes, such as those found in the Namib
Sand Sea [1, 2]. A sand sea of particular interest on
Titan is Shangri-La, centered on 15° E, 5° S. ShangriLa has an abrupt boundary along its southeastern margin where it meets the lowland region Xanadu (Figs. 13). The unusual geomorphology of this boundary has
warranted closer analysis, as terrestrial dune fields are
typically obstructed by highland topography [3]. Previous studies of Shangri-La have mapped sand sea
margins [4, 5, 6], but have not focused on mapping
sand abundances. Mapping sand distributions and
abundances would reveal patterns in sediment
transport and accumulation and could show regions
affected by obstruction of sand movement. It may also
provide additional insights into understanding the history and current forces at work in the region. Using
Cassini data, we made correlations across different
imaging datasets in order to map interpreted sand
abundances in Titan’s Shangri-La sand sea and identify
regions influenced by obstruction.
Methods: The locations of the thickest sand deposits were inferred by first mapping the darkest regions
visible in Imaging Science Subsystem (ISS) nearinfrared imagery. This interpretation is reasonable because at a wavelength of 938 nm, ISS imagery generally images the surface and near surface. These regions
also correlate with patches especially dark in higher
resolution Synthetic Aperture RADAR (SAR) imagery. The locations of moderate sand thicknesses were
determined by the presence of any other dunes in SAR
outside of the regions that contain the sandiest portions
outlined above. Because of limited high resolution
SAR imagery, extrapolations were carefully made by
using lower resolution ISS imagery for regions not
covered by the SAR mosaic, after the methods of [6].
Outside of the regions with highest and moderate sand
thicknesses exist regions with sand deposits thin
enough to only be visible in Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (VIMS) (N-IR) imagery, similar to
[4]. These were inferred to be thin, or discontinuous
sand deposits. This is a logical assumption as VIMS
covers the top millimeter of the surface at low resolution, so there is interpolation across large regions.
Results: The relative coverage of high vs. moderate vs. low thickness of sand in Shangri-La are 17%,

70%, and 13% respectively. The interpreted extent of
relative sand abundance suggests the thickest deposits
are in the S-SE region of the Shangri-La sand sea (Fig.
1). Some of these thick sand deposits extend across the
center of a narrow southwestern area of eastern Shangri-La. Sand deposits become gradually thinner with
distance across NE Shangri-La. Many of the thinnest
sand regions correlate with the downwind sides of
topographic obstacles (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Outlines and inferred thicknesses of sand in
eastern Shangri-La. Dark tan values represent thickest
sand deposits, lightest tan represent thinnest deposits.
Discussion: The narrow area covered by thick sand
deposits across the southwestern region of eastern
Shangri-La are could be a result of accumulation along
the pathway of sediment transport along the dominant
wind direction [5] and in a region of low elevation
(Fig. 2). In northern and southern Shangri-La are highlands (Fig. 2). The thickest sand deposits in eastern
Shangri-La are along the SE boundary of the sand sea
(Fig. 1), suggesting particularly strong obstructive influences here. The region is adjacent to the SAR-bright
Xanadu terrain, which with the exception of a northern
E-W trending ridge, is dominantly low in elevation
(Fig. 2). Because sand is typically obstructed by topographic highs, Shangri-La must be bounded on its eastern margin by some obstruction other than topography.
It has been suggested that a river of methane could
cause the abrupt SE boundary of Shangri-La in a manner similar to the northern boundary of the Namib
Sand Sea [7]. However, the orientations of drainages
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visible in SAR imagery and topography suggest that
such a channel would have an orientation perpendicular to the regional slope for hundreds of kilometers.
Such a channel would need to be deeply entrenched in
order to prevent avulsion, or a re-routing of the channel down the regional slope. Furthermore, VIMS imagery shows no evidence of water ice typical of other
river channels on Titan, but rather indicate that organic
deposits are uniformly thick and uneroded along the
NW boundary of Xanadu. SAR imagery (albeit at 170
m resolution) also does not reveal such a channel. Additionally, if a methane river was flowing along the
downwind margin of Shangri-La, sand would likely be
blown into and transported by the river to a distal alluvial fan [7]. VIMS imagery does not show evidence of
deposits of organic sediment similar to that of the
dunes anywhere near the proposed terminus of such a
drainage, but again the limited image resolution may
preclude detection of such materials.
Another barrier to sand movement may exist in
wind transport mechanisms. Visible to N-IR reflective
surfaces, such as Xanadu, may create anomalously
cold bodies of air that spread outward similar to air
currents above terrestrial glaciers [8]. Xanadu is bright
to ISS and VIMS, and RADAR brightness temperatures across much of central Xanadu are 20˚ C colder
than SE Shangri-La at a wavelength of 2.2 cm [9](Fig.
3). Such a gradient may generate katabatic, or cold
density-driven, winds across Xanadu that would flow
for a distance up the gradual slope to the SE boundary
of Shangri-La [10], where they would collide with
westerly sand-bearing winds. This collision of wind
currents would account for the obstruction of the migration of the dunes. Additionally, opposing winds
would promote accumulation of thick sand deposits
near the SE boundary of Shangri-La because of the
reduction in velocity of the sand-bearing current.
Conclusions: Regions of most abundant sand in
eastern Shangri-La are generally along the SE margin
of the sand sea. There are sand dunes found extensively across Shangri-La, which we have defined as indicating moderate sand abundances. We argue that colliding air currents above the southeastern margin of
Shangri-La could account for the geomorphology of
the sand dune field, its interpreted sand depths, and the
relative topography of the region compared to Xanadu.
Future Work: This concept will be further tested
by evaluating other regions to determine if high albedo
elsewhere on the surface of Titan also affects sand
collection and dune morphologies independent from
topography. We will carefully examine all possibilities
affecting sand distribution.
References: [1] Lorenz, R. D. (2006) The Sand
Seas of Titan: Cassini RADAR Observations of Longi-
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Figure 2. Topographic map of Titan. Eastern ShangriLa outlined [10]. Xanadu is to the E/SE.

Figure 3. RADAR brightness temperature map of Titan. Eastern Shangri-La outlined [9]. Xanadu is cold.
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NAMIB ANALOGS TO TITAN DUNES : HIGH RESOLUTION SATELLITE TOPOGRAPHY
R. D. Lorenz1, C. A. Sawyer1, D. S. Adams1, N. L. Mehta1 , E. P. Turtle1
1
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Introduction: Since their discovery by Cassini [1],
Titan’s dunes have been an attractive target of scientific
study, and large linear dunes on Earth, most notably in
the Namib, have been used as an analog for them (see
figure 1). Topographic study of these dunes has traditionally [2] been with isolated GPS profiles, or with satellite radar or stereo datasets with postings of 30m (e.g.
ASTER – [3]). Radarclinometry, the same method initially used to estimate Titan’s dune heights, has been applied to the Namib using Shuttle SIR-C data [4] at both
its native resolution, and degraded to Cassini’s 300m.

areas where the sand texture is uniform, introducing
spurious hills and valleys.

Figure 2. (top) a 5x2km section of the satellite DEM,
showing the crest structure on two dunes. (bottom)
zoom of a 1x0.4km section, showing the native resolution.

Figure 1. The space shuttle image of the Namib that was
initially [1,2] key in recognizing Titan’s linear
dunes.This image was acquired on STS-107 and downlinked from orbit before the Columbia re-entry accident
which occurred a few days later.
1m Resolution: While these previous data are adequate for overall geomorphological studies, the application of optical navigation and on-board terrain hazard
assessment for future exploration of Titan by Dragonfly
[5] demands higher spatial resolution for performance
simulations. We have therefore acquired a commercial
(Pleaides) satellite stereo digital elevation model
(DEM) of a small section of the Namib (a 5x20km area
at 24°19’S, 15°10’E previously studied by radar in [4])
to use as a Titan analog. The data (figures 2 & 3) have
a posting of 1m.
In fact, data of this high resolution presents some
challenges in our application, in that individual bushes
can be detected and appear as ‘steep’ obstacles, whereas
no such features are expected on Titan. Most of these
features can be removed in processing. A further challenge is that stereo matching is difficult in feature-poor

Simulations [5] with the DEM confirm that sand
seas are replete with safe landing sites. While many hazardous locations exist (e.g., the data resolve slip faces
very well – see figure 3), a large fraction of the terrain
has slopes well within the capability of a lander.
Data like that shown here may be useful in other
applications, such as simulating the radar reflectivity of
dune topography: radar returns are sensitive to the unresolved surface roughness of the terrain [2,4].
References: [1] Lorenz, R. D. et al., The Sand Seas of
Titan : Cassini RADAR observations of Longitudinal
Dunes, Science, 312, 724-727, 2006 [2] Lorenz, R. D.
and Zimbelman, J., 2014. Dune Worlds : How WindBlown Sand Shapes Planetary Landscapes, PraxisSpringer. [3] Bullard, J.E., White, K. and Livingstone,
I., 2011. Morphometric analysis of aeolian bedforms in
the Namib Sand Sea using ASTER data. Earth Surface
Processes and Landforms, 36(11), pp.1534-1549.
[4] Neish, C. D., R. D. Lorenz, R. L. Kirk and L. C.
Wye, Radarclinometry of the sand seas of Namibia and
Saturn's Moon Titan, Icarus, 208, 385-394, 2010. [5]
Witte, I.R. et al., 2019. No GPS? No Problem! Exploring the Dunes of Titan with Dragonfly Using Visual
Odometry, AIAA Scitech Forum. AIAA-2019-1177.
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Figure 3 : (top) Profile across the domain – some 18km across, showing the regional slope and 8-9 dunes – box
shows region zoomed in next panel. (middle) zoom of a single dune profile about 100m tall – a steep dune crest atop
a broad summit is evident, as is a shallow dune plinth to the right. Box indicates region zoomed in next panel. (bottom)
zoom of the crest, with stairstepping showing the individual 1-m posting of topographic heights. Part of the crest
appears to be at or just beyond the classic angle of repose.
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Prospects for Abrasion on Titan.
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Radebaugh Johns Hopkins University APL, Laurel, MD, USA (shannon.mackenzie@jhuapl.edu), 2UC Santa Cruz,
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Like Earth and Mars, Titan is a sediment-rich world.
The Cassini spacecraft discovered that longitudinal
dunes of organic sands almost entirely encircle the
moon’s equator [1, 2] and that lacustrine processes
seem to create new sediments [3,4]. The image of
Titan’s surface captured by the Huygens probe shows
rounded cobbles, suggesting fluvial erosion from the
water-ice bedrock clasts [5]. Thus, with both active
aeolian processes and an abundance of sediment
available, it is perhaps unsurprising that putative
yardangs have also been identified Titan’s surface
[6,7]. Titan’s candidate yardangs resemble terrestrial
examples in Chad and Iran both in their linear
morphologies and radar scattering properties [6],
though they have also been interpreted as stabilized
linear dunes. These features lie primarily in the midlatitude regions, far from where dunes and sand are
found at the resolution of Cassini imaging, raising
many questions: when these features were formed, to
what materials are being eroded, and what sediments
abrade?
In this work we seek to describe possible scenarios of
abrasion on Titan. A grand unified theory of yardang
formation and evolution remains elusive, but several
key factors of the process have been identified,
including mechanical properties of the host lithology
[e.g. 8] and the mechanical properties of the ablators
[e.g. 9], and sediment availability in the corridors [10].
Thus, following the kinetic model of [9], we begin by
exploring the known endmember compositions of
surface material (water ice and organics) and the range
of known clast sizes (dust to cobbles). The Titan
environment is much less energetic than Mars or Earth,
with saltation speeds 10x smaller than Earth and thus
specific kinetic energy 100x less; the mechanical
strength allowed may scale accordingly. We then
consider, in conjunction with Runyon et al. (2020; this
conference), where and how often winds are sufficient
to mobilize sand and gravel sized particles. These
investigations will allow us to constrain the likelihood
of abrasion and yardang formation on Titan.

Figure 1: Putative mega-yardang on Titan analyzed by
[6].
References:
[1] Lorenz, R. D. et al. (2006) Science, 312(5774),
724-727. [2] Radebaugh, J. et al.
(2008) Icarus, 194(2), 690-703. [3] Barnes, J. W. et al.
(2011) Icarus, 216(1), 136-140. [4] MacKenzie, S. M.
et al. (2014) Icarus, 243, 191-207. [5] Tomasko, M. G.
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YARDANG SHAPES REVEAL SUBSTRATE LITHOLOGY AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES IN THE
ARGENTINIAN PUNA. D. McDougall1, J. Radebaugh1, L. Kerber2, J. Sevy1, J. Rabinovitch2, E.H Christiansen1.
1
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Introduction: Yardangs are eolian erosional landforms with regular spacing and long, streamlined profiles [1, 2] (Fig. 1). While found primarily in deserts on
Earth, they are also prominent on Mars and other planetary bodies [1, 2]. Yardang dimensions are thought to
vary with the intensity, direction, and sediment load of
the wind [1], and initial work into the effects of substrate
properties on yardang shape reveals that larger yardangs
form in more indurated materials [2]. However, detailed
relationships between yardang shape, wind, and substrate properties have not been established. This study
seeks to quantify these associations.
Field Area: The 70 ka Campo de Piedra Pomez
(CPP) ignimbrite in the hyperarid Puna region of Argentina (Fig. 2) hosts spectacular yardangs, making it an
ideal analog to yardangs in the martian Medusae Fossae
Formation [1-4]. The small size of the CPP
“mesoyardangs” (1-20 m long and up to 10 m tall) contrasts greatly with the larger “megayardangs” (tens of
meters tall and hundreds of meters long) in other ignimbrites found throughout the region (Fig. 1). During December 2018 and 2019, we visited several localities in
the CPP to evaluate their shapes and sizes and to assess
material properties (Fig. 2).
Yardang Aspect Ratios: Yardang aspect ratios are
the measurement of the length to width (Fig. 3), used
commonly in yardang studies from early on [1, 2, 5].
Those with a lower aspect ratio are generally
mesoyardangs while those with a larger one are megayardangs [5], though we seek to quantify that relationship and to relate it to material properties. In addition,
we seek to know the variation in aspect ratio in yardangs
across Mars, and to understand how that may be related
to material properties. Initial evaluation of yardang morphology was conducted using the approximately 30 cm
resolution color imagery in ArcGIS Pro. Yardangs
shapes were outlined to compute their length, width, and
aspect ratios (length:width). In each locality, yardangs
with a median aspect ratio were targeted for in-situ
measurements.
White Yardangs (cppi/w, lcpw): The largest area of
the CPP ignimbrite is a zone of porous white material.
Pumice clasts are eroded into negative relief against the
friable matrix. In contrast, lithic clasts in this zone are
more resistant than the matrix such that they protrude in
finger-like “dedos” pointing into the dominant wind direction for that point on the yardang [6, 7].
Orange Yardangs (cpp*o, lcpo): The white zone is
mantled in many areas by orange material [8]. Although

26.619°S
67.469°W

150 m

a

b

150 m
25.594°S
66.813°W

Fig. 1. (a) Mesoyardangs in the Campo de Piedra
Pomez and (b) megayardangs in the Cerro Galan
Ignimbrite. North to the right. Sources: Google Earth
C. Galan
Caldera
Orange CPP

White CPP

C. Blanco Caldera

10
km

Fig. 2. Map of yardang-bearing ignimbrites in the
southern Puna. Cerro Galan and Cerro Blanco are
outside the map area in the directions indicated by
thick arrows. Sources: Google Earth, Wikimedia
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after applying scaling laws for differences in eolian
abrasive forces. Yardangs in volcanic tuffs of the Medusae Fossae Formation on Mars have been proposed as
human landing sites due to their potential for in-situ resource utilization as habitations and building materials
[11]. This work helps with targeting specific yardang areas for these purposes.
Conclusions: Yardang morphology is affected by
the hardness and lithology of a substrate according to its
abrasion resistance, among other factors. This establishes a firm basis for further studies of yardang morphologies and substrate properties.
Acknowledgments: Parts of this work have been
performed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California
Institute of Technology, under contract to NASA.
Funding provided through NASA ROSES grant
NNH17ZDA001N-SSW.
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(1983) Nature [5] Goudie (2007) Geography Compass.
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Fig. 3. Automatically generated
yardang outline in
red with yardang
dimensions in
green. Aspect ratio
(length/width) is
about 2.5 here.
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slight compression and sintering of ash is noted in thin
section, glassy pumice clasts are intact and resistant.
Tan Yardangs (tan): Yardangs also occur in an adjacent valley where the CPP ignimbrite occurs as a tancolored facies. Here, the pumice clasts form dedos due
to being more resistant than the ash matrix, in contrast
to the opposite condition in the white yardangs.
Rosada Yardangs (rosada): The 6.3 Ma Rosada ignimbrite [3] is the most indurated yardang-forming material we studied. Intense welding is evidenced by flat
pumice fiamme and alignment of phyllosilicates, indicating high depositional temperatures.
Cerro Galan Yardangs (galan): 100 km north of the
CPP, the large volume and low porosity of the Cerro
Galan approaches that of the Rosada. The Cerro Galan
ignimbrite contains abundant phenocrysts and shards
but no fiamme [4].
Yardang Hardness: The compressive strength (a
proxy for erosion resistance [9]) of yardang materials
was measured using a Proceq Silverschmidt rebound
hammer. The measured results varied greatly, from 14
MPa for the tan yardangs to 56 MPa for the Rosada ignimbrite. Yardangs in the white and orange ignimbrite
zones had values from 25-30 MPa while the Cerro Galan ignimbrite was 39 MPa. When plotted against the
median aspect ratio of yardangs in each area, a rough
positive correlation is evident (Fig. 4).
The aspect ratio also correlates with other yardang
material properties. The CPP ignimbrite has been previously characterized as having 50% porosity and a density of 1.25 g/cm3 while welded ignimbrites have lower
porosity and higher densities, such as 15% and 2.19
g/cm3 for the Rosada [10]. Hence, higher porosity and
lower density are associated with lower strengths and
shorter aspect ratios.
Discussion: Even with the limited number of characterized areas, the trend in Fig. 4 is useful for placing
each yardang area on a continuum. High median aspect
ratios is typical for megayardangs. This could be related
to unusual stratigraphy in the tan yardangs and possibly
to fluvial activity in the Galan yardangs. High aspect ratio yardangs positioned on the upwind margin of the
CPP field are likely protected from minor winds by
yardangs in the interior of the field, which have lower
aspect ratios due to erosion from multiple wind directions [10]. The configuration of strata within a yardang
is also seen to have an effect on yardang morphology.
Some large yardangs (e.g. in the tan area) are underlain
by a soft, thick layer of large pumice clasts which is
preferentially eroded by the saltation load in winds from
the downslope direction but protected by harder surfaces facing winds from upslope directions.
These findings can be used to infer the properties of
extraterrestrial yardangs with similar morphologies
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USING SELF-ORGANIZING MAPS TO EXPLORE POTENTIAL METHODS FOR AUTOMATICALLY
EXTRACTING TRANSVERSE AEOLIAN RIDGES FROM HIRISE IMAGERY. T. P. Nagle-McNaughton1,
L. A. Scuderi1, 1Department of Earth and Planetary Science, University of New Mexico
(timnaglemcanughton@unm.edu)

Introduction: Transverse aeolian ridges (TARs)
are small-scale relict bedforms on the surface of Mars
first detected in narrow-angle images from the Mars
Orbiter Camera (MOC) [1], [2]. Dubbed “ridges” to
preserve origins as both dunes or ripples, TARs are
widespread inactive features on Mars. Their formation,
age, composition, and role in the past Martian sediment
cycle are poorly understood [2]–[4].
TARs are uniquely well-resolved in High
Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE)
camera images. HiRISE currently provides the highest
resolution data of the surface of Mars, with ~0.25
m/pixel resolution in a single panchromatic band [5],
which far exceeds other modern imaging systems in
orbit around Mars. This high resolution allows for the
extraction of geologic and geomorphic information that
is simply unavailable from other sensors.
TARs exhibit a range of morphologies (Fig. 1),
which are interpreted as likely representing disparate
formative or evolutionary processes. Past work has
categorized TAR morphologies but relied on manual
surveys and classifications [1], [2]. Automating the
detection and classification of TARs in HiRISE imagery
is an important step towards betting understanding
TARs’ evolution and role in the Martian aeolian
systems.
A

B

C

D

E

Fig. 1: TAR morphology
examples:
A) simple
B) forked
C) sinuous
D) barchan-like
E) networked

This study assesses the feasibility of two
approaches to extracting TARs from HiRISE images: 1)
a pixel-based approach where each pixel is classified
based on how TAR-like it is, or 2) an object-based
approach in which TAR pixels are segmented, and then
classified in ensemble.
Normally, both of these approaches rely on multispectral imagery to discriminate between different
classes in a higher dimensional feature-space, but
HiRISE imagery is only single-band. Here, six textural
transforms are applied to the imagery (Fig. 2) to produce
a pseudo-multiband image, which can then be used with
typical classification algorithms.

Fig. 2: The six bands that composed each pseudo-multiband image.
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Methods: Six 200x200 pixel (100x100 meter)
samples of common TAR morphologies (simple,
forked, sinuous, and networked) were cropped from
three different pseudo-multiband HiRISE images. In
total, 24 samples were collected from 12 different
HiRISE images. Training samples were manually
collected from each sample tile and are used to classify
pixels into one of five classes: no TARs (0), simple
TARs (1), forked TARs (2), sinuous TARs (3), or
networked TARs (4). Each tile was then classified by a
random forest (RF) classifier with 50 trees, a depth of
30, and a maximum of 1,000 samples per class to
produce a label band for each tile. The multiband
samples and the labelled band were converted into 3D
numerical arrays, and then into a text file with a column
for each band.
The six textural bands of the text file were used to
train a self-organizing map (SOM) (also known as a
Kohonen map or network) [6], [7]. SOMs are a type of
artificial neural network (ANN) that implement
unsupervised learning to produce a 2D representation
(the map) of the input space of the training samples (Fig.
3). For this project, a 79x79 map was initialized and the
neighborhood and learning rate parameters were
optimized over 10,000 iterations to minimize the
quantization error of the map. The initial SOM weights
were then derived from the principle components of the
dataset (as recommended in the literature [8]), and the
SOM was trained for 100,000 iterations. Using a
75/25% train/test split of the five RF labels, the
precision, and recall of the network were tested. The
same procedure was repeated with a simple binary
classification of TARs/not-TARs.
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Results: The SOM was only able to classify the
TAR morphologies with ~56% precision and ~35%
recall. The binary classification was more successful,
with 77% precision and 69% recall.
Discussion: The multiband pixel vectors are not
useful for distinguishing between TAR morphologies,
but could be used to differentiate them from the rest of
the Martian landscape. However, the RF-based binary
classification of TARs/not TARs was successful in
identifying TARs, especially given the diversity of both
the TARs and the not-TAR areas in the sample tiles.
Going forward, a more robust and universal RF
classifier will be developed. The binary output of this
classifier could then be used in combination with a
pattern-recognition algorithm to classify TARs based on
their disparate shapes (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4: The shape of each common TAR morphology as generated by
binary RF classifiers. Each image is 100x100 meters.

Fig. 3: The distance map of the SOM produced in this project. Light
colors indicate large differences between adjacent neurons, dark
colors indicate similarity. Non-TAR pixels were mapped to the upper
left, while TAR pixels were spread across the rest of the map.
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Introduction: New evidences on Earth [1-3], Mars
[4] and Titan [5,6] indicate that sand availability does
not control only dune shape but also the dune growth
mechanism. Assuming an unrestricted, infinite sand
supply, periodic dune patterns grow in height with an
alignment for which the normal-to-crest component of
transport is maximum [7]. In zones of low sand
availability, dunes elongate in the direction of the
resultant sand flux at the crest under the combined
effects of the depositions associated with reversing
winds. As a consequence, dunes with different shapes,
orientations and dynamics can coexist under the same
multidirectional wind regime. They can be identified,
classified and studied according to elementary dune
types [8] and theoretical models predicting orientation,
wavelength as well as migration and/or elongating
rates [1,9-10]. Nevertheless, models have yet to be
validated by observations on the synchronous
emergence and growth of the two different types of
dunes in a natural aeolian environment. Hence, we
performed a new type of landscape-scale experiments
taking advantage of a unique experimental site at the
south-eastern edge of the Gobi desert in China [11].
Here, we present the results obtained from October
2013 to November 2017, a period during which
incipient bedforms grow in height by more than two
orders of magnitude.
Method: The main objective of landscape-scale
experiments is to characterize and analyze the
development of dunes under natural wind action using
controlled initial and boundary conditions [11]. This is
an original concept in geomorphology particularly well
suited to validate and quantify the physical processes
involved in landscape dynamics. Given the extreme
conditions encountered in arid deserts and the time
scales associated with dune formation, these in-situ
experiments must combine high-resolution and longterm measurements, including topography and climate
variables. These challenges are being met in the
Tengger Desert (Inner Mongolia, China) thanks to a
Franco-Chinese collaboration.

Figure 1: The sandpiles and the flat sand bed
experiments: (a) Aerial view of the experimental site
on April 25, 2015; (b) Surface elevation on October
27, 2017. Inset shows the sand flux rose derived from
the local wind data. The dashed arrow indicates the
resultant flux direction on a flat sand bed. High
resolution topographic surveys reveal the synchronous
development of dunes according to the two dune
growth mechanisms. In the flat sand bed experiment
(black rectangle), periodic oblique dunes migrate
southeastward. In the sandpiles experiment (red zone
in (a)), a longitudinal linear dune elongates
southward (gray bedforms in (b)).
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Two experiments with different conditions of sand
avaialability were conducted in parallel. In the
sandpiles experiment, two conical sand piles 3 and 4 m
high were deposited on a gravel bed surrounded by
straw checkerboard (red zone in Fig. 1a). In the flat
sand bed experiment, preexisting dunes were also
leveled to start with a planar rectangular area of bare
sand 80 m long and 50 m wide (black zone in Fig. 1a).
Using our local reference system and a terrestrial laser
scanner, regular high-resolution topographic surveys
(>103 points per m2) are used to investigate dune
growth.
Results: In the sand bed experiment, the residual
topography after flattening has a mean height of a few
centimeters, which remains almost constant over the
six first months. Then, a periodic dune pattern with a
characteristic wavelength of 15 m emerges and grows
in amplitude at a rate of approximately 0.6 m yr-1.
These two distinct phases may be analyzed in more
details to investigate the linear and non-linear phases
of the flat sand bed instability [12]. Most importantly
for our present purpose, the periodic dunes may be
classified as obliques dunes with a angle of 33°
between their crests and the resultant sand flux. They
migrate southeastward at a rate of 2.5 m yr-1 despite
frequent crest reversals associated with the local
bimodal wind regime (see inset in Fig. 1b).
The two sandpiles are subject to the same wind
regime, but show more changes in shape due to their
relatively small size. In fact, they adopt quickly the
classical crescentic shape of barchans associated with
the current wind. Output sand fluxes along the horns
reinforce this short term memory effect and we must
regularly add sediment on the top of the sand piles to
compensate for these losses. In addition, as the
resultant flux on a flat sand bed is southward, the sand
losses of the dune to the northeast feed the dune to the
southwest. As a result, it increases in size more rapidly
and eventually reaches the critical size for elongation
[8]. Then, the arm located downwind of the resultant
sand flux start to elongate on the gravel bed. Its width
and height decrease linearly according to the distance
from the initial sand pile, confirming that its
morphodynamics is primarily controlled by a constant
outflux along the direction of elongation [8].
Ultimately, it forms a longitudinal linear dune with an
angle of 15° between the crest and the resultant sand
flux. It elongates of 10 m from October 2016 to
November 2017.
Concluding remarks: The landscape-scale
experiments conducted over more than four years in
the Tengger desert reveal the formation and the
development of two different types of dunes depending
on the conditions of sand availability. A periodic
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pattern of oblique dunes developing on a thick layer of
sand coexists with a longitudinal linear dune
elongating on a gravel bed. Considering incipient dune
growth, this is the first experimental evidence for the
simultaneous expression of the two different dune
growth mechanism under natural wind action.
Our observations also also show that it is difficult
to differentiate between the two types of dunes in the
field. Indeed, both of them have a low aspect ratio and
their relative orientation is often less than 25°. In
addition, defects in zones of high sand availability tend
to align with the fingering modes, while superimposed
bedforms on the flanks of elongating dunes are likely
to develop in the bed instability mode. It explains why
the coexistence of the two modes of dune orientation
have not been systematically documented in the past
during field investigations by geographers or
geomorphologists. This is not the case using remote
sensing data and high-resolution topographic surveys.
Planetologists will therefore have a major role to play
in developing a modern understanding of active dune
fields.
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New Mexico State University, P.O. Box 30001 MSC 4500, Las Cruces, NM 88003-8001. lneakras@nmsu.edu
Introduction: With the advent of new requirements
and recommendations within many NASA funding
opportunities (e.g., ROSES [1]), data management
throughout the project and making data publicly
available at the end is more important than ever. Within
the aeolian community, it is not always clear which
NASA’s Planetary Data System (PDS) nodes are
appropriate for aeolian laboratory and field data,
planetary analog studies, or reprocessing/recalibrating
of planetary mission data [2]. Further development of
the PDS4 Archiving Standards [3] is now making a
wider range of data products appropriate for the archive.
Proposing with PDS: Planning for a PDS archive
begins with the proposal. The initial phase of interacting
with PDS is to contact the appropriate node during the
proposal preparation. This allows interactions with the
node to begin, checking archive format restrictions for
the data and documentation, and give the node an initial
estimate of the types of data and the total volume to be
archived. This initial contact with PDS is extremely
important for a successful archive allowing good
communication with the node personnel and the node
can begin to plan for the ingestion of new data into the
archive. This allows the node to also plan for allotting
disk storage space and double checking that all needed
product references are ready for proposed archive
products.
Once the proposal is selected, the first step should
be to contact the PDS node immediately and let them
know of the selection. At ATM, we will provide an
instructional guide [4] to help educate and plan for the
archiving process. This guide also provides a checklist
timeline that will help organize data collection from the
archive perspective. Remember, the node also has
responsibilities to track all funded projects and report
quarterly to the PDS Project Office on progress or on
issues that may require help from NASA Headquarters
program officers. Remaining in contact with the node is
necessary to make sure archiving stays on target for
deadlines. It is also important that the node (and
subsequently NASA programs) stay informed of any
issues, needs, or general problems. The node can
provide assistance throughout the project and may be
aware of other solutions relating to reporting delays or
other issues with HQ.
Working with PDS4: Producing an archive with
PDS will be a multi-step process. First and foremost,
there will have to be data. Once finalized data products
are produced, those products will need to have PDS4compliant labels. A label contains all descriptive

metadata for the associated data (specifics about the
product, pointers to documents and calibrations, etc.).
PDS will likely provide base templates, sample
products, and/or other instructions to begin the process.
In order to do this the node should be provided detailed
descriptions of the proposed scope of the data products.
This may simply be a redacted version of your funded
proposal, with iterative contact to plan out the structure
of the archive bundle. All labels are dictated by the
PDS4 Information Model (IM) and are expressed as
XML files (eXtensible Markup Language). Label
templates will likely consist of partially filled out XML
forms that will need to be completed. Completion could
simply be done by hand, or by script depending on the
number of files needed. XML files can be edited with
any basic text editor, but an XML-aware or XMLspecific editor may be the best option. These more
specialized editors can make use of XML functionality
by allowing in-line syntactical validation based on
control documents referenced in the PDS4 labels
(namely the schema (.xsd) – IM organization, and
schematron (.sch) – expected values sets). PDS ATM
node personnel contacts will be available to advise and
help throughout the process.
Types of Data for the Archive: Data format
requirements for the archive are set for the long-term
stability of the archive. Simply put, not all data are
created equal, and sometimes what is used as a scientist
in a particular field is not appropriate for an archive.
Simple formats are usually best (e.g., ASCII and/or
CSV tables, uncompressed images, simple arrays). (See
PDS’s guides on Archiving Formats [5].) The more
modern the format, the less likely it is that the standard
(if there is one) will meet the PDS archiving
requirements. FITS files, for example, are not
technically acceptable in the archive unless specific
rules limiting the nesting of parts of the files are
followed. If formats other than the simple ones are
needed the node representative should be contacted to
double check that those formats are acceptable, before
doing all the work!
Upcoming Tools: Many of the nodes are working
on tools for aiding in the creation of aspects of the PDS4
labels to help in creating your archive bundles. ATM is
currently developing the Educational Labeling System
at Atmospheres (ELSA) that will help teach the
organization of PDS4 while allowing users to create
tailored templates for their bundle needs. The system
will allow users to explore different options, allowing
users to auto-fill parts of the labels with referencing that
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can otherwise be tricky to do by hand. (If you are
interested in helping to beta-test this software, please
contact Lynn Neakrase (lneakras@nmsu.edu) for more
information. We are anticipating an online working
beta by Q4 of 2020.)
Completing the Archive: Once all data are
successfully labeled and validated by the receiving
node, the completed bundle(s) will need to be peerreviewed. At ATM, that review consists of an online
review by PDS personnel and scientists appropriate to
the data, followed by a telecon to discuss the results.
When this is completed, there will likely be liens on the
data archive, meaning there will be errors or edits that
need to be completed before the dataset can be certified
as part of the PDS archive. This process can be lengthy
and many data providers find that they do not budget
enough time for the entire review process. The review
is important for multiple reasons. First, peer-reviewed
data, like a peer-reviewed paper, catches errors and
allows the community to help make the dataset more
useful for a larger audience. Also like peer-reviewed
papers, the PDS is moving to assigning Digital Object
Identifiers (DOIs). The work and effort put into
archiving data can then be referenced just like
publications. DOIs will also make the certified data
easier to find for future users to use in proposing new
work. Peer-reviewed data also strengthens the
confidence level of the validity of the data and separates
the archive from simple data repositories.
Final Thoughts: Archiving is a responsibility to be
taken seriously for all funded projects. Please remember
to allot enough time for the nodes to help get through
the process. This includes design and preparation of the
labels for all products, directory layout of the bundle, all
documentation and users’ guide(s). Data providers
should allow ~3-6 months at the end of the funding
period to conduct the peer review and lien resolution
steps, before an archive will be complete.
Communication with the node is paramount to archiving
success, particularly since node personnel are juggling
many projects and working with dozens of data
providers in various stages of archive completion. We
the PDS are here to help archive and access data.
Atmospheres (ATM) is making updates to our web
pages to better accommodate a wider range of data that
are now becoming more common. This goes beyond our
typical mission support. We will be redesigning pages
for planetary analog lab and field data, which will
greatly enhance the work that can be proposed with both
mission and non-mission data. Some of the new data
sets that pertain to aeolian processes across the Solar
System that we are planning to archive include:
historical wind tunnel threshold data, dust devil field
observations as terrestrial analogs, wind tunnel
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comparison data for multiple planetary analog
environments, atmospheric composition laboratory data
for hydrocarbons pertaining to gas giants and Titan, and
hot-ion atmospheric escape modeling/laboratory work,.
With advances in GIS support from the Cartography and
Imaging Science Node we plan to convert the Mars
Digital Dunes Database into archivable products using
PDS4 internal referencing to preserve the current work
and make future additions more efficient and usable.
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NNX16AD93A.
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Introduction: The basal unit (BU) is a sedimentary
deposit of water ice and lithic fines lying at the base of
Planum Boreum on Mars [1-8]. It can be divided into
two subunits, rupēs and cavi, on the basis of their stratigraphy and age [4, 6]. The BU lies between the Late
Hesperian Vastitas Borealis interior unit and the Late
Amazonian North Polar Layered Deposits (NPLD), and
thus represents a record of polar geologic processes and
climate events spanning most of the Amazonian Period
[4, 6]. Despite the numerous recent studies, several key
questions remain unanswered:
How are the different geologic units within Planum
Boreum related? What is the full extent and volume of
the rupēs and the cavi units? What is the geometry of
the erosional unconformity between them?
What do the characteristics of the lower north polar
ice deposits reveal about their formation and evolution?
Which geologic processes and climate events are recorded in the morphology of the BU?
Ref. [8] hypothesized that the cavi unit is made of
alternated aeolian sand sheets and pure water ice remnants of former polar caps. How many of these sheets
are contained within cavi, and what is their extent? How
was cavi constructed through time? Was the rupēs unit
similarly constructed and shaped by aeolian processes?
Methods: In this study, we integrate Shallow Radar
(SHARAD) observations and high-resolution visible
imagery to provide answer to the outstanding questions
presented above.
Radar sounding. SHARAD is an orbital sounding
radar with a vertical resolution of ~8.4 m in water ice
[9]. The comprehensive and dense coverage of Planum
Boreum with over 3000 profiles enables high-detail
mapping of the surface topography and internal stratigraphy of the BU. We mapped the upper surface of the
BU distinguishing three distinct radar reflectivity facies,
which allow us to separate rupēs and cavi unit detections
[7]: “sharp” return, typically associated with rupēs unit
materials; “diffuse” return, typical of the cavi unit and
dune fields; “mixed” return, interpreted as rupēs unit
material with abnormal surface roughness and/or a thin
veneer of cavi unit material.
High-resolution imagery. We integrate the analysis
of SHARAD profiles with images acquired by the High
Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE;
[10]). We use the nearly complete HiRISE coverage of
BU visible outcrops to obtain a high-resolution (~32
cm/pixel) visual constraint of the BU topography and
spatial distribution in Planum Boreum, and establish the

Figure 1: (a) MOLA elevation map of Planum Boreum.
(b) MOLA and SHARAD elevation map of the basal
unit and surrounding plains obtained in this study, with
superimposed shaded relief of the modern Planum
Boreum topography. The red box indicates the location
of Fig. 2.
type of contact between the cavi unit and the NPLD,
with special regard to aeolian stratigraphic structures
that may indicate a gradual vs abrupt transition between
the two units.
BU lateral extent: Our mapping indicates that the
BU extends over an area larger than that delineated by
the most recent radar studies [3, 5, 7]. We detected radar
diffuse returns extending from the western edge of
Gemina Lingula to Gemini Scopuli, covering an area of
~120000 km2. The diffuse return reflector is followed
by a second, deeper reflector, which is continuous with
the Vastitas Borealis interior unit. Based on detection of
radar diffuse signals and the continuity with the adjacent
cavi unit, we interpret this packet of material as a previously undetected lobe of cavi unit. Assuming a lithicrich mixture for the cavi unit with a relative permittivity
of ε’ = 4.84 [8], we obtain an average thickness of ~50
m. In Gemini Scopuli, this lobe extends beyond the edge
of the NPLD, where HiRISE images reveal flat lying
terrains forming terraces and characterized by sinuous
and arcuate forms reminiscent of aeolian cross strata.
These aeolian cross strata may pertain to aeolian forms
in the cavi unit or remnants of more recent forms on top
of it. These observations suggest that cavi unit materials, or their recent equivalent, are exposed in this region,
thus corroborating the proposed detection of the BU of
ref. [2]. The newly mapped extent of the BU reaches
890000 km2, 37% larger than the most recent estimate
[7]. The cavi unit alone represents the largest dune field
on Mars, although the vast majority of it is buried underneath the NPLD. Analysis of BU outcrops gives us a
visible constraint on the lateral extent of the rupēs unit,
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which we detect only in the western half of Planum Boreum. At its easternmost locations, the rupēs unit is
characterized by sub-horizontal meter to decameter layering with eastward slopes of <0.1°. These observations
suggest that the eastern half of the BU is made up exclusively of cavi unit materials.
BU stratigraphy: Although SHARAD does not
generally detect subtleties of the gradation between cavi
and the NPLD, we did find evidence of a lens of isolated
material located between the two units. The top of this
deposit is a relatively sharp reflector, followed by a diffuse return and a reflection-free zone. This feature extends over an area of ~4000 km2, and has a volume of
over 300 km3 assuming a water ice composition. We
also found further evidence of the gradational and transgressive contact between the cavi unit and the NPLD at
multiple outcrop sites. We interpret the lens of material
located above cavi as a late episode of aeolian sand accumulation on top of cleaner water ice. Numerous occurrences of similar cavi-NPLD transitional features
can be observed along visible outcrops in the outskirts
of Planum Boreum (Fig. 2).. This is the first detection
of such transitional deposits in radar profiles and provides new information on the potential three-dimensional size and geographical distribution of these features.
BU morphology: We identify several scarps in our
BU morphology map. All but one scarp face southward,
and some enclose low-lying reentrants. The two reentrants mapped by ref. [7] show significant morphologic
al complexity that was not detected before. A series of
elongated depressions tens to hundreds of meters deep
appear along the edge of cavi unit. In some cases, the
base of these depressions are flat and appear to continue
as reflectors within and at the base of the cavi unit. The
location and orientation of these depressions coincide
with deepest reaches of a buried chasma observed
within the NPLD [12]. SHARAD profiles crossing these
features show a continuation of the angular unconformity from the NPLD to cavi materials, suggesting that the
erosional event that carved the chasma is also responsible for the formation of the depressions. This morphological record gives us insight on the intensity of the
erosional event that carved the chasma. Current age estimates and growth models for the NPLD favor a short
duration of the erosional event, suggesting very intense
resurfacing of PB that removed large amounts of water
ice and lithic fines from the cavi unit in addition to carving a chasma in the NPLD.
Implications for future studies: Overall, the stratigraphy and morphology of the BU represent a record
of climate variability and surface processes that dates
back to the Late Hesperian-Early Amazonian. The cavi
unit, in particular, likely records multiple episodes of
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polar ice growth and retreat from the Middle Amazonian to the first phases of NPLD accumulation. In addition, it also records the intimate interplay between water
ice accumulation and aeolian processes in its ice and
sand sheets and cross strata. Therefore, we argue that
the long and intricate evolution of the BU complements
the brief and detailed record of the overlying NPLD, and
should be considered as a prime target for future studies
that aim to reconstruct the Amazonian history of Mars
from a climate and surface processes standpoint.
Acknowledgments: This work was supported by
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Figure 2: (a) Dune field within the NPLD in Olympia
Cavi as seen in CTX image G22_026631_2650. The
sand dunes, indicated by blue arrows, are a record of
renewed siliciclastic material deposition long after the
NPLD started to accumulate. (b) Details of a sand dune
in HiRISE image ESP_026631_2650, location in orange box above.
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SAND, WIND, AND ICES ON MARS: HOW SANDY ENVIRONMENTS FACILITATE EROSION BY CO2
JETS. G. Portyankina1, C. J. Hansen2, K.-M. Aye1, 1LASP, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO (Ganna.Portyankina@lasp.colorado.edu), 2Planetary Science Institute, Tucson, AZ.
Dunes in the martian polar areas are among the most
active environments on the planet. Interaction between
wind, sand, CO2 and H2O ices creates the most enigmatic processes and phenomena that have no terrestrial
analogs. Dark and bright fan deposits, dark downslope
streaks, seasonal polygonal cracks, dark and bright
banding (or “fried eggs”), are among those observed
by HiRISE and CaSSIS cameras through the last 7
martian years. [1, 2, 3].
Seasonal processes that involve CO2 and H2O condensation and sublimation consistently repeat every year
with some differences between the years [4]. Alongside seasonal features that disappear when seasons
change, there are those that stay on dunes and on the
underlying substrate for longer periods of time: creation of new alcoves and gullies, formation of furrows,
and creation of dendritic troughs near dunes in the
southern hemisphere are among the processes that actively modify surfaces [5, 6, 7]. CO2 condensation and
sublimation plays a role in all of these. The exact

mechanism behind alcove and gully creation is debated. However, creation of the dendritic troughs is believed to be by the cold CO2 jet eruptions and subsequent erosion of the substrate according to the Kieffer’s model [5, 8, 9].
Kieffer’s model builds on the specific optical properties of the seasonal CO2 ice layer. The sunlight that is
able to penetrate through the layer of translucent ice in
the beginning of spring, deposits solar energy on layers’ lower boundary, i.e. where the ice meets top of the
regolith. The solar energy is transferred into sublimation of the ice at this boundary. It builds up the pressure in the cavity below the ice layer and at some point
the pressurized gas is able to break through the ice,
creating a CO2 jet. At the moment of eruption, pressurized gas inside the cavity moves toward the opening in
the ice with high velocity. On its way, it picks up some
unconsolidated dust and regolith, disturbs and destabilizes the substrate, and thus creates the sub-ice troughs.
This is how araneiforms (or spiders) are believed to be

Figure 1 Development of new troughs in the vicinity of dunes: HiRISE images ESP_039912_1095 and
ESP_058149_1095 are from southern summer of MY32 and MY33 respectively. This location is nearby a dune
field. We hypothesize that troughs are created faster in this area relative to other locations monitored by HiRISE
because loose sand is present on the surface and acts as abrasive during CO2 jet eruptions.
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created.
Somewhat surprisingly, after 7 martian years of monitoring multiple locations with active araneiforms,
HiRISE is yet to see changes in them or the surrounding substrate that can be linked to this process. HiRISE
observes seasonal changes, i.e. albedo variations in
locations where CO2 jets erupt and create fan- and
blotch- shaped deposits on top of the seasonal layer.
HiRISE observes them being created and later fading
when seasonal ice sublimes away. But it has not yet
detected topography changes in any pre-existing araneiform shapes. However, HiRISE has detected new
dendritic troughs in several locations, all of them near
dunes.
In the case when the seasonal CO2 layer covers dunes,
the whole process gets intensified in two ways: first,
the albedo of martian sandy dunes is usually low and
thus the whole process is more energetic because dark
sand absorbs more sunlight that intensifies the sublimation of CO2, which turns on jet eruptions. Second,
dunes always have a layer of unconsolidated sand. It
can be easily picked up by the gas moving towards the
opening in the ice. Presence of suspended sand in the
pressurized and fast moving gas increases the abrasive
effect of such a flow. We hypothesize that troughs are
created faster in the areas where loose sand is present
on the surface compared to other locations monitored
by HiRISE. This might explain the apparent lack of
erosion in the areas of large araneiforms while new
dendritic troughs appear in the other places.
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The idea of sand being an essential component of Kieffer’s model challenges several ideas about araneiforms.
First, if sand is required to erode polar surface into
araneiforms, does erosion stop entirely if the sand is
removed? If removal of sand from an area can stagnate
the araneiform development in this area, is the opposite
true as well? Can a new source of sandy material facilitate or accelerate araneiform growth? Following
along this line of argument, we must embrace an even
larger degree of stochasticity in the evolution of araneiforms. Estimation of araneiform ages may need to
include discussion of availability of sandy material in
the polar areas over geologic periods and how those
periods interlace with presence of CO2 ice on the surface.
References: [1] Hansen, C. J. et al. (2013) Icarus 225,
881–897. [2] Portyankina, G. et al. (2011) JGR Vol.
117, E02006. [3] Pommerol, A. et al. (2011) Icarus
225, 911–922 [4] Hansen, C. J. et al. (2015) Icarus
251, 264–274 [5] Diniega, S. et al. (2017) Geol. Society [6] Burke, M. (2013) 44th LPSC, cont. #2919
[7] Portyankina, G. et al. (2017), Icarus 282, 93–103.
[8] Kieffer, H. H. et al. (2007) Nature, 442 [9] Hayne,
P.O., et al, (2016), Mars Polar Science and Exploration, #6012.
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FORMATION OF YARDANGS OUT OF WIND-SCULPTED BEDROCK: IMPLICATIONS FOR
PLANETARY SURFACES. J. Radebaugh1, L. Kerber2, Dylan McDougall1, Jonathon Sevy1, Jason Rabinovitch2.
1
Department of Geological Sciences, Brigham Young University, Provo, UT (janirad@byu.edu), 2Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA.
Introduction: Planetary surfaces dominated by
wind and with the presence of positive relief sedimentary, volcanic, precipitate or bedrock deposits yield
landscapes carved by wind. The most notable features
are regularly spaced ridges termed yardangs [1, 2].
These landforms are also found on Mars [3, 4], Venus,
Titan [5] and in related forms on Pluto [6]. Other features found in wind-eroded landscapes include undulatory surfaces found in inderdune clays [7] and sastrugi
[8], formed out of snow sintered into harder firn [9].
The regular spacing of yardangs, and hence their
general origins, have been difficult to explain. They are
postulated to have formed out of preexisting fluvial
channels [10] subsequently exploited by wind or initiated from hydrothermally hardened fractures [11].
There are strong examples of both of these cases.
We argue from observations in the high elevation,
hyperarid Puna of Argentina that decameter-scale
(meso) yardangs can form spontaneously out of a uniform bedrock surface by the action of wind. This has
implications for conditions expected in planetary
yardang-bearing surfaces.
Puna Region: The Puna of Argentina is a high-elevation, hyperarid desert dominated by young ignimbrites [11], evaporite basins and young basalt cinder
cones. The ignimbrite deposits are widespread, and often contain up to km-scale (mega) yardangs, which do
show evidence of fluvial and mass wasting processes in
their formation [11]. The youngest and softest [12] ignimbrite, called the Campo de Piedra Pomez (CPP),
contains abundant mesoyardangs. These are formed in
two main deposits, a white deposit in the SE that has a
rigid matrix and abundant pumice and lithics, and a tan
deposit found on the NW that has resistant pumice in a
softer matrix [12]. Both were visited in field campaigns
in 2018 and 2019 by the authors.
Key Observations: In both main areas of the
Campo de Piedra Pomez, large, undulatory deposits free
of yardangs were found that contained total elevation
differences of ~2 m and separated by 5-10 m (Fig. 1).
These bore arcuate ridges that trended perpendicular to
the wind direction as determined by yardangs in adjacent portions of the fields, and were also noted in other
field studies [13]. These undulations had downwind
sloping surfaces altered to a darker color and not as
wind scoured as the lighter surface (Fig. 1). The ridges
were occasionally capped by gravels, sometimes which
were cored by sand and fines. These appear to have
helped to preserve rare moisture, leading to alteration

(Fig. 2). However, large swaths (several kilometers in
all directions) did not bear evidence of gravels and yet
their downwind slopes were altered (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Undulatory ridged surface in tan deposits with
altered downwind slopes (see Fig. 2 for scale).

Fig. 2. Top of undulatory ridge capped in gravels that
had moved.

Fig. 3. Undulatory surface with downwind fluting.
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In the tan field, the undulatory surfaces attained fluting aligned with the wind direction along the lower elevation portions of the ridges. This morphology is reminiscent of the fluting observed in sastrugi as it progresses along the erosion path [7] (Fig. 3). Farther
downwind in the tan field, the fluting became enlarged
and deepened into troughs. Once the relative height difference between ridges and troughs reached 1 m, the
high portion emerged from the saltation layer and became what we propose is an incipient yardang (Fig. 4).
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perhaps aided by gravels. 3 – fluting forms and extends
downwind along low portions of ridges. 4 – flutes enlarge and deepen into troughs. 5 – elevated portions become isolated ridges now yardangs, wind erosion is concentrated in troughs and on front of ridges.

Fig. 6. Yardangs in the white CPP, showing alteration
and similar slopes (10) to the downwind caps.
PBR's
Tan Yardangs

Fig. 4. Incipient yardang – high ridge with adjacent
trough (behind Jonathon).

Fig. 7. Dip measurements of undulatory ridges (“PBRs”
blue) and windward sides of tan yardangs (brown).

Fig. 5. Fully formed yardang, with undercut prow (people under for scale)
Farther downwind the undulations and flutes had
grown in height and spacing to become isolated promontories separated by troughs - full-fledged yardangs
(Fig. 5). Here, the cap is no longer in the saltation zone,
and the lower portion is actively being undercut.
The back slopes of fully formed yardangs in both the
white and tan deposits are similar to those of the downwind slopes of the undulatory bedrock - ~10° [14]. In
addition, the back slopes are all dark in color and sometimes have mud crack-like morphologies, indicating alteration by water (Figs. 6, 7).
Formation stages: Based on our observations in the
Puna, we list the following sequence for mesoyardang
formation: 1 – undulatory surface in bedrock forms
(how is not determined here). 2 – downwind slopes receive less wind scouring, more exposure to elements,

Discussion and Conclusions: We have developed a
formation model for yardangs based on our observations
of mesoyardangs in the Puna. The conditions here are
simple, which makes this a valuable base model to
which more complicated conditions can be applied.
Yardangs on other planetary surfaces need, at a primary
level, wind and a uniform, elevated base. Variations in
yardang morphologies should indicate controls beyond
these primary constraints, such as material properties
and atmospheric conditions.
References: [1] Blackwelder (1934). [2] Ward
(1979). [3] Greeley and Iverson (1985). [4] Kerber et al.
(2011) Icarus 216. [5] Paillou et al. (2016) Icarus 270.
[6] Moores et al. (2017) Nature 541. [7] Radebaugh et
al. (2020) LPSC. [8] Kochanski et al. (2018) AGU. [9]
Mather (1982) Polar Record. [10] Dong et al. (2012).
[11] de Silva S. et al. (2010) PSS 58. [12] McDougall et
al. (2020) LPSC. [13] Bridges et al. (2015). [14] Sevy
et al. (2020) LPSC.
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ELONGATION AND STABILITY OF A LINEAR DUNE. O. Rozier1, C. Narteau1, C. Gadal1, P. Claudin2 and
S. Courrech du Pont3, 1Institut de Physique du Globe de Paris, Université de Paris, CNRS (F-75005 Paris, France,
rozier@ipgp.fr), 2Physique et Mécanique des Milieux Hétérogènes, CNRS, ESPCI, PSL, Sorbonne Université,Université de Paris (10 rue Vauquelin, 75005 Paris, France, claudin@pmmh.espci.fr),3Laboratoire Matière et Systèmes
Complexes, Université de Paris, CNRS (Bâtiment Condorcet, 10 rue Alice Domon et Léonie Duquet, 75205 Paris
Cedex 13, France, sylvain.courrech@univ-paris-diderot.fr).

Introduction: Elongating linear dunes are individual sand ridges aligned near the resultant transport direction (Figure 1a). Also referred to as seif dunes [1]
when they are sinuous, these finger-like structures are
widespread on Earth and other planetary bodies. They
develop on non-erodible beds submitted to multidirectional flow regimes thanks to the deposition at the
dune tips of the sediment transported along the crests
[2,3]. Sometimes the upstream source of sediment is
fixed, like for lee dunes elongating behind a topographic obstacle. In such a situation, there is no lateral
migration of the dune body which can preserve its
shape over tens of kilometers [4,5]. Understanding the
sediment budget along these longitudinal dunes and
the conditions leading to morphodynamic stability is
key to assess time and length scales associated with the
mechanism of dune growth by elongation.
Methods: Numerical simulations are performed
using a cellular automaton dune model that accounts
for feedback mechanisms between the flow and the
bed topography [6,7].
In all simulations, we set an asymmetric bidirectional wind regime of periodT. Over a wind cycle, two
winds of the same strength blow alternatively with a
divergence angle of 120°. The duration of the primary
wind is twice that of the secondary wind, resulting in a
mass transport ratio N=2 on a flat bed. The two winds
are oriented such that the dune elongates along the
main axis of the cellular space of the model.
In our setup, the simulated field is a corridor with
open boundary conditions. Sediment is injected locally
from a fixed circular source near the upstream end of
the field at a constant volume rate.
Results:
Stabilization. As soon as sediment begins to accumulate in the injection area, a sand pile forms and
elongates under the action of successive winds. As in
laboratory experiments [2], the elongating linear dune
has a finger-like structure at all times with a straight
crest line, sharp boundaries, and a reversing slip face.
Eventually, it reaches a steady state (Figure 1b). Under
open boundary conditions, the total sediment loss increases with an increasing dune length, until it balances the influx coming from the injection area. The
intensity of the outflux along the dune body (Figure
1c) is uniform and stationary when averaged over a

wind cycle. This property simplifies the derivation of
dune elongation which is governed by the overall sediment budget [8].
Morphology. We find that the height and width of
cross sections decrease almost linearly with distance
up to the dune tip [8].
Despite the asymmetry of the wind regime, sections have a rather symmetric shape with slip faces in
the lower part of both sides. These lower parts are
barely reworked by winds contrary to the upper area
where the crest line moves back and forth. At the end
of each period of constant wind orientation, the elevation profile of this reworked area resembles the central
slice of a barchan dune. The crest reversal distancec
is constant for all dune sections.
While the shape of large cross sections is controlled by the reversing distance c, it is not the case
for the small cross sections close to the dune tip. Below the minimum size for dunes (~10m on Earth), the
cross section has a dome dune shape with no slip face.

Figure 1: (a) Elongating linear dunes and sand
flux roses in terrestrial dune systems: (top-middle)
Niger (16° 52 N, 13° 20 E, and 18° 21 N, 13° 07 E),
(bottom) Mauritania (23° 12 N, 10° 50 W). (b)
Steady-state dune shape and transport vectors in the
numerical model. (c) Intensity and direction of the average sand flux.
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Concluding remarks: An elongating linear dune,
also described as a finger dune by [2], can be seen as
an elementary dune type. It is a simple, non-compound
dune that forms on a non-erodible bed (Figure 1). In
this regard, it represents the counterpart in a multidirectional wind regime of the crescentic barchan dune.
These two elementary dune types differ not only in
their morphology but also in their dynamics and stability.
We anticipate that remote measurements of length
and width of isolated linear dunes at steady state could
be used to estimate the free sand flux in zones of low
sand availability on Earth and other planetary bodies.
References: [1] Tsoar H. (1982) J. Sed. Res., 52,
823–831. [2] Courrech du Pont S. et al. (2014) Geology, 42, 743–746. [3] Gao X. et al. (2015) Scientific
Reports, 5, A14677. [4] Lucas A. et al. (2015) Geology, 43, 1027-1030. [5] Lü P. et al. (2017) Nat.
Comm., 8, 14239. [6] Narteau C. et al. (2009) JGR,
114, F03006. [7] Rozier O. and Narteau C. (2014)
ESPL, 39, 98–109. [8] Rozier O. et al. (2019)GRL, 46,
14521-14530.
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TITAN’S SEDIMENT-MOVING WINDS. Kirby Runyon , Shannon MacKenzie , Claire Newman , Xinting Yu .
Johns Hopkins University APL, Laurel, MD, USA. Aeolis Research, Chandler, AZ, USA. UC Santa Cruz, CA, USA
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Figure 1. Wind speed intermittency (fraction of year that wind speed is above assumed threshold
friction speed u* = 0.03 m/s) for 25 case study sites. Circle size is proportional to wind intermittency,
with a mean and standard deviation of 15 ± 5%). Notably, the dune area near the Selk Crater landing
site of NASA’s Dragonfly rotorcraft has a predicted intermittency of 8.3%.
t

Introduction: Aeolian geologic processes have
greatly modified the surface of Titan as manifested in
sand dunes (e.g., Lorenz and Radebaugh, 2009), and
possibly erosional features such as yardangs (Northrup,
2018). Linear, barchan, and star dunes indicate variable
dune-forming winds over ~100 kyr timescales (Ewing
et al., 2015). While the precise source of sand is
unknown, the sand is likely an organic photolysis
product (tholin) from atmospheric methane, which
“snows” to the surface, and may or may not contain
nuclei of water ice. However, the methane component
of Titan’s atmosphere is young—perhaps only 0.5-1
Gyr (Hörst, 2017)—and was likely nearly pure nitrogen
prior to this time (e.g., Mandt et al., 2012; Charnay et
al., 2014). It is unknown if prior methane-enriched
atmospheres existed before ~1 Ga. Aeolian sand, if
made from the photolysis of methane, is thus younger
than the oldest methane atmosphere; possibly as young
as the current methane atmosphere, implying aeolian
landforms are at most 1 Gyr old. Here, we provide a first
look at the frequency of sand mobilization on Titan. We
do this by, first, using threshold friction speeds for Titan
sand using results roughly informed from the Titan
Wind Tunnel (Runyon et al., 2018) and the literature
(Lorenz, 2014); and second, using a Titan global

circulation model of Titan’s atmosphere to understand
regional wind speed distributions. Our companion
abstract (MacKenzie et al., 2020, this conference)
investigates estimated sand fluxes and yardang abrasion
rates. Using a global circulation model for Titan
(TitanWRF; Newman et al., 2016) that includes effects
of the seasonal methane cycle, we simulated the winds
for 25 locations around Titan for one Titan/Saturn year
(~29.5 Earth years). The results are shown and
described in Figure 1 and its caption.

References: Charnay, B. et al. (2014). Titan’s
past and future: 3D modeling of a pure nitrogen
atmosphere and geological implications. Icarus,
241, 269-279. Ewing, R. C., et al. (2015). Sand
dune patterns on Titan... Nature Geoscience, 8(1),
15. Hörst, S. M. (2017). Titan's atmosphere and
climate. Journal of Geophysical Research: Planets,
122(3), 432-482. Lorenz, R. D., & Radebaugh, J.
(2009).
Global
pattern
of
Titan's
dunes… Geophysical Research Letters, 36(3).
Lorenz, R. D. (2014). Physics of saltation and sand
transport on Titan... Icarus, 230, 162-167. Mandt,
K. E., et al., (2012). The C/ C ratio on Titan ... The
Astrophysical Journal, 749(2), 160. Newman, C.
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DUNES TO YARDANGS: DEPOSITION AND EROSION IN SYRIA AND DAEDALIA PLANA, MARS.
K. D. Runyon1, C. E. Viviano1, and M. D. Day2, 1Johns Hopkins APL, Laurel, MD, USA (kirby.runyon@jhuapl.edu),
UCLA, Dept. Earth, Planetary, and Space Sciences.
2

Introduction: Geologically, Mars is an aeoliandominated planet in its current and recent epochs. Constructional landforms (dunes and ripples) are common
occurrences in craters and on some cratered plains [e.g.,
1,2,3,4,5,6]. Sand-sculpted rocks and outcrops—
yardangs and ventifacts—also feature prominently
across Mars as seen at both orbital and rover scales [e.g.,
7,8]. Vast amounts of lithified sediment across Mars –
now sandstones and perhaps duststone, such as the Medusae Fossae Formation— [e.g., 9,10], have in many
cases been eroded into yardangs.
This current work is partly motivated by a model
[11] suggesting a light-toned, ridge-forming lithologic
unit is the result of direct-deposition of wind-suspended
dust immediately downwind of topographic obstacles.
In Geissler’s hypothesis, this results, broadly, in the formation of two bedform types: triangular-shaped “deltoids” in which the blunt end faces upwind with the tapered end pointing downwind; and sinuous ridges.
These bedforms would be composed of cohesive dust
and were interpreted to be the progenitors to Transverse
Aeolian Ridges (TARs)—low mobility bedforms intermediate in size between meter-scale ripples and dunes
[12]. In the present work, we build off this hypothesis,
modifying and rejecting parts of it, informed from studies of dunes and yardangs elsewhere on Earth and Mars:
we test the hypothesis that light-toned ridges previously
interpreted as TAR progenitors are lithified paleo linear
and possibly barchan dunes that have been eroded and
may not be genetically related to TARs.
Geologic Context: The light-toned unit that is the
focus of this study is within Syria and Daedalia plana
and forms ridges and discrete delta-shaped landforms.
The Arsia Mons volcano sits roughly 800 km to the
west, and is constructed of both fluidized lava flows and
pyroclastic ash deposits [13,14]. The light-toned unit
crops out as discrete patches throughout the region.
Western Syria Planum has been mapped as “Late Hesperian Volcanic Unit” of largely undifferentiated flows
and source vents [15,16]. Patches of the light-toned unit
were broadly mapped as “thin aeolian deposits” [17] but
each patch was not mapped individually.
Methods: Mapping: In ArcMap 10, we mapped the
occurrences of the light toned lithology in Syria and
Daedalia Plana at a scale of 1:250,000 using the USGS
THEMIS daytime IR Controlled Mosaic [100 m/pixel;
18]. High resolution images (25-50 cm/pixel) from the
High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment
(HiRISE)[19] allowed inspection of fine-scale

morphology and stratigraphic relationships with the surrounding Hesperian-age lava flows at cm-to-m scales.
Composition: We used compositional data from the
Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for
Mars (CRISM) targeted hyperspectral mode. Mapping
data were custom-processed and mosaicked using a processing pipeline in development during this study to
produce the next-generation of mapping data tiles.
Compared to previously released tiled multispectral
mapping data, noise is strongly remediated and interstrip residuals from atmospheric variations are minimized [20].
Fig.

1.

mapped

Portion

of

light-toned

unit in Syria Planum.

Observations:
Geomorphology:
Broadly, the lighttoned unit can be
categorized into
two groups: sinuous
lineaments
and isolated deltoids (Fig. 2; [11]). The sinuous lineaments are 10-100s m-long segments and commonly terminate in pairs with the tips curved toward each other.
Wavelengths are 41 ± 11 m with heights of 2.6 ± 1.1 m.
Crest lines commonly end in bifurcations or “Y-junctions;” deltoids are of the order 10 m long and are blunt
toward the north and tapered toward the south, interpreted as the downwind direction.

Fig. 2. The light-toned unit in Syria Planum (12.86˚S, 254.16˚E). The
crestline terminations (e.g., Y-junctions) are reminiscent of transverse
dunes with the deltoids resembling discrete dunes, such as barchans.
The ridge spacing is in the mid-10s of meters, compared with mid100s of meters for morphologically similar transverse dunes. Subset
of HiRISE image ESP_056629_1670. Credit: NASA/JPL/UA.
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The light-toned unit superposes crops out with sharp
contacts against the flood lavas. The lavas appear to embay previous craters, muting their topography. Crater
rims are commonly rimmed with the light-toned unit
with down-wind pointing tails. Light-toned unit occurrences on crater floors are also common.
Composition: Spectra from a point location in an example overlapping targeted observation is plotted with
an example dust spectrum for comparison (Fig. 3). We
observe an association of dust-like spectra with the
ridges, while surrounding material exhibit a mafic signature (pyroxene and olivine-bearing).
Fig. 3. CRISM targeted spectra from FRT0000986A of light-toned
lithology as compared
to an average CRISM
dust spectrum from
Tharsis [21].

Discussion:
The morphological similarities of
the light-toned
ridges to linear
dunes are striking: both the
ridges and linear
dunes are sublinear with curved tips (defects) and Y-junctions (Fig. 2).
Their dusty composition is consistent with a pyroclastic
origin. We hypothesize pyroclastic ashfalls form the
light-toned unit, which was then wind-mobilized into
bedforms. Immobility promoted diagenetic alteration,
perhaps aided by obliquity- and ice-driven ion mobilization [e.g., 9,22, 23]. Once lithified, the once-bedforms
abraded as bedrock, and some of the features (barchan
dunes?) eroded into nearly teardrop-shaped yardangs,
forming the deltoids. Integrating our observations, we
hypothesize the following sequence of events:
1.
2.
3.

Lava embayed craters and muted topography.
Pyroclastic ash erupted onto the lava plains.
The high volume of volcaniclastic sediment was
wind-mobilized and formed continuous transverse

References: [1] Sagan, C., et al., (1972). Icarus, 17(2), 346-372. [2]
Edgett, K. S., & Lancaster, N. (1993). Journal of Arid Environments,
25(3), 271-297. [3] Bridges, N. T., et al., (2012). Nature, 485(7398),
339. [4] Runyon, K. D., et al., (2017). Aeolian research, 29, 1-11. [5]
Runyon, K. D., et al., (2017). EPSL, 457, 204-212. [6] Banks, M. E.,
et al., (2018). JGR-P, 123(12), 3205-3219. [7] Bradley, B. A., et al.,
(2002). JGR-P, 107(E8), 2-1. [8] Mandt, K. E., et al., (2008). JGR-P,
113(E12). [9] Bridges, N. T., et al., (2010). Icarus, 205(1), 165-182.
[10] Ojha, L., et al., (2018). Nature communications, 9(1), 2867.[11]
Geissler, P. E. (2014). JGR-P, 119(12), 2583-2599.[12] Bourke, M.C.,
et al. (2003). LPSC Abstract #2090. [13] Mouginis-Mark, P. J. (2002).
GRL, 29(16), 15-1. [14] Richardson, J. A., et al., (2017). EPSL, 458,
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(and barchan?) dunes. Their tight spacing (~1/10th
modern Martian transverse dunes) may be a function of finer grain sizes or their mode of emplacement, e.g., geologically instantaneously in a pyroclastic density current (e.g., [24]).
4. Following the final regional pyroclastic eruption,
the sediment source stopped increasing, and the
dunes equilibrated to consistent boundary conditions. [25,26].
5. Salts, particularly Cl and S, cemented [9,22,27]
sand/dust grains into lithified sandstone/duststone.
Such salts have been detected in the nearby Medusae Fossae Formation ignimbrite [10].
6. Low volumes of wind-blown sediment over time
have continually eroded the volcaniclastic sandstone to the present as yardangs, exhuming the
older lava flows.
Conclusion: We hypothesize the dust-like, brighttoned unit was emplaced pyroclastically and formed
bedforms either in the pyroclastic deposition process or
later by regional winds. We interpret modern abrasion
by wind-mobilized sand has turned the lithified bedforms into yardangs. If this is true, an open question relates to the lack of observed sand.

CTX
image
NASA/JPL/MSSS.

Fig. 4. Proposed
modern dune field
analog for the
bright ridges and
deltoids, though
the dune spacing is
~one order of magnitude
greater
here. This view is
in highland plains
near 63.2˚S, 159˚E
in Terra Cimmeria.
G12_022994_1168_XN_63S201W.
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GRAIN-SCALE FIELD DOCUMENTATION OF AEOLIAN TERRESTRIAL ANALOGS USING
STEREOPHOTOGRAMMETRY OF MEGARIPPLES AT GREAT SAND DUNES. S. P. Scheidt1,2,3,4, J. R.
Zimbelman5, M. M. Baker5. 1Howard University, 2400 6th St NW, Washington, DC 20059 (sscheidt77@gmail.com).
2
Planetary Science Institute, Odenton, MD 21113. 3Solar System Exploration Division, NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center, Greenbelt, MD 20771. 4Center for Research and Exploration in Space Science and Technology, NASA/GSFC,
Greenbelt, MD 20771 5CEPS/NASM, MRC 315, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC 20013-7012.
Introduction: Aeolian bedforms are found on Earth,
Mars, Venus and Titan. In this research, we are interested in the complex interaction of sand ripples and
megaripples that reflect different modes of sediment
transport. Sand-sized particles are moved by saltation
and coarse-grains are moved via impact creep. Previous
remote sensing studies have focused on the aeolian mobility of sand on Mars [1] using High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE [2]). These images
documented that sand is moving at many locations under current conditions [3-5]. In particular, Mars has an
intriguing conglomeration of active and inactive aeolian
bedforms that coincide in the same environment. These
include sand ripples, megaripples and dunes. Among
these are Transverse Aeolian Ridges (TARs; the nongenetic term for linear to curvilinear aeolian bedforms
resulting from either dune- or ripple-forming processes
[6]). They are widely distributed across Mars [7-9] and
were recently documented to also have moved in
HiRISE images [10]. Curiosity rover images show that
ripples of multiple sizes and wavelengths are common
[11-14], but at the field scale, digital topography of the
martian surface is not available from rovers or remote
sensing. Therefore either terrestrial analog studies [15]
or physics-based models [16] are needed to describe
how these systems evolve and interact.
Here, we describe the field methodology, capability
and results from the first test in the field using specialized camera rigging designed for this project. We captured a very high spatial resolution digital terrain model
(DTM) that quantitatively reveals complex superimposed aeolian patterns down to the granule scale of megaripples. These data presented here were collected from
a megaripple at Great Sand Dunes National Park and
Preserve (GSDNPP) in Colorado [17] funded by a
Smithsonian Scholarly Studies Award.
Field Methodology: A specialized camera rig was
designed and built for the purpose of collecting image
data in the field of natural sand surface. There images
are used to produce DTMs and color image orthomosaics using multiview stereo photogrammetry (MVSP)
software (Agisoft Metashape). The basic construction
of the rig is a motorized camera dolly on a 1.5 m length
of rails suspended between two tripods using custom
3D-printed fixtures, where the camera is mounted to
view an area perpendicular to the sand surface at ~1.15
m above the ground (Fig. 1). Images are acquired from
several 100s to 1000s of viewpoints of the ground target
in a grid pattern. The camera, a Nikon D7100 with a 24

MP sensor, travels the rails and automatically takes
overlapping pictures a few seconds apart in the “X” direction. The entire rig is manually advanced along a
transect in the “Y” direction, perpendicular to the travel
of the camera on the rail to build up overlapping images.
Dice (15 mm per side) were places in the field of view
for scale.

Figure 1. A field macro stereophotogrammetry rig.
3D points are reconstructed by the software from the
correlation and triangulation of features. Calculations
are complex and require a computer with adequate
memory, CPU and GPU resources. The software simultaneously computes projection matrices of the camera
for each image, including exact interior (focal length,
principle point and lens distortion coefficients) and exterior camera orientation (position-al x, y and z and rotations κ, φ and ω) parameters for each image and a set
of 3D points. Images need to have sufficient spatial resolution so that unique features are detected and matched
from multiple overlapping images.
Depending on the camera field of view (FOV), this
is challenging because sandy surfaces are generally homogenous or “look alike” and matching results could be
poor without exact alignment. A 35 mm lens on the Nikon D7100 has a diagonal FOV of 44.1° and produced
exceptional results because of sufficient image overlap
and footprint size (~0.75 × 0.5 m). The footprint of an
85 mm lens however only has a FOV of 18.9° and a 0.3
× 0.2 m footprint. The specialized camera rig is needed
to produce systematically overlapping images for
MVSP. The resulting image pixel size at the sand surface using this system is ~50 microns. A dense reconstruction of the scene produces color-textured, to-scale
3D models which were analyzed in CloudCompare and
a geographic information system (GIS).
Data Analysis: The high resolution 3D model contained roughly 370 million 3D points. Each 3D point has
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photographic color values (RGB), location (XYZ) and a
normal vector indicating direction of the 3D surface.
This data were downsampled to a regular grid of 200
million for analysis. Topography data were decomposed
based on a range of length scales or kernels (k) between
0.1 mm and 20 mm. The roughness tool in CloudCompare was used to calculate topographic height (H) above
the sand bed along small length scales (k = 0.1, 0.25,
0.5, 1, 2 and 2.5 mm). k is specified as the radius of a
sphere centered on each 3D data point, and H for each
3D point is calculated as the distance between this point
and the best fitting plane computed on its nearest neighbors within the kernel size k. Larger kernel sizes were
too computationally intensive so 3D data was resampled
and “meshed” at k = 5, 10 and 20 mm. Each point H was
then calculated as the C2 distance between the 3D point
and the interpolated mesh (gridded at 0.1 mm).
k (mm)

Relief (mm)

Mean H (mm)

σ (mm)

0.10
0.25
0.50
1.00
2.00
2.50
5.00
10.0
20.0
DEM

0.09
0.21
0.36
0.78
1.14
1.27
6.95
8.86
21.4
82.5

0.01
0.02
0.04
0.06
0.07
0.08
4.17
4.29
14.9
35.1

0.005
0.01
0.03
0.04
0.06
0.06
0.19
0.25
0.50
15.5

Table 1. Statistics of average height above surface (H),
relief and standard deviation (σ) for different length
scales (k).
Preliminary Results: A summary of statistics of
the results are presented in Table 1. Image maps of
scale-dependent patterns are shown in Fig. 2. The data
clearly resolves the megaripple, superimposed impact
ripples and the individual coarse (1-2-mm diameter)
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particles on the bedforms, providing a detailed record of
the surface distribution of coarse grains across both sand
ripple and megaripple bedforms. Coarse grains are
stacked several particles deep at the crests of megaripples, a condition common on many megaripples [e.g.
18, 19]. Sand ripples and megaripples are two bedform
scales that are clearly resolved and their interaction is
clearly seen in the overlapping patterns shown at different length scales (Fig. 2). Image overlap can be seen by
patterns seen in the noise exacted when k = 0.1 mm.
References: [1] Zimbelman, J. R. (2019) Icarus 333,
127-129, doi: 10.1016/j.icarus.2019.05.017. [2]
McEwen, A.S., et al. (2007) JGR-Planets 112, E05S02,
doi: 10.1029/2005JE002605. [3] Silvestro, S., et al.,
(2010) GRL 37, L20203, doi: 10.1016/ j.icarus.2019
05.017. [4] Bridges, N., et al. (2012) Geology 40, 3134, doi: 10.1130/G32373.1. [5] Banks, M. E., et al.
(2018) JGR-Planets 123, 3205-3219, doi:10.1029/2018
JE005747. [6] Bourke, M.C., et al. (2003) LPS XXXIV,
Abs# 2090. [7] Wilson, S. A., J. R. Zimbelman (2004)
JGR-Planets 109, E10003, 10.1029/2004JE002247. [8]
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Figure 2. The DTM of the GSDNPP megaripple decomposed into different length scales of topography. Missing
from this series is the largest wavelength of topography, the large dunes on which megaripples are superimposed.
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Introduction: The ESA ExoMars rover, Rosalind
Franklin [1], will land on Mars on 2021. Water-bearing
minerals such as clays and hydrated silica have been detected at Oxia Planum (landing site) suggesting evidence of a wet Mars [2, 3]. The landing ellipse is partially covered by bright aeolian bedforms or Transverse
Aeolian Ridges (TARs) showing different morphologies [4, 5, 6]. Here we present results of automatic mapping of TAR locations, wavelengths and orientations,
within the landing ellipse (Fig. 1). The morphology of
TARs can provide information about the winds regime
at the landing site.

Methods: TARs parameters were retrieved using
HiRISE images [7] acquired along the landing ellipse
and coregistered over CTX mosaics [8, 9] in a GIS environment. Wavelength and trend (0 – 179°) have been
derived automatically and other image texture descriptors were locally computed on the frequency-domain. Supervised neural networks are then used to automatically map the location of aeolian bedforms (Fig.
1).

Fig. 2: Mini-TARs and plain ridges on the landing ellipse
(HiIRSE). Note the Y junction formed by the plain ridges and
their eroded and fractured apparence suggesting a PBRs
origin.

Fig. 1: a) TARs and plain ridges in the landing ellipse showing
different wavelength (b) and azimuth (c). Note the different
crestline/ridge orientations in panel (c) blue: intra-crater
TARs + plain mini-TARs, red: plain ridge pattern.

Results: Previous results of TAR analysis in the
landing ellipse highlight the main E-W distribution of
the bedform crestlines [6]. In our analysis we show the
presence of a set of ENE-WSW oriented TARs within
some impact craters and on the surrounding plain [4, 5,
6]. This set of bedforms has wavelength varying from 5
to 53 meters. TARs inside impact craters show exposed
cross-beds visible as bright and dark-toned banding over
their SE dipping slopes. Similar layers characterize the
plain megaripples at NASA MER Opportunity landing
site in Meridiani Planum [4, 10]. When identified on the
plain, TARs with the same trend have lower height and
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wavelength (Fig. 1b). These plain TARs have been previously classified as mini-TARs [4]. The mini-TARs
pattern overlies a set of WNW-ESE pattern of ridges
(Figs. 1a and 2). These ridges are pervasive on the surrounding plain, they are regularly spaced, cratered and
eroded (Fig. 2). Locally Y-junctions can be seen (Fig.
2). These ridges have a variable wavelength with most
of them being 41 to 53 meter spaced and they apparently
overly the clay-bearing unit [5]. In some cases, bedrock
fractures/joints seem to transect the ridges (Fig. 2).
Discussion: The location of the exposed cross-beds
over the SE dipping TAR slopes (the TAR stoss side)
implies winds blowing from the SE to the NW. Most
regional wind indicators, such as sand dunes accumulated in craters nearby the landing ellipse and wind
streaks, point to winds coming from a different direction, the NE and NW in good agreement with the mean
wind zonal circulation during the Martian southern summer [11]. The different cross-beds albedo on the TARs
stoss side might indicate different grains sizes and compositions suggesting bimodal grain size typical of megaripples [12]. The mini-TARs on the plain show a comparable orientation suggesting similar formative winds
(Fig. 3). Their lower height and wavelength indicate that
mini-TARs consist of finer grain sizes than intra-crater
TARs.
The ridges visible on the plain might represent a
paleo bedform pattern. If so, features of this wavelengths fits the TARs category [13] and their slightly
different orientation than TARs inside craters and miniTARs (Figs. 1c, 2 and 3) might point to different formative winds. However, the plain ridges are highly eroded
and, at least in the studied area, do not preserve evidence
of exposed cross-beds so formative winds have a 180°
ambiguity. Alternatively, these features might represent
periodic bedrock ridges (PBRs) [14, 15] which are erosional aeolian features seeded by megaripples [15]. This
hypothesis is supported by the presence of fractures running from the bedrock to the ridges (Fig. 2). In both
cases the action of the wind is the main trigger of their
formation and, assuming a transverse trend to the main
wind direction [14, 15], winds blowing from the NNE
or the SSW can both explain their orientation. However,
we cannot exclude a non-aeolian origin of the plain
ridges that might just represent exposed layers of an underlying geological unit.
Because, this regularly spaced ridge pattern develops over the clay-bearing unit, it might represent a potential astrobiological target for the ESA Rosalind
Franklin rover which can clarify the exact nature of
these features. The meteorological package onboard of
the ESA/ROSCOSMOS surface platform lander called
Kazachok, which includes an anemometer and an im-
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pact sensor, may shed light on the present-day wind regime in the landing site, providing an additional dataset
to be compared with the bedforms observed from orbit
and on the ground. The landing area shows the signs of
climatic changes at different timescales. Part of these
changes might be recorded by the aeolian bedforms covering the surface of the landing ellipse. The described
aeolian features, can be directly accessible by the rover
instruments providing precious hints on the climatic history of Mars.

Fig. 3: Circular diagram showing the length-weighted distribution of the TARs and plain ridges in the study area. Note the
different orientations.
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EXPERIMENTAL HYPOTHESIS TESTING OF THE ORIGINS OF PERIODIC BEDROCK RIDGES. J.
W. Sneed1*, M. D. Day1, K. M. Stack2, A. A. Fraeman2, 1UCLA department of Earth, Planetary, and Space Sciences
(sneedjw@g.ucla.edu), 2NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Introduction: Periodic Bedrock Ridges (PBRs) are
erosional surface features found on the modern winddominated surface of Mars. Transverse with respect to
prevailing wind direction and often crosscutting any
host rock stratigraphic boundaries (Fig 1A) [1], their
formation is poorly understood. To date, two competing
hypotheses suggest that PBRs are an autogenic product
of airflow over exposed bedrock [2], or formed via
erosion between transverse bands of armoring sediment
[3].
Although PBRs are not depositional features, they
nonetheless share characteristic wavelength (~40 m)
and amplitude (~5 m) with a ubiquitous sedimentary
feature of the Martian surface: Transverse Aeolian
Ridges (TARs) [4]. Further, interplay between PBRs
and TARs can be seen in some regions (Fig. 2B), with
loose sediment following PBR crests and leaving lowrelief troughs of exposed bedrock.
Intermediate in scale between ripples and dunes,
TARs are wind-formed sedimentary bedforms aligned
perpendicular to the wind direction, often in zones of
topographic confinement (such as a valley floor)
associated with directed airflow [5].
They are
symmetrical with limited mobility, such that inter-ridge
bedrock exposures are predominantly static over
observational timescales, and potentially subject to
abrasive erosional forces, rather than being periodically
buried as in dune systems [6, 7]. Although no lander
has yet explored a mature TAR field, the Curiosity rover
traversed Dingo Gap in 2014, a ridge bearing
morphological (and possibly structural) similarities to
TARs [8]. Of particular interest is its mixed grain size,
with a coarse outer surface armoring fines and dust
grains in the interior [9]. Here, we discuss experimental
procedures which test the viability of each endmember
hypothesis using a new wind tunnel laboratory at
UCLA.
Possible Genetic Relationships:
The shared
attributes between PBRs and TARs motivate the
hypothesis that PBRs form in the presence of TAR
systems, heavily scouring exposed bedrock between
crests that are armored by loose sediment [3].
Sedimentary deposits near the Puna region of Argentina
have been proposed as Earth analogues for such an
erosional process [10], however, to date, no laboratory
experiments have replicated transverse abrasion
patterns under airflow.
As an alternative hypothesis, small-scale ripple-like
erosional patterns in solid materials are a known product

A

B

C
Figure 1: A) Periodic Bedrock Ridges on the floor of West
Candor Chasma, incised into layered stratigraphy.
(HiRISE image PSP_008313_1730). B) Megaripple fields
overlapping with PBRs on the floor of West Candor
Chasma, following existing ridgelines with low-relief
troughs exposed. Darker lineae are raised armored
bedforms, lighter areas are low-relief scour zones. (HiRISE
image PSP_006164_1750). C) Transverse Aeolian Ridges
in Nirgal Vallis with similar wavelength and height.
(HiRISE image ESP_018808_1525).

of unidirectional flow in high energy environments on
Earth [11]. When scaled to Martian atmospheric
density, empirically derived models predict
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wavelengths on the order of 10 m [2]; however, these
models are developed primarily in a liquid water context
rather than air flow. A similar extension of these models
predicts cm-scale transverse abrasion patterns in Earthbased subaerial flows, but has not yet been
observationally confirmed.
Methods: Using the wind tunnel at UCLA, we test
both bare-rock and periodically armored PBR formation
environments to more effectively constrain each of
these endmember hypotheses. The wind tunnel used
here can mobilize sediment under wind speeds varying
from 5-14 m/s. Chamber dimensions are 7 m length, 1.7
m width, and 1 m height (Fig. 2). We use seven 1080p
visual cameras for views of cm-scale bedform
development or sediment accumulation. Two timeflight camera and infrared laser Kinect stations produce
digital elevation models with millimeter-scale vertical
resolution, quantifying any topographic changes. An
erosional substrate was constructed from polyurethane
foam with a density of 16 kg/m3 and maximum
thickness of 5 cm, with a known erosion-rate scaling
factor to natural rock [12]. Sand was graded to a range
of 1.1-1.45 mm (very coarse) rounded to subrounded
quartz and feldspar grains, supplied to the system at a
fixed rate of ~ 30 cm3 per minute.
We test the validity of each endmember hypothesis
separately. The bare-rock transverse erosion hypothesis
of [3] is simulated using a horizontal polyurethane base
with dimensions of 1.5 m x 3 m at the tunnel floor,
exposing the substrate to coarse grain saltation.
Separately, the investigation of TAR-mediated abrasion
incorporates transverse shielding with a symmetric
triangular cross section. We used 3D-printed rigid
plastic with a symmetric wave height of ~2 cm and a
periodicity of 10 cm, overlying horizontal 1.5 m x 3 m
foam flooring.
In both arrangements, digital elevation models are
captured at 30 minute intervals during the experiment,
and imported to Matlab for visualization. Difference
maps between images establish mm-scale losses due to
abrasion, or net sediment accumulation where ridges
trap saltating grains.
Scaling from Earth to Mars: Transverse bedrock
ridge wavelength is estimated by λ = Kμ/ρU, with λ =
wavelength, µ = dynamic fluid viscosity, ρ = fluid
density, U = fluid velocity, and K as an empirical
constant estimated as 22,500 [2]. On Mars, this gives a
value on the low end of observed PBRs, approximately
10-15 m. In an Earth-based wind tunnel, the predicted
value is ~4 cm, independent of target rock cohesion or
tensile properties. Thus, Earth-based results are readily
applicable to larger-scale features on Mars.
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Figure 2: Wind tunnel experimental setup showing 7 x
1.7 x 1 m dimensions, fixed-point Kinect station visible
at top. Sub-mm scale grains are readily mobilized by
wind speeds > 8 m/s, creating saltation impacts across
the tunnel floor.
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HURA: AN INSTRUMENT FOR ATMOSPHERIC AND AEOLIAN SCIENCE. A. Soto1, K. Nowicki1, B.
Pyke1, M. Shoffner1, 1Southwest Research Institute, Boulder, CO, USA (asoto@boulder.swri.edu)
Introduction: At present, the dearth of in situ
measurements within various planetary atmospheres in
our solar system limits our ability to understand smallscale atmospheric dynamics, large-scale atmospheric
and climatic processes, and the interaction between
atmospheric and geologic processes. To address this
deficiency, we have been developing Hura, a
lightweight,
low-power,
compact,
laser-based
instrument capable of measuring wind velocity,
atmospheric particle concentration, and atmospheric
particle size and shape. Hura can be deployed on a
mast or articulating arm of a planetary exploration
lander and can characterize the atmospheric wind and
the particles moved by that wind. Hura will be useful
as part of a weather station or as a stand-alone
instrument on multiple planetary surfaces, including
Earth, Mars, and Titan.
We have demonstrated the instrument's capabilities
and potential for future planetary exploration by
operating the instrument on a rover at a Mars analog
site in Iceland. We mounted Hura to the SemiAutonomous Navigation for Detrital Environments
(SAND-E) rover, which was used in a series of science
and mission operation studies at a basaltic field in
Lambahraun, Iceland [1]. The terrain and geologic
characteristics of Lambahraun, Iceland are analogous
to the basaltic detrital environments of Mars, and the
cold, wet climate of Iceland is an analog for recent
hypotheses concerning the early Martian climate and
hydrology.

Hura was designed to perform optical anemometry,
nephelometry, and tomography to characterize both the
wind and atmospheric particles. Operating Hura in a
Mars-like analog site allowed SwRI to demonstrate the
potential and capabilities of Hura for future landed
missions, particularly on Mars. As well, we
demonstrated the simple operations and low-resource
requirements of the instrument, which are key
characteristics required for future space flight
opportunities.
The Hura Instrument: Hura consists of a ring
with three laser beams encoded with linear fringes and
projected onto a common sampling volume at the
center of the ring, as seen in Figure 1. Associated with
each beam is an array of three photodiodes (PD 1, PD
2, PD 3) that are color-filtered to collect scattered light
from only one laser wavelength. As a particle passes
through the beam, the forward-scattered light is
collected at three angles by the photodiodes.
A zoom-in of the volume of co-located observation
is shown in the upper right inset of Figure 1. The blue
and green fringes are oriented vertically, and the red
fringes are oriented horizontally. This configuration
produces a 3-D orthogonal set of fringes in the
overlapping region of the beams. The bottom right
panel in Figure 1 shows the time-series of the signals
collected by the photodiodes for the red laser as a
particle passes through the beams. Using the
information in these time-series, the velocity, size, and
shape of the particle is determined from the measured
forward-scattered light.

Figure 1. The Hura opto-mechanical design, based on an early version of the instrument. In the field

version, the laser diode interferometers have been replaced with quasi-chirp optics, but the
fundamental design works the same.
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Using Hura in the Field: As part of the SAND-E
field campaign, we took the two Hura instruments to
the Lambahraun lava field in central Iceland. The two
instruments took scientific data for 11 days from July
11, 2019 to July 21, 2019. Each instrument was
operated for a number of hours each day, and the
instruments were alternated as to which one was
mounted on the rover and which one was mounted on a
tripod. For the final accommodation of Hura on the
SAND-E rover, we built a boom that was mounted on
the rover and provided a clear field of view for one of
the Hura instruments. The other instrument was
mounted on a tripod, away from the rover operational
area. By having two instruments, spatially separated in
the field site, we increased the amount of data
collected and increased the chances of detecting
anomalous dust events, like dust devils.

Figure 2. Hura mounted on the SAND-E rover. As
the SAND-E rover conducted it's semi-autonomous
operations, Hura collected data on the winds and
atmospheric dust.
Operating Hura is straight-forward: you turn on the
instrument, start acquiring data, and then, after some
time decided by the operator, you stop taking data.
There are only three states for the instrument: on; on
and taking data; and off. This simple level of operation
facilitated incorporating the instrument onto the rover
and facilitated the operation of the instrument on the
tripod. For the operator in the field, the only real
challenge is choosing where to place the stationary
Hura. We used our assessment of the field site terrain
and local weather conditions to place the stationary
Hura, mounted on the tripod, in areas where it would
like sample dust lifted by random dust events that
occur at times in the lava fields.
Over the course of 11 days we collected almost 290
gigabytes of data from the two Hura instruments. The
data was collected during quiescent conditions, windy
conditions, dusty conditions, and even rainy
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conditions. Our preliminary analysis of the data show
that there are numerous and frequent dust detections.
Even when the wind dropped to near zero and the air
seemed to be dust free, Hura was able to detect
particles and measure the wind. At the micron and submicron range, there are always atmospheric particles
moving through the air, which Hura can measure.
Results and Future Work: We will present the
initial analysis of the data acquired in Iceland. Dust
was measured for almost 2 weeks for 8 hours a day in
both clear and windy conditions. Both the tripodmounted Hura and the rover-mounted Hura measured
dust lofted by wind gusts and dust devils.
The next steps include developing a science
program for the use of Hura on Earth. Also, we are
moving forward on developing a flight version of this
instrument for use on Mars and other planetary bodies.

Figure 3. Hura mounted on a tripod. Typically, the
Hura on the tripod was placed in an area far from
the rover, in order to sample a wide variety of wind
conditions.
Acknowledgments: The Southwest Research
Institute has funded this initial development of the
Hura instrument through internal research and
development funds.
References: [1] Ewing R. C. et al. (2019) AGU,
Fall Meeting abstract #EP24A-05
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An encroaching dune through the eye of time-lapse photography at Grand Falls Dune Field. A. M. Sunda1, T.
N. Titus1, and G. Cushing1, 1U.S. Geologic Survey Astrogeology Science Center, 2255 N Gemini Drive, Flagstaff,
AZ 86001 USA, asunda@usgs.gov.

Introduction:
The Grand Falls Dune Field
(GFDF), located on the Navajo Nation, is used as a
Mars analog study site. The initial purpose behind
establishing the GFDF equipment suite was to test
equipment candidates for deployment to Mars to study
sediment flux [1]. The equipment suite, established in
2013, included three weighing Big Spring Number
Eight (wBSNE) sediment catchers, one imaging Big
Spring Number Eight (xBSNE) sediment catcher, three
anemometers, a SENSIT (piezoelectric sensor that
measures grain impacts), and a CR-1000 datalogger
[1]. The equipment suite was expanded in 2016 to
include a multi-tier SENSIT (SFINX), a time-lapse
camera, and a motion-activated camera that records
short video clips, the most reliable of which are the
time-lapse and motion sensor cameras [2]. In the
process of testing these equipment suites, we also
monitored sediment flux at GFDF to better constrain
the dynamics of how sand particles move.
The peak wind for GFDF typically occurs in
March. In the spring of 2019, we captured the slip face
of a small encroaching dune in time-lapse
photography. A review of the imagery demonstrated
that the cameras are able to capture the frequency and
size of grain flow avalanching on the slip face of the
encroaching dune. According to [3], the frequency of
grain flow avalanching is dependent on two
components: 1) sediment flux over the brink as it
relates to accommodation space, and 2) change in
mean critical angle of the slip face with time as it
relates to the magnitude of turbulent shear stresses
with wind speed. With the recently acquired GFDG
imagery dataset, we can begin to test the hypothesized
importance of accommodation space, mean critical
angle of the slip face, and the magnitude of shear
stress[i.e., 3]. This work differs from [3] in that they
analyzed dunes of different sizes and incorporated
terrestrial laser scanning of the slip face, whereas we
analyzed a single dune over time via photography.
Analysis at GFDF initially focused on one large dune
that later spurred a smaller dune; it is the slip face of
the smaller dune that we have focused on in the
imagery. Additionally, data for GFDF is collected
remotely over the course of years while the field
measurements taken by [3] at Jericoacoara occurred for
five days.

Data: A time-lapse camera programmed to take an
image every fifteen minutes between the hours of
06:00 and 20:00, on 8 March 2019, captured a series of
images that exemplifies the slip face grain fall
avalanching typical of the GFDF (Figure 1). For
comparison, a series of images captured on 13 March
2019 has been included (Figure 2). The image series
are representative of the available data and are
accompanied by a graph of wind speed recorded at 20
cm
above
ground
level
(Figure
3).

Figure 1: Series of time-lapse imagery throughout the day of
8 March 2019.
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Figure 2: Series of time-lapse imagery throughout the day of
13 March 2019.
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Conclusion and Future Work: A review of the
imagery shows many grain fall avalanches occurred
during March of 2019. The next step is to analyze the
sediment flux and shear stress and compare that
information with the time of day and rate of grain fall
avalanching. Additionally, we will look at other
changes in slip face morphology, such as
accommodation space and the infilling of the
accommodation space, as shown in the imagery from
13 March 2019.
At this time, we have been able to conclude that grain
fall avalanching has occurred at GFDF, regardless of
the time of day. Additional work involving shear stress
and sediment flux will enable us to better constrain
their effects on this process. The use of LiDAR scans
across the dune slip face will help to address the
accommodation space and critical angle hypothesis of
[3], though this work has not been implemented in the
project thus far. We will also look at the infilling of
accommodation space as visible in the imagery and
how that correlates with wind measurements and grain
fall avalanching.
Acknowledgments: Fieldwork on the Navajo
Nation was conducted under a permit from the Navajo
Nation Minerals Department. Any persons wishing to
conduct geologic investigations on the Navajo Nation
must first apply for and receive a permit from the
Navajo Nation Minerals Department, P.O. Box 1910,
Window Rock, Arizona 86515, and telephone # (928)
871-6587.
NASA funds this research through MMAMA and
PSTAR funding opportunities.
References: [1] Hayward, R.K., Titus, T.N.,
Zimbleman, J.R. (2014) LPI Contribution No. 1791,
p.1009. 2014LPICo1791.1009H. [2] Hayward, R. K., Titus,
T N., and Bogle R., 2017, Fifth International Planetary
Dunes Workshop, St. George, UT, May 16-19, 2017,
Abstract # 3004.[3] Pelletier, J.D., D.J. Sherman, J.T.

Figure 3: Wind speed at Grand Falls Dune Field recorded at
approximately 20 cm above ground level on 8 March 2019.

Figure 4: Wind speed at Grand Falls Dune Field recorded at
approximately 20 cm above ground level on 13 March 2019.

Ellis, E.J. Farrel, N.L. Jackson, B. Li, K.F. Nordstrom,
L.P. Maia and M. Omidyedganeh.(2015), J. Geophys.
Res. Earth Surf., 120, 1911-1934,
DOI:10.1002/2015JF003636.
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SEDIMENT FLUX IN-SITU EXPERIMENT (SFINX). T. N. Titus1, R. K. Hayward1 and A. M. Sunda1, 1U.S.
Geological Survey Astrogeology Science Center, 2255 North Gemini Drive, Flagstaff, AZ 86001 USA.
Introduction: Multiple planetary bodies have dune
fields [1-8], some of which are known to be active [e.g.
9]. Dunes may form where there are both sufficiently
strong winds and a source of sediment of appropriate
size and density to saltate [e.g. 4,10]. The amount of
sediment that is saltated is the sediment flux (SF).
Dunes increase in mass and volume when the net SF into
the dune is positive and decrease when the net SF out of
the dune is positive [e.g. 11 and references within]. A
migrating dune also represents SF but may not be
changing in mass if the net SF in and out of the dune is
zero. However, sediment flux has only been directly
measured on Earth.
SF is usually measured by using sediment catchers
(SCs). SCs are high maintenance, requiring frequent
emptying of the sediment collection trays. Because of
the need to empty the trays, SCs are unreliable for
extended studies in remote and/or extreme
environments (e.g. the Antarctic or Mars).

The sediments in the BSNE trays were weighed and
sorted to provide calibration coefficients for the BSNE
voltage outputs and to provide grain-size context for the
SFINX particle counts (PC) and KE measurements.
Analog Site: A local dune field [12] with a large
component of basaltic sediment was selected for testing
of the SFINX. This active dune field is located near
Grand Falls (Little Colorado River) on the Navajo
Nation in Northeast Arizona. Due to the dune field’s
proximity to Grand Falls, it has the informal name of
Grand Falls Dune Field (GFDF).
Event: A saltation event occurred within a day of
deploying the SFINX to GFDF. Based on particle
counts, the saltation event began on 30 March 2017 at
~15:47 and ended at ~18:09. However, most of the
saltation occurred prior to 17:17 suggesting a ~1.5 hour
later afternoon event.
Results: An initial comparison of three saltation
sensors (at the same heights as the BSNEs) cumulative
PC to BSNE sediment mass collected provided
calibration coefficients of ~50, 65, 38 mg/particle, as a
function of height (19, 50, 101 cm respectively). (Fig.
2).

Figure 1: Grand Falls Dune Field Mars Analog Site. An active
barchan dune can be seen in the upper right of this image.
Near the center of the image is a custom-built frame
containing five Sensit™ saltation sensors. To left of the
SFINX, are the traditional instruments – anemometers and
SCs.

Equipment: We investigated the use of
commercially available off-the-shelf piezo-electric (PE)
devices to measure sediment flux. This type of device is
often used to monitor saltation near the ground and so
the aeolian community is already familiar with this type
of instrumentation. We used six Sensit ™ Saltation
Sensors (SS) at a range of heights (a few cm to ~1 m)
(see Fig. 1) to monitor both particle impacts and the
kinetic energy (KE) of those impacts.
In addition to the SS array (or SFINX), we used
three SCs to facilitate calibration. The SCs used were
Big Spring Number Eight (BSNE) with a PE load cell
added to provide real-time mass of the sediment in the
tray.

Figure 2: Comparison of the SFINX to the SCs. The black lines
correspond to the three sediment catchers. The colored lines
correspond to the saltation senders at the same corresponding
heights as the sediment catchers. The heights for red, green,
blue were 19 cm, 50 cm, 101 cm, respectively.

When combined with the ground SS, the SFINX
measures particle counts at six differing heights which
provides a higher vertical resolution than the standard
three BSNEs. We see variations in the horizontal mass
flux (HMF) as a function of height that deviates from
the usually assumed exponential decay (see Fig. 3). The
two regions that appear to have excess SF when
compared to the standard exponential decay curve is ~
40 cm and below ~20 cm. This suggests that vertical
layers of enhanced SF exist and could affect horizonal
mass transport (HMT) estimates. The layer at ~ 40 cm
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could be due to the “launch” angles of saltating grains
not being uniform. The layer below ~20 cm is likely a
“saltation cloud.” The authors of this abstract have
observed this effect when on site during saltation events.

Figure 3: Height vs Particle Count. The black line is the
particle count profile from the SFINX, while the green line
represents the exponential fit to the SSs at the same heights at
the BSNEs. It is noteworthy that there is deviation of the
observed data from the usually assumed profile.

Figure 4: SFINX Kinetic Energy (KE) vs height. The KE shows
a local maximum at ~40 cm, which also corresponds to
enhanced PC. There is a global peak in KE for the saltation
cloud (< 20 cm).

Figure 5: KE per particle vs. height. There is a local peak in
the KE per particle at the height of ~50-70 cm. The global
peak occurs below 20 cm, which is the saltation cloud.

SCs do not measure the kinetic energy (KE) of the
saltating grains, but the SFINX does. The KE had two
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peaks as a function of height (Fig. 4), one at ~40 cm and
another below ~20 cm. When the KE is divided by the
PC (Fig. 5), the peak at ~40 cm shifts to ~60 cm and
broadens in height. The saltation cloud remains a
distinct feature.
Discussions: The use of six SSs at a variety of
heights provided new insights into the distribution of
HMF as a function of height. The possibility of a
saltation layer adds to the uncertainty of SF estimates
from using only three BSNEs, especially if the lowest
BSNE is located above the saltation cloud.
Enhanced sediment flux also occurred ~40 cm with
the enhanced KE per PC occurring at ~60 cm. This
effect is likely due to non-uniformity of the launch
angles of saltating particles. Monte Carlo modeling
may be needed to fully understand this effect.
Conclusions: The use of a vertical array of piezoelectric sensors for monitoring sediment flux events in
remote locations or extreme environments show
promise. However, without the luxury of co-located
sediment catchers, calibration of a SFINX-like
instrument could be problematic and will need further
study.
The results shown here are only for a single saltation
event. Analysis of additional events are needed to
validate any conclusions made here.
Acknowledgments: Field work on the Navajo
Nation was conducted under a permit from the Navajo
Nation Minerals Department. Any persons wishing to
conduct geologic investigations on the Navajo Nation
must first apply for, and receive, a permit from the
Navajo Nation Minerals Department, P.O. Box 1910,
Window Rock, Arizona 86515, and telephone # (928)
871-6587.
This research was partially funded under NASA’s
MMAMA and PSTAR programs.
References to commercial products are for
identification purposes and do not imply an
endorsement by the U.S. Government.
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THE BALANCE OF AEOLIAN AND HYDROLOGIC PROCESSES AT GREAT SAND DUNES,
COLORADO, USA. A. D. Valdez, National Park Service, Great Sand Dunes National Park & Preserve, 11500
Hwy 150, Mosca, CO 81146, andrew_valdez@nps.gov

Introduction: Great Sand Dunes (GSD) is a complex aeolian system, located in south-central Colorado,
within the Alamosa Basin and adjacent to the Sangre
de Cristo Mountains, Figure 1. It is developed along a
topographic gradient and consists of playas and alkali
flats at the western end, which transition into a sand
sheet as elevation rises. Near the mountain front, the
sandsheet changes to dunefield or sand ramps. The
variability in sand deposits suggests that geologic processes vary within the system.

Figure 1. Oblique view of Great Sand Dunes aeolian and hydrologic system.
Superimposed on the aeolian system is a hydrologic
system, Figure 1. Streamflow is generated in the Sangre de Cristo Mountains and it mostly infiltrates once it
reaches the sand deposits. The larger streams can reach
the playas during periods of high runoff. Groundwater
also flows westward and as topography flattens, it
emerges on the sand sheet and alkali flats. The playas
are the terminus of the system.
At GSD, wind and water erode, transport and deposit sand so each plays a role in the development of
the aeolian landscape. Wind transport is generally from
the southwest to the northeast. Water flows in the opposite direction forcing equilibrium conditions to develop as the processes oppose each other.
Geologic Processes: The regional setting is controlled by rifting. The basin grabens are filled with
sandy sediment that can easily supply aeolian activity.
The mountain horsts produce streamflow and influence
wind regime. Rifting also determines the location of
GSD as it originates in the graben where subsidence
creates a sump of an internally drained system [1]. The
horsts bound the aeolian system as sand ramps climb,
but are stopped by the rising bedrock.

Aeolian processes. Wind regime is unimodal from
the southwest in the central Alamosa Basin. As the
wind nears the Sangre de Cristo Mountains they become complex, especially near areas where mountain
passes are developed. Thus the system has developed
such that sand deposited in the playas is the source of
aeolian sand; the sand sheet is a zone of transport; and
the dunefield is the depocenter [2]. Migrating dunes
types form in unimodal areas. Vertically growing reversing and star dunes form in the complex wind regime of the depocenter.
Hydrologic processes. Water is the overlooked
agent at GSD. The sand originates in rocks of the nearby mountains and is transported to the sump by
streams. Within the aeolian system, streams encounter
aggregational areas such as the dunefield and sandsheet
and are deflected. Mountain precipitation produces
streamflow and on the basin floor arid conditions support grass and shrublands. The aquifer recharge by
streams is enough that water tables are at or near the
surface in the sump and evaporation is almost always
occurring.
The balance. Wind dominates in the dunefield.
The dunes have enough mobility so that vegetation
cannot establish itself, except in the troughs between
large dune forms. Streamflow does modify its perimeter as it erodes sand from the upper margin and deposits it along the lower margin, producing some of the
large dune forms Great Sand Dunes is famous for.
The growth of vegetation is important on the sand
sheet. Although sparse, it stabilizes most of the surface,
but it can be removed by wind erosion. When the wind
gets the upper hand, parabolic dunes form and migrate
across the sand sheet. Most vegetation survives on arid
levels of precipitation, but some shrubs tap groundwater if it is within a few meters of the surface.
Evaporation dominates the playas and alkali flats
where groundwater has become saline and minerals
such as trona hardened the surface. Sand is often
trapped by vegetation downwind of playa, forming
lunettes.
References: [1] Madole R. F. et al. (2008) On the
origin of the Great Sand Dunes, Colorado. Geomorphology, v. 99, p. 99-119. [2] Fryberger S. G. (1990)
Modern and Ancient Eolian Deposits: Hydrocarbon
Exploration and Production. Rocky Mountain Section.
Society of Economic Paleontologists and Mineralogists. Denver. Colorado. Ch. 6.
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Introduction: Yardangs are streamlined, irregularly
shaped ridges of consolidated rock shaped by windbased deflation and wind-mobilized sediment. These
erosional landforms vary in size and shape but are
commonly characterized by elongated landforms with a
blunt face in the direction of prevailing wind, tapering
towards the lee [1]. Wind strength and azimuth
variations, coupled with substrate erodibility, particle
characteristics, and surrounding topography result in a
variety of yardang shapes and sizes [2]. They commonly
occur in large groups throughout desert landscapes on
Earth; however, yardangs have been found to occur on
other planets, such as Mars, Venus, and Titan [1,3,4].
Yardangs are highly prevalent among Mars ’ Medusae
Fossae Formation (or MFF), an extensive geologic unit
of probable volcaniclastic origin and the largest source
of dust on Mars [5,6]. Previous work within this project
focused mainly on mapping yardang distribution in and
around the MFF region (specifically between 130-240˚E,
-20-30˚N) [7] without regard for yardang classification.
Here, we present and discuss common yardang shapes
but emphasize several uncommon yardang formations
discovered while mapping.

are on a much smaller scale and thus possibly easier to
erode.
Fig. 1e presents a mesa of Amazonian-Hesperian age
[8] amongst a field of km-sized serrated and u-trough
yardangs. The mesa itself is also in the process of
yardang formation; however, these u-trough yardangs
appear to be in the opposite direction of those at lower
elevations, possibly indicating a convoluted winddirection. In Fig. 1f, a late Amazonian volcanic unit that
features a lobate flow is divided into a platy-like texture
to the right and a smooth texture to the left [8]. A mesa
of less friable material sits within the smooth unit. We
interpret this feature and the platy material to be in the
early stages of yardang formation.
Serrated yardangs forming in between the terraces of
enigmatic lobate landforms (Fig. 1g and h) of Gordii
Dorsum indicate a possibility of layered paleopolar
deposits with varying friability. These scalloped
deposits—possibly of transitional AmazonianHesperian age [8]—are surrounded by plateaus of a more
consolidated composition (not pictured). Elsewhere,
yardangs of all morphologies, including cat-scratch and
u-trough, are highly prevalent within the Dorsum.

Yardang Discussion: We broadly categorized MFF
yardangs into five major shapes, described as 1) utrough, 2) cat-scratch, 3) teardrop, 4) anastomosing, and
5) serrated; however, several locations outside of these
categories exist, with eight specific locations shown in
Figure 1.
Fig. 1a and b show inverted deltas in the process of
eroding into yardangs. 1a is in the southern Zephyria
Planum and has a host rock composed of fine-grained
aeolian sediments and/or pyroclastic air-fall deposits of
Amazonian–Hesperian age [8]. Wind direction is
parallel to the delta (NE-SW). 1b is located within a
Hesperian and Noachian transition unit and likely
consists of impact breccias mixed with Hesperian masswasted materials [8]. Wind direction near-perpendicular
to the inverted delta forms thin, cat-scratch yardangs (NS) in between the distributary channels . In both
instances, sediments composing the inverted relief are
likely more consolidated and thus less likely to be eroded
away.
Fig. 1c and d both show pedestal craters, formed
through impacts into ice-rich material at mid-latitudes
during periods of high obliquity [9]. The resulting ejecta
protects the subsurface from erosion relative to the
surrounding terrain. 1d appears to be in the later stages
of yardang formation than 1c; however, the craters of 1c

Conclusions: Yardangs on Mars provide insight into
the near-surface wind directions and longstanding
climate conditions as well as host sediment type,
consolidation, and transportation [10]. While the dusty
MFF hosts dense populations of yardangs, these
landforms have also formed as far as the polar regions,
such as those on the floor of Chasma Boreale [11]. Our
present mapping and characterizing of the global
distribution and morphologies of yardangs will provide
insight as to how climate and aeolian activity has shaped
the Martian surface over time.
Acknowledgements: The authors were funded by
NASA M DAP grant NNX16AJ43G/123117.
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Figure 1: Eight uncommon yardang formations found in and around the MFF. North is facing up in all images. Lat/Lon shown in
upper left of each image. Images sourced from a global mosaic of CTX images compiled by The Bruce Murray Laboratory for
Planetary Visualization [12][13].
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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SAND GRAINS IN THE BAGNOLD DUNES AT GALE CRATER, MARS.
C. M. Weitz1, R. J. Sullivan2, M. G. A. Lapôtre3, S. K. Rowland4, J. A. Grant5, M. Baker6, and R. Aileen Yingst1.
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Introduction: The Bagnold Dunes within Gale
crater on Mars consist of barchan to linear dunes and
were examined along the Mars Science Laboratory
(MSL) Curiosity rover traverse [1-2]. The dunes host a
variety of bedforms, including meter-scale ripples with
either asymmetric or symmetric profiles and smaller
decimeter-scale impact ripples [3-5]. On Mars as on
Earth, sand grain size and shape help constrain mobilizing wind speeds as well as transport distances along
aeolian sediment pathways. Measurements of aeolian
sand grain angularity and shape can help identify possible contributions from local sediment sources. For
these and other reasons we used the MSL armmounted Mars Hand Lens Imager (MAHLI) [6] to
measure grain properties at nine targets at the Bagnold
dune field [7].
Four MAHLI targets were acquired during Phase 1
of the Bagnold Dunes campaign [8] (Figure 1). The
target Warsaw (Sol 1182) is located a few cm below
the crest of a large ripple along the edge of the stoss
slope of High Dune. Targets Barby and Kibnas (Sol
1184) were just below the crest and in the trough, respectively, of a large ripple within a sand patch a few
meters east of the same dune. The target Otavi (Sol
1242) was on the crest of a small impact ripple along
the western margin of the barchan Namib Dune (Figure 1b).
The targets Flume Ridge (Sol 1603), Waweig (Sol
1618), Ripogenus (Sol 1638), Avery Peak (Sol 1651),
and Flanders Bay (Sol 1651) were observed during
Phase 2 of the Bagnold Dune campaign [2]. All except
Avery Peak are downwind of a bedrock exposure between the longitudinal Nathan Bridges Dune and
Mount Desert Island sand sheet (Figure 1c). Flume
Ridge, Waweig, Ripogenus, and Avery Peak were
along the crest of meter-scale ripples that also had
oblique decimeter-scale ripples. Flanders Bay was
from a surface that was disturbed by the rover wheel.
Measurements: Long axis lengths of grains were
measured manually using the National Institute of
Health public software package ImageJ on individual
MAHLI images taken at the highest (16-23 µm/pixel)
or medium (27-32 µm/pixel) resolutions, with error
bars typically between 0.2-0.5 µm/pixel from the
range-to-target uncertainties and ±1 pixel for our
measurements. We only measured grains that were 2-3

pixels or larger [6] (the smallest measurable grain at
the highest 16.2 µm/pixel resolution was ~37 µm). The
population of grains 50-100 µm and finer is likely underestimated, because grain edges at these sizes were
not always clearly identifiable and many were partially
covered by other grains. Almost all grains measured
were sand-sized, except some coarse silt grains 37-62
µm.
Circularity (4πArea/Perimeter2) and aspect ratio
(major axis length/minor axis length) of 100 grains
larger than 150 µm from each target except Kibnas and
Waweig were calculated from shapes outlined in ImageJ (measuring grains >150 µm ensured >10 vertex
points spaced 10-20 µm apart to define the shape of
each grain). Grain shape could not be measured at
Kibnas and Waweig due to lower resolution images
and the predominance of grains <150 µm. Circularity
and aspect ratio are analogous to the sphericity index
commonly used to define grain shape (where 1.0 indicates a perfect circle), and influence grain transport
and deposition.
Results from Phase 1: Measurements of the Barby
and Warsaw targets indicate a unimodal grain-size
distribution between 100-750 µm, with a ~350 µm
median at both targets. Small (30-50 µm size) dust
aggregates are present at Warsaw, suggesting sands
there were not active as recently as those at Barby. The
Kibnas ripple trough appears to be more representative
of finer grains (50-150 µm, median 117 µm) that dominate most of the High Dune stoss surface, based on
relating MAHLI images to Mastcam images covering
large portions of the dune. The grains at Kibnas were
too small to permit shape measurements.
The MAHLI image of Otavi displayed 50-350 µm
grains, with most between 100-150 µm and a median
of 127 µm, consistent with previous measurements
[4,9]. The grains appear slightly less circular and more
elongate at Otavi than at either Barby or Warsaw.
Compositional data indicate depletion of volatiles
and enrichment in mafic minerals in the Bagnold sands
relative to other soils at Gale crater [10-15], presumably due to the lack of dust and sorting within the active
dune sands. Segregation of grain size between crests
and troughs also influences the composition, with the
Barby crest being richer in feldspar and the Kibnas
trough having more olivine and pyroxene [13].
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Results from Phase 2: For Phase 2 of the Bagnold
Dunes campaign, grain sizes varied from 37-575 µm
for Ripogenus, which was the least sorted among the
five targets analyzed in the southern part of the dune
field (Flume Ridge, Waweig, Ripogenus, Avery Peak,
and Flanders Bay). All five of these targets have medians between 110-132 µm, similar to Otavi and Kibnas.
Mastcam false color images across the low-relief Nathan Bridges Dune and Mount Desert Island sand sheet
show possible compositional sorting of grains across
large ripples, with generally bluer stoss slopes and
crests compared to the redder lee slopes. The Flanders
Bay image was acquired over disturbed sand within a
rover wheel track, so it represents a mixture of surface
and subsurface materials.
Grains at Flume Ridge have the most elongate
shapes of all the active sand targets, with a median
aspect ratio of 1.25. MAHLI stereo images here obtained ~3 minutes apart showed individual sand grains
moving a few hundred micrometers. Sand movement
was evident also in other rover camera images, with
transport to the WSW [16]. APXS compositional data
support low dust (i.e., low S, Cl, and Zn) due to high
wind activity at the linear dunes [14].
Conclusions: The median size range of active sand
at the Bagnold Dunes is narrow and the majority of
sizes are very fine (50-150 µm), except at the base of
the stoss surface of High Dune, consistent with expectations there of coarser grains collecting along the
dune's trailing edge [e.g., 4]. We do not believe that
differences in particle size distributions between Bagnold Phases 1 and 2 locations were affected by differences in wind activity (Bagnold Phase 1 data were
acquired during inactive winds, unlike Phase 2 data).
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Instead, grain size differences between Phase 1 and 2
appear to reflect target location within the dune field
and their local positions on bedforms of different sizes
and morphologies.
Friction speeds derived from atmospheric modeling
almost never reach fluid thresholds expected to mobilize 110-132 µm grain sizes measured on the ripples
[17]. Instead, aeolian surface creep of coarser grains
(>300 µm) caused by impacts from finer saltating
grains may explain coarser grain movement under current martian wind speeds. Additionally, grains mobilized at low wind speeds between the impact and fluid
thresholds can splash other grains, resulting in the
gradual movement of bedforms over time [9].
References: [1] Chojnacki M.. and Fenton L.K. (2017) J.
Geoph. Res. Planets, 122, 2216-2222; [2] Lapôtre M.G.A.
and Rampe E.B. (2018) Geophys. Res. Letts. 45, 1020010210; [3] Lapôtre M. et al. (2016) Science 353, 55-58; [4]
Ewing R. et al., (2017) J. Geoph. Res. Planets, 122, 2544–
2573; [5] Lapôtre M. et al. (2018) Geophys. Res. Letts. 45,
10,229-10,239. [6] Edgett K.S. et al. (2012) Space Sci. Rev.
170, 259-317. [7] Weitz C.M. et al. (2018) Geophys. Res.
Letts 45, 9471-9479; [8] Bridges N. and Ehlmann B. (2017)
J. Geophys. Res. Planets, 122, doi:10.1002/2017JE005401.
[9] Sullivan R. and Kok J. (2017) J. Geoph. Res. Planets, 122, 2111– 2143. [10] Achilles C. et al. (2017) J. Geoph.
Res. Planets, 122(11), 2344-2361; [11] Cousin A. et al.
(2017) J. Geophys. Res. Planets, 122, 2144–2162; [12] Ehlmann B. et al., (2017) J. Geophys. Res. Planets, doi:
10.1002/2017JE005267; [13] O’Connell-Cooper C. et al.
(2017) J. Geophys. Res. Planets, 122, 2623– 2643; [14]
O’Connell-Cooper C.D. et al. (2018) Geophys. Res. Letts. 45,
9460-9470; [15] Rampe E.B. et al. (2018) Geophys. Res.
Letts. 45, 9488-9497; [16] Baker M. et al. (2018) ) Geophys.
Res. Letts. 45. 8853-8863. [17] Baker M. et al. (2018) J.
Geoph. Research, 123, 1380-1394. [2018].

Figure 1. (a) HiRISE
mosaic showing the Curiosity rover traverse
from the landing site in
the upper right to Sol
2038 position on the
Vera Rubin Ridge
(VRR). Yellow rectangles outline locations of
panels b and c. (b) The
four targets of Phase 1.
(c) The five targets of
Phase 2.
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INVESTIGATING THE INFLUENCE OF DUST STORM DIRECTIONS ON SURFACE WINDS VIA
SAND DUNE MORPHOLOGIES IN THE NORTHERN MID-LATITUDES OF MARS. J. M. Widmer1 and
L. K. Fenton2, 1(previously at) University of Maryland (jwidmer@terpmail.umd.edu), 2SETI Institute.

Introduction: Wind and ice are currently hypothesized to be the two major factors actively shaping the
martian surface. Few in-situ measurements exist for
near-surface martian winds except those collected by
several landers and rovers. These measurements are all
constrained to localized regions and are unable to accurately depict atmospheric circulation patterns on
regional or global scales.
Dune fields reside at the surface-atmosphere
boundary and cover approximately 1.025x106 km2 of
the martian surface [1-2]. The abundance of dune
fields on Mars, combined with their ability to physically record information of the winds that created them
makes dune fields ideal tools for understanding present-day atmospheric conditions.
Previous works have used indirect methods such as
modeling and interpretations of surface morphological
features (i.e., sand dunes, ripple marks, yardangs,
windstreaks, etc.) to infer wind directions in the martian north polar region and southern hemisphere [e.g.,
3,4]. Studies conducted in the northern mid-latitude
region (MLR) of Mars, defined here as 30-65° N, have
shown that dune fields in this region are smaller in size
and number compared to the north polar region and
southern hemisphere [1,2,4,5]. As a result, most dune
studies conducted at regional and global scales have
overlooked the MLR.
However, regional and global dust storms have
been detected starting in and/or passing though the
MLR, sweeping southward through low-lying terrain
in distinct corridors [e.g., 6]. The degree to which these
events dominate sand transport is not known but the
presence of these large regional to global scale storms
may influence present-day wind directions.
This investigation will interpret sand dune morphologies to infer wind directions (and their relative
sand transporting capability) in order to determine if
regional frontal dust storms influence dune morphologies in the MLR. Results from this investigation will
provide the opportunity to ground-truth climate models
and a glimpse into a long-term (10s-100s yrs) record of
martian weather patterns.
Framework: For simplicity, this investigation can
be divided into two parts: 1) inferring wind directions
from sand dune morphologies and 2) comparing inferred winds to major dust storm tracks.
Inferring Wind Directions: Two modes of dune
construction have been found to create distinct dune
morphologies based on the angle that wind interacts

with the crest of a dune and the amount of sediment
available for dune building. Bedform instability mode
occurs when crestlines form as perpendicular as possible to sand-transporting wind directions, and a large
supply of sediment is available for transport [7-10].
Fingering mode occurs when crestlines align closely
with the resultant drift direction of sand transport, and
a small supply of sediment is available [11,12]. For the
purpose of this investigation, we will focus on bedform
instability mode.
Using HiRISE images of the MLR dune fields,
crestlines of each dune (that can be determined) were
traced as line segments in the JMARS GIS software
[13]. Each line segment records the orientation of the
crestline and the length of the segment. Once all of the
crestlines within a field were traced, line segments
were grouped by similarities in orientation (i.e. N-S
oriented crestlines may be color coded green while EW crestlines may be blue).
Using the orientations and lengths of each line
segment in a group, a weighted average was computed
to approximate the mean crestline orientation for that
group. To approximate a first order wind direction, 90ᵒ
was added or subtracted to the mean crestline orientation (based on the location of the stoss and lee slopes
of the dune morphology) in order to account for the
perpendicular wind flow expected in bedform instability mode of dune construction. This methodology has
been adapted from [10].
Comparing Inferred Winds with Storm Directions:
Once all of the crestlines have been mapped and a first
order wind direction has been identified, a comparison
between the direction of inferred winds and major
storm events can be made. The primary interest in this
comparison is to determine if the dune morphology is
consistent with winds expected from major dust
storms. It should be noted that this is currently a qualitative comparison but quantitative methods are being
explored for future work.
Study Area: For the purpose of this investigation,
we chose a study area based on several characteristics:
clustered dune fields, proximity of dune fields to a
major dust storm track, and flat/ simple terrain. Dune
fields that are clustered, or grouped together in a small
area, are beneficial for obtaining multiple sources of
measurements that share similar environmental characteristics. The proximity or distance of dune fields in
the study area to a major dust storm corridor is crucial
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for comparing inferred winds in and out of a storm
corridor. In order to avoid any issues during the comparison process, choosing a study area devoid of major
topographic formations was also important.
With these criteria, a rectangular study area was
identified in the NW region of Utopia Planitia bounded
by 55-90ᵒ E and 51-62ᵒ N. This area includes 12 newly
documented dune fields [2] inside craters: 4 clustered
inside/ near the Utopia storm corridor [6] (which passes north to south at ~100ᵒ E), 6 clustered ~1400 km
west of the storm corridor, and 2 between those
groups. Figure 1 shows a detailed look at the study
area and dune field locations.
Preliminary Results and Discussion: Initial results have been recorded for four dune fields in the
study area, two inside/ near the storm corridor (i.e.
NML086 and NML042) and two outside of the storm
corridor (i.e. NML020 and NML067). A first order
approximation of wind directions at each field and a
qualitative comparison with the storm tracks is shown
in Table 1. Directions were derived from the dominant
group of crestlines in each field, that is, the crestline
group that best represented the majority of the dune
field. These preliminary results suggest that dune fields
inside/ near major dust storm corridors in the MLR are
being influenced by the southern moving dust storms.
However, as all of the dune fields in the study area
reside in the bottom of craters, it is possible that the
morphology of the crater (i.e. crater rim topography,
slope of the crater walls, depth of the crater, etc.) affects how winds interact with each dune field.
Future Work: As this investigation continues to
progress, we will look to 1) analyze additional MLR
dune fields and storm corridors, 2) obtain new HiRISE
images for the last of the MLR dune fields without
high-resolution image coverage, 3) incorporate crater
characteristics (i.e. dimensions, morphology, etc.) into
our wind direction analyses, and 4) develop a
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quantitative method for comparing dune morphologies
with dust storm corridors.
Acknowledgments: We would like to thank Philip
Piccoli for his insight and comments. We also thank
the JMARS team for maintaining their GIS software
and the HiRISE science team for providing high quality data for public use.
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Letters, 489, 241-250. [4] Fenton L. K. and Hayward
R. K. (2010) Geomorphology, 121, 98-121. [5] Widmer J. M. and Diniega S. (2018) LPSC 49, 1651. [6]
Wang H. and Richardson M. (2015) Icarus, 251, 112127. [7] Rubin D. M. and Hunter R. E. (1987) Science,
237, 276-278. [8] Rubin D. M. and Ikeda H. (1990)
Sedimentology, 37, 673-684. [9] Fenton L. K. et al.
(2014a) Icarus, 230, 5-14. [10] Fenton L. K. et al.
(2014b) Icarus, 230, 47-63. [11] Reffet E. et al. (2010)
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NML
MGD3 Crestline
Dune ID Dune ID Groups
NML086
NML042
NML020
NML067

0896+583
0873+588
0623+581
0561+558

3
3
4
2

Approx. Near Match
Wind Storm Storm
Dir.
Track
Dir.
N-NW
Yes
Yes
N
Yes
Yes
SW
No
No
NW
No
Yes

Table 1: Preliminary results from 4 dune fields in the NW
region of Utopia Planitia. Wind directions are presented
using the upwind convention (i.e. the direction that winds are
entering dune fields.) For consistency with previous studies,
2 types of dune IDs are provided using the Northern MidLatitude (NML) and MGD3 [1] naming schemes.

Figure 1: The study area for this investigation overlaid on a MOLA colorized elevation map. Dune fields are indicated by pink
stars, clustered dune fields by white dashed circles, and the location/ direction of the storm corridor in yellow (just off the map).
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Venus antidunes: lessons from unconfined terrestrial density currents. K. E. Williams1 and T. N. Titus1,
1
USGS Astrogeology Science Center, 2255 N. Gemini Dr, Flagstaff AZ 86001 – kewilliams@usgs.gov.
Abstract: At present, dunes have been identified on
the surface of Venus [1]. Previous efforts have considered the possibility that some dunes in the Al-Uzza
Undae dunefield (67.7 ° N, 90.5 ° E) could be antidunes [2-3]. In this work, we summarize the equations
used for calculating depth-averaged flow of unconfined density currents, which are the primary agents of
terrestrial subaqueous antidune formation. Terrestrial
pyroclastic flows have also been claimed to produce
antidunes [4]. Given putative antidunes in a geologic
setting and some assumptions regarding sediment concentration, we show that flow characteristics may be
calculated. We also suggest that terrestrial Venus analogs for antidunes may be more plentiful than previously considered, as both turbidity currents and pyroclastic flows may produce antidunes.
Background and Model: Previous work has noted
that subaqueous dunes may provide useful analogs to
Venusian dunes [5-6], where slope winds were postulated to transport sediment downslope in a manner
analogous to density currents [6]. Terrestrial pyroclastic flows have also been claimed to produce antidunes
[4]. In either case, given some assumptions regarding
dune provenance, flow properties may be inferred from
dune characteristics such as height, wavelength, and
slope. Subaqueous terrestrial antidunes are surprisingly
common, occurring at nearly all depths and settings.
The requirements appear to be adequate sediment
availability and a supercritical (upper) flow regime.
One of the critical dimensionless numbers for
flow regime characterization is the internal Froude
number (Fi):
,
(1)

The slope angle is relatively easy to estimate, provided
the dune field is on a simple slope with few breaks.
The entrainment coefficient E, which is in principle a
function of the Richardson number, has been estimated
to be 5x10-4 for subcritical flows and 2x10-3 for supercritical flows [10]. Similarly, the drag coefficient Cf
has been estimated to be 19.5x10-3 for subcritical and
8x10-3 for supercritical flows [10]. Note also that antidune formation ordinarily requires supercritical flow,
which implies internal Froude numbers of at least 0.70.8 [9].
Flow thickness (h) may then be calculated for
dune wavelength ( :
(4)
Given a sediment concentration (C), depth-averaged
flow velocity (u) may then be calculated [11]:
(5)
Applying eqn. (2) to a flow front density =
1000 kg/m3 (mixture of vesiculated basalt particles and
Venus atmosphere), Venus atmospheric density of 69.6
kg/m3, and gravity =8.87 m/s2, we find the reduced
gravity g’’= 8.25 m/s2. Terrestrial density currents
have produced antidunes on a slope with an angle of
0.37° [9]. We note also that the Al-Uzza Undae
dunefield appears to occur on nearly flat ground, hence
we choose a similar slope to [9]. We calculate the internal Froude number by then assuming Cf and E are
supercritical cases, where Fi= 0.80.

where u is the depth-averaged flow velocity, the reduced gravity

for the ambient density

, the flow front density and a length scale L. In
the case of non-Boussinesq flow fronts (i.e. where density gradients are large), the following reduced gravity
formulation has been used instead [7-8]:
(2)
Most of the parameters in eq. (1) are difficult to estimate for a given flow, especially the depth-averaged
velocity. An alternate form, favored by the terrestrial
density current research community, calculates the
Froude number (Fi) using properties of the slope ( ,
drag coefficient (Cf) and an entrainment coefficient E
in the following manner [9-10]:
(3)

Figure 1. Al-Uzza Undae dunefield. The annotation
shows the approximate transect location used for
Fig. 2.
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Figure 2. Transect from Lorenz[13]. Note the approximate wavelength of 1 km.
Next, we note that the Al-Uzza Undae dune
wavelength (Figs. 1 and 2) for a particular transect by
Lorenz [12] was approx. l= 1000 m and therefore the
flow thickness h=246.46 m.
The sediment flow concentration C is assumed to
be similar to terrestrial density currents, where a value
of 17.5x10-4 was used for turbidity currents [10],
though others have used values between 5x10-5 and
5x10-4[9]. We therefore used an averaged value of
C=1x10-4. Given the parameter values stated above, the
depth-averaged flow (eqn. 5) is then u= 36 cm/s.
Discussion and Conclusion: As shown in Fig. 3,
the calculations for Froude number and flow thickness
are somewhat sensitive to the slope angle. The depthaveraged flow-velocity, not shown, is largely insensitive to slope angle.

Figure 3. Internal Froude number and flow thickness as a function of slope angle (beta). Note that
the Froude number is nearly linear with slope angle.
The observed horizontal surface wind speeds recorded by Venera 9 ranged from 0.4-0.7 m/s, and Venera 10 recorded 0.8-1.3 m/s [13]. It is therefore possible
that the Al-Uzza Undae bedforms are antidunes, given
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that the calculated wind speed of 36 cm/s corresponds
to a Froude number of 0.8. The majority of terrestrial
antidunes are subaqueous, with the possible exception
of pyroclastic flow cases. If aeolian antidunes are possible on Venus, then their presence would support
claims by earlier researchers [14] that the dunes of
Venus would have characteristics of both aeolian and
subaqueous environments. More generally, the presence of aeolian antidunes on Venus would indicate that
aeolian sediment transport behaves differently on Venus than on Earth.
Confirmation whether Venus dunes are actually antidunes will require higher quality topographical profiles (horizontal and vertical resolution) which are not
currently available. The proposed US Discovery Class
Mission VERITAS will include the Venus Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (VISAR) with an
order of magnitude better resolution than the Magellan
synthetic aperture radar [15]. The proposed European
mission, EnVision, also has an instrument similar to
VISAR but with comparable or slightly better spatial
resolution than VISAR. The actualization of either of
these proposed missions would provide new insights
into Venus dunes.
References: [1] Greeley, R. et al. (1992) , J. Geophys.
Res., 97. [2] Williams, K. & Geissler, P. (2017) 5th
Intern. Planet. Dunes Workshop, #3038.[3] Williams,
K. & Geissler, P. (2018) 16th VEXAG, #8004. [4] Yoshida, S., Nemoto, Y. (2008.) AGU Fall Meeting Abstracts 2008, U51A-0019. [5] Neakrase, L. et al.
(2017) Aeolian Research, 26.[6] Bougan, S. et al.
(1985) LPSC XVII. [7] Gröbelbauer, H.P. et al. (1993),
J. Fluid Mech., 250.[8] Amy, L.A. et al. (2005), J.
Geophys. Res., 110. [9] Ercilla , G. et al. (2002) Marine Geology, 192. [10] Bowen, A.J. et al. (1984) Sedimentology 31. [11] Piper, D.J.W. & Savoye, B. (1993)
Sedimentology, 40. [12] Lorenz, R. J. (2015) Fourth
Interplanetary Dunes Workshop, Abstract #8004.[13]
Keldysh, M.V. (1977) Icarus, 30.
[14] Marshall, J. and Greeley, R. (1992), J. Geophys.
Res.,97. [15] Freeman, A. et al. (2016) IEEE 978-14673-7676-1/16.
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Rediscovery of the fluid drag ripples in wind tunnel experiments
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Introduction: Aeolian impact ripples are abundant
in arid regions on Earth and on the surface of Mars.
They develop from the instability of an initially flat
bed of cohesionless sand that is mobilized into
saltation by wind shear stress. Impact ripples in
relatively fine desert sands typically have unimodal
grain size distributions, with coarser-than-average
grains concentrated at ripple crests (e.g., [1-2]). On
Earth, ordinary impact ripple wavelengths typically are
< 30 cm and heights less than 1 cm [3]. However, on
Mars, ripple-like bedforms with crests lacking very
coarse grains can be much larger both in wavelength
and height [4-6]. Two size modes of these ripples were
observed: small (decimeter scale) ripples similar to
impact ripples that commonly cover dune surfaces on
Earth [7-8] and large, meter scale ripples that have no
corresponding terrestrial analog [11]. It is important to
note that these very large martian ripples do not have
crests covered with very coarse grains, so are not like
terrestrial megaripples and their size is much smaller
than martain megaripples. Based on data sent by the
NASA Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) rover in Gale
Crater, Lapotre et al. [5-6] gave an alternative
hypothesis for the origin of the large ripples that
superimpose dune surfaces at the MSL landing site
[11]. According to their theory, the large ripples are
fluid drag ripples which are similar in their
morphology to subaqueous ripples. Reasons for this
interpretation include: (1) the atmosphere on Mars has
a higher kinematic viscosity than on Earth; (2) sinuous
crest lines of the martian very large ripples are
morphologically similar to subaqueous bedforms on
Earth whereas terrestrial impact ripples are straight;
and (3) measurements of ripple wavelengths reveal a
meter-scale mode that is distinct from smaller impact
ripple wavelengths, implying a separate formative
mechanism [6] analogous to subaqueous current
ripples which form in unidirectional water streams on
Earth. According to Lapotre et al. [6], large martian
ripples are a class of bedform distinct from impact
ripples. Since Bagnold’s seminal work in the wind
tunnel with very fine sand [1], this experiment has not
been repeated and a deep understanding of the
formation of aeolian fluid drag ripples is lacking.
Recently, a candidate of aeolian drag ripples (also

known as aerodynamic ripples) with   15  20 cm in
unimodal sand was observed in the field [6], but no
information was given for the grain size distribution.
It is also not known, what are the conditions necessary
for the coexistence of the two-scale ripples.
Here, at the first time, we perform a targeted
experiment on the formation of fluid drag ripples,
using a boundary layer wind tunnel [10] with sand of
40-70 µm.
Theoretical considerations: Coexistence of small
and large active ripples composed of fine unimodal
sand is rarely found on Earth ([9], Figs. 1E and F).
Bagnold ([1], p. 161) observed in a wind tunnel
experiment with very fine sand (modal diameter of 80
μm) an abrupt transition between small impact ripples
(   1.5 cm) to larger fluid drag ripples (   20 cm)
when the wind velocity exceeded u*  0.3 m/s.
Greeley and Iversen ([12], p.155) also reported the
occurrence of fluid drag ripples (   8.5 cm) with 30
μm glass beads. They argued that the geometry of
these ripples is determined by local variations in the
surface shear stress rather than by ballistic impacts,
and emphasized the role of grains transported in
suspension. The suspension load is characteristic of
wind friction speeds exceeding the grain terminal fall
speed so that most of the grains move in suspension or
modified saltation, and the impact splash mechanism
on the bed is less dominant as for usual saltation.
These early experiments indicate that fluid drag ripples
can be formed on Earth with very fine sand and above
the fluid threshold of the fine sand. Fig. 1 presents
analysis of the conditions where fluid drag ripples
might form.
The fluid drag ripples of Bagnold's experiment
formed above wind speeds that would flatten the small
impact ripples (2-3 times u *t , [13]) and in the vicinity
of the suspension threshold ( u*  Ws where Ws is the
settling velocity). The Stokes settling velocity is given
by Ws  ( s   f ) gD 2 /18 [13] where  is the
dynamic viscosity,  f is the fluid density and D is the
grain diameter. Farrell and Sherman [14] gave a more
accurate formula for the settling velocity on Earth
Ws  4.248D  0.174 where D is given in mm. Note
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that the settling velocity is a complicated parameter for
which no simple formula applies across all particle
sizes and conditions; uncertainties exist, and in any
case, the transition from saltation to suspension is
gradual.

Fig. 1 According to very limited understanding from
the very few experiments conducted decades ago,
aeolian fluid drag ripples are most likely to develop at
the transition between saltation and suspension. The
fluid drag ripples can form above or near the
suspension threshold Ws  u* where Ws is the settling
velocity (the cyan curve according to [14]). This
analysis seems consistent with Bagnold's preliminary
experiment using 80 μm sand grains.
Although the analysis (Fig.1) is only an approximation,
it nicely explains Bagnold's experiment when the fluid
drag ripples formed after the impact ripples flattened.

Fig. 2 (a) A small avalanche during the development
of the fluid drag ripples at wind speed of 5.4 m/s. (b)
Coexistence of impact ripples (   0.7 cm) and larger
wavy fluid drag ripples (   12 cm). The fluid drag
ripples formed at wind velocity of 7.7 m/s and then
wind speed was lowered to 4.1 m/s to allow the
development of the small impact ripples.

Results: Our wind tunnel experiment shows that
small impact ripples started to develop at wind speed
of 3.6 m/s and continue to grow (   0.7 cm) with
increasing wind speed. These small impact ripples
have been flattened under wind speed of 6 m/s. The
larger fluid drag ripples started to develop at wind
speed of 5 m/s. Their wavelength increased with wind
speed, and their sinuosity strengthened as they became
discontinues like subaqueous ripples. Small avalanches
have been observed when local slopes exceeded the
angle of repose (Fig.2a). Decreasing the wind speed
again to 4 m/s allowed the impact ripples to develop
atop and between the fluid drag ripples as shown in
Fig. 2b. The fluid drag ripples flattened at wind speed
of approximately 9.5 m/s. The experimental results are
in agreement with the theoretical framework presented
in Fig.1 – the two types of ripples can coexist at certain
range of low wind speeds.
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Introduction: Aeolian processes are prevalent on Earth
and many planetary bodies in the solar system. With not
only different environmental conditions but also transporting materials, the aeolian features on these bodies
end up with similar geomorphology. On terrestrial bodies, the transporting materials are mainly silicates, while
photochemically produced organics and ices are the
main transporting materials on icy bodies. On Titan, the
photochemistry-produced organic particles are the main
transporting sediments that form the equatorial linear
dunes [1]. Titan wind tunnel experiments have demonstrated that both environmental conditions and material
properties have a big impact on the threshold wind
speed required to initiate sand movement [3, 4]. While
knowledge of the threshold wind speed is necessary for
characterizing the surface wind and modeling dune migration and abrasion. An improved understanding of
material properties of Titan surface materials is thus essential to better understand the threshold wind speed
and the transportation capacity of the sand on Titan.
Many efforts have been made to study the chemical
structure and spectroscopic properties of the Titan haze
analogs. However, material properties such as mechanical and cohesive properties are less investigated, while
these properties could shed light on how the organic aerosols are transformed to sand-sized particles and the
transport scheme of the organic sand on the surface.
Methods: We produced the Titan aerosol analogs, ‘tholin’, using the Planetary HAZE Research (PHAZER)
experimental system at Johns Hopkins University, with
a CH4/N2 (5/95) cold gas mixture exposed to glow
plasma discharge or UV irradiation. Tholin was deposited on smooth quartz discs and acid-washed glass
spheres. The cohesive properties of tholin was measured
with colloidal probe atomic force microscopy (AFM) by
contacting and taking force curves between a coated
tholin sphere and a flat tholin-coated surface. The surface energy of tholin, which is an indicator for cohesiveness of a material, was measured using contact angle
analysis and surface force apparatus (SFA). The electrostatic forces are measured by the colloidal probe AFM
after rubbing a coated tholin sphere on a flat coated tholin surface. The mechanical properties of tholin were
measured by nanoindentation.
Results and Discussion
Cohesive properties. We used the colloidal probe AFM
to directly measure cohesion forces between Titan

“tholin” particles [4]. This is the first time that interparticle forces were measured directly between single particles of tholin. We found that the interparticle cohesion
forces are much larger for tholin than for silicate sand
and materials used in the Titan Wind Tunnel (TWT).
This suggests that we should increase the interparticle
forces in both analog experiments (TWT) and threshold
models to correctly translate the results to real Titan
conditions. The strong cohesion of tholin also indicates
that Titan’s sand could be formed by effective coagulation of small aerosol particles in the atmosphere.

Fig 1: An example force curve between two surfaces and
the interaction schemes during the contact and pull-off.

From the contact angle and the SFA measurements, we
found that the tholins produced by cold plasma and UV
irradiation have similar total surface energy of ∼65–70
mJ/m2 [4, 5]. The direct force measurements using SFA
yield a total surface energy of ∼66 mJ/m2 for plasma
tholin [5]. The surface energy of tholin is relatively high
compared to common polymers, indicating its high cohesiveness. This also supports that the cohesion forces
are strong between sand particles on Titan.

Fig 2. Surface energy measurements methods.

Electrostatic properties. When sand particles are
transported on the surface, they could be triboelectrically charged by friction. The resulting electrostatic
forces could affect particle trajectories and potentially
trigger electrical discharge. Thus it is important to
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characterize the electrostatic charging capacity of the
organic sand on Titan, so that we could assess the effect
of sand charging on Titan.
We used the colloidal probe AFM technique to study
triboelectric charging processes using Titan and Earth
sand analogs. We found that it is easy to generate triboelectric charges between simple organics (naphthalene),
polymers (polystyrene), and silicates (borosilicate
glass). In contrast, tholin, the complex organic material,
does not generate any detectable electrostatic within the
detection limit of the instrument [6]. If Titan sand behaves more like tholin, this indicates that the tribocharging capacity of Titan sand is much weaker than Earth
silicate sand and much less than previously measured
by [7], where only simple organics were used for Titan
sand analogs. Thus, triboelectrification may not contribute to increasing interparticle forces between sand particles on Titan as much as on Earth. Interparticle forces
generated by other electrostatic processes or other interparticle forces such as van der Waals and capillary
cohesion forces could be the dominant interparticle
forces that govern Titan sand formation and sediment
transportation on the surface. Titan sand is also unlikely
to produce large electrical discharge through tribocharg-
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sand on Earth, which indicates that the sand on Titan is
unlikely to sustain long distance travel (it will be ground
to dust which is hard to mobilize). This indicates that
the organic sand on Titan sand should be derived close
to where it is located near the equatorial regions of Titan
and is probably formed by the “dry” mechanism.

Fig 4. Nanoindentation harness and fracture toughness for
tholin, amorphous polymers, and common Earth sand.

Fig 3: (a) Charging scheme used with the colloidal probe
AFM. (b) Measured charge to mass ratio for silicates
(glass), simple organics and polymers (polystyrene and
naphthalene), and tholin.

ing to affect future missions to Titan's surface.
Mechanical properties. It has also been a puzzle
where Titan sand originates. There have been competing theories on whether small aerosol particles grow on
their own (“dry” mechanism) or whether they need liquid hydrocarbons to facilitate their growth (“wet” mechanism) [8]. However, the Titan sand analog “tholin”, is
usually produced in low yields and is hard to characterize with bulk mechanical tests. We used a novel technique called nanoindentation to measure the mechanical
properties of thin films of tholin and a range of known
Earth sands. We measured the nanoindentation hardness, elastic modulus, and fracture toughness of tholin
and common Earth sands [9]. We found that tholin is
much softer and much more brittle than even the softest

Conclusion: The above results suggest that it is
more favorable for the Titan sand to be formed by “dry”
agglomeration of small aerosol particles. Since the organics have higher cohesion and they are less likely to
be formed in the polar liquid reservoirs on Titan by
“wet” agglomeration, because they are not mechanically
strong enough to transport long distances to form the
equatorial dunes. The high cohesion between Titan sand
particles also indicate that higher threshold wind speed
is needed to saltate sand grains on Titan.
Acknowledgments: Xinting Yu is supported by the
51 Pegasi b Fellowship.
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Introduction: The transition from sand ripples to
megaripples encodes information about the physics of
how both sand-sized (moved via saltation) and coarsegrained (moved via impact creep) particles interact
under Martian conditions. Previous studies have focused on the aeolian mobility of sand on Mars; here we
examine how mobile sand interacts with larger particles moved by creep. HiRISE images of small dunes
(lacking well developed slip faces) on Mars reveal a
transition of aeolian bedform scale with increasing
distance from the dune [1]. Here we document the
particles in a similar transition on Earth.
Background: High Resolution Imaging Science
Experiment (HiRISE [2]) images have documented that
sand is moving at many locations around Mars under
current conditions [3-5]. Unlike the active sand deposits, enigmatic “Transverse Aeolian Ridges” (TARs; the
non-genetic term for linear to curvilinear aeolian bedforms resulting from either dune- or ripple-forming
processes [6]) are found at locations widely distributed
across Mars [7-9]. Recently bright TARs were documented to have moved in HiRISE images taken many
Earth years apart at three widely separated locations
[10]. Great Sand Dunes National Park and Preserve
(GSDNPP) in Colorado [11] has a bimodal particle
size distribution along with a seasonal bimodal wind
regime, providing the setting to examine the transition
from sand ripples (<1 cm in height) to megaripples
(typically ~25 cm in height).
Results: A Smithsonian Scholarly Studies
Award for FY19 funded trips to GSDNPP during May
and September of 2019 to collect thousands of digital
photographs of ripple-megaripple transitions that were
later processed using Multiview Stereo Photogrammetry software to produce detailed Digital Terrain Models
(DTMs; Fig. 1). The digital images were obtained using a Nikon camera that was motor-driven along a
track above the study area. The track was then manually advanced following each photo traverse. Photos
were obtained using both a 35 mm lens and a 85 mm
Macro lens. The DTMs clearly resolve individual
coarse (1-2-mm diameter) particles on the bedforms,
providing a detailed record of the surface distribution
of coarse grains across both sand ripple and megaripple
bedforms, including cases where the crests were continuous between sand ripples and megaripples. Trenching of bedforms revealed that often both sand ripples
and megaripples are coated by a layer of coarse parti-

cles that become increasingly more closely packed
approaching the crest of the bedform. Coarse grains
are stacked several particles deep at the crests of megaripples, a condition common on many megaripples
[e.g. 12, 13]. Under strong (>8 m/s at 50 cm above the
surface) wind conditions, we observed coarse particles
to either roll or move several millimeters when impacted by saltating sand.
We did not observe that sand ripples are a necessary prerequisite for the initiation or growth of megaripples, but the two bedform scales do interact because
the rate of bedform movement is proportional to bedform height [14], so that sand ripples overtake the larger megaripples. The spatial density of coarse particles
does appear to influence the growth of ripples, when
the coarse particles become so closely packed that the
underlying sand is no longer exposed to saltating sand.
We intend to explore this relationship quantitatively as
more DTMs become available.
Application to Mars: There is abundant evidence
from rover images that ripples of multiple sizes and
wavelengths are common on Mars [15-18]. Curiosity
images include many examples of interactions between
sand ripples and megaripples (Fig. 2). In order to assess ripple-megaripple transitions observed from orbit,
a project during the summer of 2019 examined three
HiRISE images covering portions of Nirgal Vallis, a
sapping channel whose floor is covered by TARs [19].
We documented ripple-megaripple transitions with
continuous crests at one-fifth of TAR crest terminations, out of 1570 terminations examined in the three
images. Additionally, 1/3 of the TAR crest terminations had ‘probable’ transitions, so that less than half of
TAR crest terminations had no evidence of a transition.
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Figure 1. Study area at GSDNPP, outlined by dice. A) DTM of one study area. Site slopes 11° to S30E, so height
here increases relative to 0 at upper left. B) Orthophotomosiac corresponding to area shown in part A.

Figure 2. Example of ripple-megaripple interactions in a Curiosity Mastcam mosaic, Enchanted Island, sol 1752.
NASA/JPL-Caltech/MSSS. [From Fig 1d of 17].

